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Executive Summary 

On June 12, 2015, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), in consultation with the 
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), published a rulemaking that amended the NRC’s 
regulations for the packaging and transportation of radioactive material [1].  These amendments 
made conforming changes to the NRC’s regulations based on the regulations of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).  The final rule, in combination with a DOT final rule amending Title 
49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR) [2], brought U.S. regulations into general accord 
with the 2009 edition of the IAEA’s “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material” 
(TS-R-1) [3].  The IAEA has since updated its regulations for the transport of radioactive material 
in Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6 (SSR-6, 2012 and 2018 editions) [4, 5, 6]. 

In SECY-16-0093, dated July 28, 2016 [7], the NRC staff requested Commission approval to 
initiate a rulemaking related to harmonizing Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) 
Part 71, “Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material,” with IAEA and DOT regulations.  
The proposed rulemaking would revise 10 CFR Part 71 to be compatible with the IAEA and DOT 
regulations and include additional NRC staff-initiated administrative, editorial, or clarification 
changes.  The Commission approved the staff recommendation via a staff requirements 
memorandum [8]. 

The roles of the DOT and the NRC in the co-regulation of the transportation of radioactive 
materials are documented in a Memorandum of Understanding [14].  Because they co-regulate 
transportation of radioactive materials in the United States, the NRC and DOT have historically 
coordinated to harmonize their respective regulations to these IAEA revisions through the 
rulemaking process.  In the NRC’s previous 10 CFR Part 71 harmonization rulemaking, published 
in the Federal Register on June 12, 2015 [1], the Commission stated that NRC will consider any 
necessary changes related to SSR-6 in a future rulemaking after consulting with DOT.  
 
The staff has engaged with the DOT staff in the current rulemaking to identify and evaluate gaps 
between 10 CFR Part 71 regulations and the updated IAEA requirements in SSR-6, 2012 and 
2018 editions, which would be closed by the current rulemaking.  The DOT participated in the 
public meeting held in December 2016 to discuss an NRC “issues paper,” that identified potential 
issues for consideration in the rulemaking process [9].  The DOT was also represented on the 
rulemaking working group that developed the draft regulatory basis.  The DOT plans to undertake 
a similar initiative in fiscal year 2019 to harmonize its regulations for the transportation of 
radioactive material in 49 CFR Parts 107 and 171-180 with the 2012 and 2018 editions of SSR-6.  

The staff reviewed the updated IAEA regulations [4, 5, 6] and identified 14 regulatory issues and 
other recommended changes to 10 CFR Part 71 to be analyzed during the rulemaking 
development process.  These issues were documented in the issues paper [9].  Besides the 
harmonization issues, the issues paper included consideration of administrative and editorial 
changes to clarify the regulations.  
 
A notice of the issues paper, public meeting, and request for comment was published in the 
Federal Register on November 21, 2016 [10], and the NRC held a public meeting on December 
5-6, 2016, to discuss the issues paper.  A summary of the public meeting, including the 
attendance list, was prepared [11].  After the public meeting, the NRC received 49 comment 
letters on the issues paper, identified comments that are pertinent to the rulemaking action, and 
considered these comments in the development of this draft regulatory basis. 
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In addition to the regulatory issues discussed in the issues paper and after the issues paper was 
published, the staff identified other potential changes to clarify the regulations and ensure 
compatibility with the DOT regulations, and these potential changes were grouped under a new 
issue that was designated as Issue 15. 
 
The draft regulatory basis and supporting appendices provide the basis for and describe the 
NRC’s recommendations to revise the existing regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 by a proposed rule.  
The proposed revisions are tied to issues that target harmonization with the IAEA requirements 
(Issues 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10); ensure compatibility with DOT regulations (Issues 2 and 15); and 
are related to administrative and editorial changes or clarifications (Issues 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15).  
 
During the draft regulatory basis development, the staff considered and evaluated four alternative 
actions to align the NRC’s regulations with the IAEA regulations.  These are: a no-action option 
that would maintain the status quo (Alternative 1); issue generic communications and regulatory 
guidance (Alternative 2); issue license specific conditions and exemptions (Alternative 3); and 
initiate a rulemaking action to revise 10 CFR Part 71 (Alternative 4).  The alternatives were 
analyzed based on their viability to resolve the regulatory issues of concern and estimates of 
recommended action costs and potential benefits (savings).  The staff determined that the 
rulemaking action (Alternative 4), in combination with the no-action alternative (Alternative 1) for 
Issues 3 and 5, represents the best and least-costly option and it is the recommended action by 
the staff.  Alternatives 2 and 3 would not address all the regulatory issues and would also result in 
higher costs to the NRC and industry.   

Tables ES-1 and ES-2 below provide summaries of the total overall cost estimates of the 
proposed rulemaking.  In both tables, the total cost is the estimated “net present value” (NPV) of 
“averted costs” and “normal costs” in 2018 dollars, if 10 CFR Part 71 is revised.  Averted costs 
are costs of activities and actions performed under the existing regulations that would no longer 
be required if 10 CFR Part 71 is revised, and they are assigned positive values.  “Normal costs” 
are implementation and operational costs of new or additional actions that would be incurred if 10 
CFR Part 71 is revised, and they are assigned negative values.  Issue 3 costs were not analyzed 
because NRC licensees are not currently transporting Type C packages by air and there is not an 
expressed need by licensees to include Type C standards in NRC regulations for domestic 
transport. 

Table ES-1 lists the 14 regulatory issues and the other staff-recommended regulatory changes to 
10 CFR Part 71 (Issue No. 15) and estimates of cost and potential benefits by issue.  All costs 
are in 2018 dollars and are calculated using a 7-percent discount rate. 

Table ES-1 Recommended Action and Estimated Costs and Savings 

Issue 
No. Issue Title Recommended 

Action 
Total Net Cost/Savings 

(2018 dollars, 7% NPV) a, b, c, 

1 Fissile Materials Alternative 4 $3,437,368  

2 Reduced External Pressure Alternative 4 $0  

3 Type C Package Standards   Alternative 1 Not Analyzed 

4 Solar Insolation  Alternative 4 ($1,311,856) 

5 Radiation Level versus Dose Equivalent Rate Alternative 1  
$0f  

6 Deletion of Low Specific Activity-III Leaching Test Alternative 4 $354,260  

7 Large Surface Contaminated bjects (SCO-III) Alternative 4 $278,241  

8 UF6 Cylinder Plugs  Alternative 4 ($76,860) 

9 Aging Management Alternative 4 $0  

10 Transitional Arrangements Alternative 4 ($1,873,869) 
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11 Head Space for Liquid Expansion Alternative 4 ($7,231) 

12 Quality Assurance Program Biennial Report Alternative 4 ($48,177) 

13 Type A Package Requirements in Fissile Material General 
Licenses Alternative 4 $21,711  

14 
233U Restriction in 10 CFR 71.22 – General License:  Fissile 
Material 

Alternative 4 $1,488,194  

15 Other Recommended Changes to 10 CFR Part 71 Alternative 4 $0  

  Subtotal - Implementation & Operation Costs (By Issue)   $2,261,782  

  Implementation Costs (By Overall Alternative) Alternative 4 ($1,914,543) 

  Alternative 4 Agreement State Implementation Costs Alternative 4 ($2,334,313) 

   Total   ($1,987,073) 
a These estimates are based on preliminary inputs and are subject to change.   
b The total net benefit results are sensitive to the timing of when costs and benefits occur and to the discount rate 

applied. 
c Benefits and averted costs are positive “Normal costs” are (negative). NPV is the “net present value” (NPV) of 

“averted costs” and “Normal costs” in 2018 dollars. 
d There may be differences between tables due to rounding. 
e For Issue 5, the NRC determined that there would be a cost to the licensees but with no safety benefit, therefore 

no action is contemplated. 
 
The staff determined that Issues 3 and 5 require no action, and that rulemaking can address and 
resolve the remaining issues and accomplish the stated goals of the harmonization initiative: 

 
1. IAEA harmonization issues (Issues 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10):  Staff assessments of these 

issues identified potential revisions to harmonize the existing regulations with the IAEA 
regulations. 

2. DOT compatibility issues (Issues 2 and 15):  Staff assessments of these issues identified 
potential revisions to ensure compatibility between revisions to the NRC regulations in 10 
CFR Part 71 and potential amendments to the DOT regulations. 

3. NRC-staff initiated administrative, editorial, or clarification changes (Issues 11, 12, 13, 14, and 
15).  Staff assessments of these issues identified potential changes to clarify the regulations.  

Table ES-2 provides a summary of the cost estimates of the proposed rulemaking to NRC, 
Agreement States, and the industry.  All cost/savings estimates are in 2018 dollars and calculated 
using a 7-percent discount rate.  The total cost in Table ES-2 includes estimates of the NRC 
implementation costs for 3 years, and the operational costs, where applicable, during the first 11 
years after the effective date of the rule.  The staff chose this time frame because, on average, 
the NRC rulemaking to harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA regulations has followed an 11-
year cycle.   

 

Table ES-2 Estimates of Costs and Savings for the Proposed Rulemaking 
(Rulemaking for all issues except for Issues 3 and 5 where no action will be undertaken) 

 
Description NRC Agreement 

States 
 Industry Total 

Rule development and Implementation Cost 
Estimates (2018-2020) ($1,914,543) ($2,334,313)  $0  ($4,248,856) 

Operation Costs/Savings Estimates (Timeframe 
2021-2031) ($801,369) $0   $3,063,151  $2,261,782  

Sum ($2,715,911) ($2,334,313)  $3,063,151  ($1,987,073) 
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The proposed rulemaking recommended by the staff (which includes no action on Issues 3 and 5) 
would result in a total net overall cost of ($1,987,073).  This represents $829,228 less in costs 
than pursuing rulemaking on Issues 3 and 5. 

The proposed rulemaking cost estimate represents the following estimated costs for the NRC and 
the Agreement States, combined with an estimated net savings to the industry: 

• The NRC is expected to incur a normal cost of ($2,715,911).  This includes the rulemaking 
development and implementation cost of ($1,914,543) and the additional operation costs 
associated with performing regulatory reviews under the new regulations ($801,369). 

• Agreement States are expected to incur a cost of ($2,334,313).  This estimate represents 
the implementation cost of the proposed rulemaking by the Agreement States; the 
rulemaking action will not result in any operation costs to the Agreement States. 

• The proposed rulemaking would result in a net savings to the industry of $3,063,151.  This 
represents operational savings resulting from applying the new rule; there are no 
implementation costs to the licensees. 

The rulemaking represents the least costly option that can address most of the issues, and it 
would also result in net savings to the industry.  Specifically, it is estimated that the proposed rule, 
if implemented, would result in a net savings of $3,063,151 in averted costs to the licensees.  
Furthermore, the proposed rulemaking is expected to have important qualitative benefits, 
including: (1) harmonization of the NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA’s safety 
requirements, and thereby reducing the regulatory burden on the licensees by eliminating 
conflicting requirements; (2) assurance that the NRC’s regulations continue to be consistent with 
DOT regulations for transportation of radioactive materials; and (3) consistency with the NRC’s 
response to previous revisions and updates of IAEA regulations, without any broad programmatic 
requirements or significant negative impacts on the NRC’s licensees or certificate holders.  These 
costs and benefits, including the application of qualitative factors, will be assessed in detail in the 
regulatory analysis that will be performed when the proposed rule is developed. 
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Draft Regulatory Basis for Rulemaking 

10 CFR Part 71—PACKAGING AND TRANSPORTATION OF 
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL 

Revisions to Transportation Safety Requirements and Harmonization 
with International Atomic Energy Agency Transportation 

Requirements 

1 Introduction 

In SECY-16-0093, dated July 28, 2016 [7], the NRC staff requested Commission approval to 
initiate a rulemaking related to harmonizing Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 
CFR) Part 71, “Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material,” with the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations. 
The proposed rulemaking would revise 10 CFR Part 71 to be compatible with the IAEA and 
DOT regulations and include additional NRC staff-initiated administrative, editorial, or 
clarification changes.  The Commission approved the staff recommendation via a staff 
requirements memorandum [8].  The roles of the DOT and the NRC in the co-regulation of the 
transportation of radioactive materials are documented in a Memorandum of Understanding 
[14].  Because they co-regulate transportation of radioactive materials in the United States, the 
NRC and DOT have historically coordinated to harmonize their respective regulations to these 
IAEA revisions through the rulemaking process.  In the NRC’s previous 10 CFR Part 71 
harmonization rulemaking, published in the Federal Register on June 12, 2015 [1], the 
Commission stated that the NRC will consider any necessary changes related to the IAEA’s 
Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6 (SSR-6) in a future rulemaking after consulting with 
DOT.  

The NRC staff has engaged with the DOT staff in the current rulemaking to identify and evaluate 
gaps between 10 CFR Part 71 regulations and the updated IAEA requirements in SSR-6, 2012 
and 2018 editions1, which would have to be closed by the current rulemaking.  The DOT 
participated in the public meeting held in December 2016 to discuss the issues paper [9] and 
was also represented on the rulemaking working group that developed the draft regulatory 
basis.  The DOT plans to undertake a similar initiative in fiscal year 2019 to harmonize its 
regulations for the transportation of radioactive material in 49 CFR Parts 107 and 171-180 with 
the 2012 and 2018 editions of SSR-6.  

The staff reviewed the updated IAEA regulations [4, 5, 6] and identified 14 regulatory issues to 
be analyzed during the rulemaking development process.  These issues were documented in 
the issues paper [9].  Besides the harmonization issues, the issues paper included 
consideration of administrative and editorial changes to clarify the regulations.  A notice of the 
issues paper, public meeting, and request for comment was published in the Federal Register 
on November 21, 2016 [10], and the NRC held a public meeting on December 5-6, 2016, to 
discuss the issues paper.  A summary of the public meeting, including the attendance list, was 
prepared [11].  After the public meeting, the NRC received 49 comment letters on the issues 

                                                 
1 Unless specified otherwise, citations of SSR-6 in this document refer to the most recent (2018) edition of SSR-6.   
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paper, identified comments that are pertinent to the rulemaking action, and considered these 
comments in the development of this draft regulatory basis. 
 
In addition to the regulatory issues discussed in the issues paper and after the issues paper was 
published, the staff identified other potential changes to clarify the regulations and ensure 
compatibility with the DOT regulations, and these potential changes were grouped under a new 
issue that was designated as Issue 15. 
 

The staff considered and evaluated four alternative actions to align the NRC’s regulations with 
the IAEA regulations.  These are: a no-action option that would maintain the status quo 
(Alternative 1); issue generic communications and regulatory guidance (Alternative 2); issue 
license specific conditions and exemptions (Alternative 3); and initiate a rulemaking action to 
revise 10 CFR Part 71 (Alternative 4). 

Consistent with the rulemaking process, this draft regulatory basis describes and documents the 
results of assessments and analyses performed by the staff in advance of the proposed rule.  
The draft regulatory basis and supporting appendices address the regulatory issues and 
potential revisions to the existing regulations (Section 4 and Appendix B); alternative actions 
(Section 5); cost estimates (Section 6 and Appendix A); rulemaking impacts (Section 7); 
interaction with stakeholders (Section 8); and support for the strategic plan (Section 9).  The 
draft regulatory basis is supported by the following Appendices: 

• Appendix A provides supporting information for the cost uncertainty analysis. 

• Appendix B provides detailed assessments of the regulatory issues.  

2 Proposed Action  

2.1 Description 
In SECY-16-0093, dated July 28, 2016 [7], the staff proposed an action to initiate a rulemaking 
to revise and harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA’s regulations in SSR-6, 2012 and 2018 
editions, maintain compatibility between the NRC regulations for packaging and transportation 
of radioactive materials with the DOT regulations, and include additional staff-initiated 
administrative, editorial, or clarification.  The Commission approved the staff’s recommendation 
via SRM-SECY-16-0093, dated August 19, 2016 [8]. 

The proposed revisions to 10 CFR Part 71 would require making conforming updates and 
revisions to the current Standard Review Plans (SRPs), including NUREG-1609, “Standard 
Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Radioactive Material,” and NUREG-1617, 
“Standard Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Spent Nuclear Fuel”).2  Conforming 
changes would also be considered and made, as appropriate, to other regulatory guides and 
NUREGs that would be impacted by a revision to 10 CFR Part 71 (see Section 4.3 for a more 
complete list of impacted regulatory guidance documents). 

 

                                                 
2 The SRPs provided in NUREG-1609 and NUREG-1617 are being consolidated in a new transportation 
SRP (NUREG-2216) that is expected to be issued in 2019. 
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2.2 Basis and Justification  
The proposed action is justified by the following: 

1. The Commission has historically been consistent in its support of harmonizing the 
regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA’s regulations, and doing so through the 
rulemaking process.  

2. In SRM-SECY-12-0166, dated February 15, 2013 [12], the Commission directed the staff to 
clarify plan(s) to update 10 CFR Part 71 in the future, including consideration of any IAEA 
compatibility updates.  In the final rule dated June 12, 2015 [1], the Commission 
acknowledged the 2012 SSR-6 revision and stated that the NRC will consider any 
necessary changes related to SSR-6 in a future rulemaking after consulting with DOT. 

3. The IAEA regulations in SSR-6, 2012 edition were not addressed in the NRC’s 2015 
harmonization rulemaking and are not currently reflected in the NRC’s regulations in 10 CFR 
Part 71.3  In addition, the IAEA has made further revisions to SSR-6 since 2012.  The latest 
draft revision to SSR-6 was distributed by the IAEA for review in 2016 [5] and a final version 
was issued in June 2018 [6].  These latest revisions are not reflected in the current NRC 
regulations in 10 CFR Part 71.  The proposed rulemaking action presents an opportunity to 
align 10 CFR Part 71 regulations with the IAEA regulations in SSR-6, 2012 and 2018 
editions.  

4. The DOT plans to harmonize its regulations with the IAEA regulations, and the NRC’s 
proposed rule would ensure that compatibility between the NRC’s and DOT’s regulations is 
maintained. 

5. Compatibility of the U.S. domestic regulations with the international standards provides a 
consistent basis for safe packaging and transportation of radioactive material, reduces 
impediments to trade, facilitates international cooperation, reduces safety risk associated 
with the import and export of radioactive material, and can be expected to have safety 
benefits. 

6. The staff’s assessment and analyses of alternatives, impacts, costs, and stakeholders’ 
interaction did not identify any significant negative impacts or impediments to the proposed 
action. 

3 Existing Regulatory Framework 

3.1 NRC’s Regulatory Framework for Transport of Radioactive Material 
Transport of radioactive material in the U.S. is co-regulated by the NRC and the DOT.  The 
NRC’s radioactive transportation regulations are provided in 10 CFR Part 71, while the DOT’s 
regulations are provided in 49 CFR Parts 107 and 171-180.  The respective responsibilities of 
each agency are delineated in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the NRC and 
the DOT [14].  In general, the DOT is responsible for regulating safety for the transportation of 
all hazardous materials including radioactive material, and the NRC is responsible for regulating 
safety of receipt, possession, use, and transfer of byproducts, source, and special nuclear 
material.  More specifically, the NRC develops safety regulations in the areas of package 

                                                 
3 The NRC developed the proposed rule and published it for comment in the Federal Register on May 16, 2013 [13].  
Due to time constraints, it was not possible to incorporate SSR-6, 2012 edition into that rulemaking. 
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standards; transportation of radioactive material; and quality assurance of packaging design, 
fabrication, testing, maintenance, and use. 

3.2 International Regulations and Safety Requirements 
Hazardous materials including radioactive material are transported regularly as part of 
international commerce.  Internationally consistent regulations for the packaging and 
transportation of radioactive material reduce impediments to trade, facilitate international 
cooperation, and can reduce the safety risks associated with the import and export of 
radioactive material.  Shipping companies that are active in the international transport of 
radioactive material must comply with requirements that are often based on standards published 
by the IAEA.  Efforts by the IAEA member States to increase the consistency and compatibility 
between national regulations and the internationally accepted requirements and standards, 
within the constraints of existing national regulatory frameworks, have been referred to as 
“harmonization.” 

The IAEA was formed to promote, develop, and publish standards for safe, secure, and 
peaceful nuclear technologies.  The IAEA regulations are developed in consultation with IAEA 
member States, and they reflect the international consensus on what is needed to provide for a 
high-level of safety in the packaging and transportation of radioactive material. 

Recognizing that international regulations should be periodically revised because of continuing 
scientific and technical advances and accumulated experience of member States, the IAEA has 
periodically reviewed and amended its transportation regulations about every 5 to 10 years.  In 
2009, the IAEA published its requirements for the safe transport of radioactive material in 
“Safety Requirements No. TS-R-1, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material” 
[3].  As previously stated, the IAEA issued revised standards in SSR-6, 2012 and 2018 editions 
[4, 5, 6]. 

3.3 Harmonization of the NRC and IAEA Regulations 
The NRC historically has supported harmonization of its regulations with the IAEA requirements 
for packaging and transportation of radioactive material and has used the rulemaking process 
for this purpose.  To harmonize the NRC’s regulations with the IAEA’s regulations in TS-R-1, the 
NRC published a rule in the Federal Register that included revisions to 10 CFR Part 71 [1].  The 
Commission has previously expressed its support for continued harmonization of the NRC’s 
regulations with future updates of the IAEA regulations.  In SRM-SECY-12-0166, dated 
February 15, 2013 [12], the Commission directed the staff to clarify plan(s) to update 10 CFR 
Part 71 in the future, including consideration of any IAEA compatibility updates. 

In SRM-SECY-16-0093, dated August 19, 2016 [8], the Commission approved the staff’s 
recommendation to initiate a rulemaking to harmonize packaging and transportation regulations 
in 10 CFR Part 71 with the 2012 and 2018 editions of SSR-6. 

4 Regulatory Issues and Recommended Revisions to Existing 
Regulations 

This section provides a list of the regulatory issues identified and analyzed by the staff and a 
rationale for the recommended revisions to NRC requirements and guidance.  
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4.1 Regulatory Issues 
The following is a list of the 15 regulatory issues identified by the staff:   

Issue 1:  Fissile Materials 
Issue 2:   Reduced External Pressure 
Issue 3:  Type C Package Standards 
Issue 4:  Solar Insolation 
Issue 5:  Radiation Level versus Dose Equivalent Rate 
Issue 6: Deletion of Low Specific Activity-III Leaching Test 
Issue 7: Large Surface Contaminated Objects (SCO-III) 
Issue 8:  UF6 Cylinder Plugs 
Issue 9:  Aging Management 
Issue 10:  Transitional Arrangements 
Issue 11:  Head Space for Liquid Expansion 
Issue 12:  Quality Assurance Program Biennial Report 
Issue 13:  Type A Package Requirements in Fissile Material General Licenses 
Issue 14:  233U Restriction in 10 CFR 71.22 – General License:  Fissile Material 
Issue 15:  Other Recommended Changes to 10 CFR Part 714 

 
The staff determined that Issues 3 and 5 require no action, and that a rulemaking action can 
address and resolve all the remaining issues and accomplish the stated goals of the 
harmonization initiative.  Issue 3 costs were not analyzed because NRC licensees are not 
currently transporting Type C packages by air and there is not an expressed need by licensees 
to include Type C standards in NRC regulations for domestic transport. For Issue 5 the NRC 
determined that there would be a cost to the licensees but with no safety benefit, therefore no 
action is contemplated.   
 
1. IAEA harmonization issues (Issues 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10):  Staff assessments of these 

issues identified potential revisions to harmonize the existing regulations with the IAEA 
regulations. 

2. DOT compatibility issues (Issues 2 and 15):  Staff assessments of these issues identified 
potential revisions to ensure compatibility between revisions to the NRC’s regulations in 10 
CFR Part 71 and potential amendments to the DOT’s regulations. 

3. Administrative and editorial change issues (Issues 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15):  The staff’s 
assessments of these issues identified potential revisions to clarify the regulations. 

4.2 Staff Recommended Action and Revisions to 10 CFR Part 71 
Table 1 (next page) provides a summary of the specific issues for resolution, relevant 
paragraphs in SSR-6, 2018 edition, and provisions in 10 CFR Part 71 and staff recommended 
action for issue resolution. 

  

                                                 
4 This issue includes other items that were not included in the issues paper:  reporting requirements, LSA definition, 
Tables A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 71, and the compatibility category for the regulations containing 
QAP review criteria for Agreement State review. 
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Table 1 Summary of Regulatory Issues and Recommended Action (Issues 1-4) 

Issue  Description 
Relevant 

Provisions in 
10 CFR Part 

71  

NRC Staff Recommended 
Action 

Issue 1:  Fissile 
Materials 

1a - SSR-6 includes three 
new fissile exceptions in 
paragraphs 417(c), 417(d), 
and 417(e). 

§ 71.15 

 

Adopt 417(c) exception without 
the associated consignment 
limit, do not adopt 417(d), and 
adopt 417(e) exceptions with 
modifications. 

1b – SSR-6 includes a 
“Competent Authority5-
approved” fissile exception 
in paragraph 417(f). 

§ 71.15 Do not adopt.  

1c - SSR-6 includes 
provisions in SSR-6 
paragraph 674 for CSI-
controlled packages of 
fissile material, similar to the 
fissile material general 
license requirements in 10 
CFR Part 71.   

§ 71.22 

§ 71.23 

 

Do not adopt. 

1d - SSR-6 includes 
provisions in paragraph 675 
for plutonium in non-fissile 
packages, similar to the 
fissile exemption in 10 CFR 
71.15(f), but with 
accumulation control. 

§ 71.15 

 

Do not adopt. 

Issue 2:  Reduced 
External Pressure  

SSR-6 and DOT (49 CFR 
173.412(f)) reduced 
external pressure value is 
60 kPa (8.7 psia). 

§ 71.71(c)(3) Adopt. 

Issue 3:  Type C 
Package Standards 

SSR-6 has Type C package 
standards. 

None Do not adopt. 

Issue 4:  Solar 
Insolation 

4a-SSR-6 unit for solar 
insolation differs from NRC. 

 

§ 71.71(c)(1) 

 

Adopt. 

4b-SSR-6 requires solar 
insolation as an initial 
condition for the tests.  

§ 71.73 (b) Adopt.  

                                                 
5 A competent authority is the national entity that imposes IAEA regulations.  In the U.S., the U.S. 
Department of Transportation is the U.S. competent authority. 
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Table 1 Summary of Regulatory Issues and Recommended Action 

(Continued, Issues 5-10) 

Issue Description 
Relevant 

Provisions in 
10 CFR 
Part 71  

Staff Recommended Action 

Issue 5: Radiation 
Level versus Dose 
Equivalent Rate 

SSR-6 changed the term 
“radiation level” to “dose 
equivalent rate”. 

§ 71.4 

§ 71.43 

§ 71.47 

§ 71.51 

§ 71.64 

§ 71.87 

Do not adopt. 

Issue 6: Deletion of 
Low Specific Activity-
III Leaching Test 

SSR-6 removed the 
leaching test requirement 
for LSA-III material. 

§ 71.4 

§ 71.77 

§ 71.100 

Adopt. 

Issue 7: Large 
Surface 
contaminated 
Objects (SCO-III) 

SSR-6 added provisions for 
large surface contaminated 
objects under a new SCO-III 
category. 

§ 71.4 Add a definition of SCO-III, if 
the DOT adds it to its 
regulations. 

Issue 8: UF6 Cylinder 
Plugs 

In SSR-6 paragraph 
680(b)(i) added evaluation 
of the cylinder plug for 
uranium hexafluoride (UF6). 

§ 71.55(g) 

 

 

Adopt. 

Issue 9: Aging 
Management 

SSR-6 adds aging 
mechanisms and 
requirements for transport 
after storage 

§ 71.35 
§ 71.43(d) 

Adopt. 

Issue 10: Transitional 
Arrangements 
 

SSR-6 revises transitional 
arrangements for package 
designs and special form 
radioactive material. 

§ 71.4 

§ 71.19 

Adopt. 
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Table 1 Summary of Regulatory Issues and Recommended Action  
(Continued, Issues 11-14) 

 

Issue  Description 
Relevant 

Provisions in 
10 CFR 
Part 71  

Staff Recommended Action 

Issue 11:  Head 
Space for Liquid 
Expansion 

The regulation lacks a 
general design requirement 
to ensure that packages 
containing liquid have 
sufficient head space. 

§ 71.43 Adopt 

Issue 12:  Quality 
Assurance Program 
Biennial Report 

Current regulations do not 
require quality assurance 
program (QAP) approval 
holders to submit a biennial 
report to the NRC if no 
changes were made to the 
QAP in the 24-months 
previous, however, the 
associated SOCs and RG 
7.10 discuss submitting the 
biennial report even if no 
changes were made.  

§ 71.106(b) 

 

Adopt 

Issue 13:  Type A 
Package 
requirements in 
Fissile Material 
General Licenses 

The mass limits in the fissile 
material general licenses in 
10 CFR Part 71 are not 
consistent with the Type A 
restriction for some fissile 
nuclides. 

§ 71.22 

§ 71.23 

Adopt 

Issue 14:  233U 
Restriction in 10 CFR 
71.22 – General 
License:  Fissile 
Material 

The fissile material general 
license in 10 CFR 71.22 
contains lower mass limits 
for 235U if 233U is “present” in 
the package.  It is not clear 
what concentration of 233U 
constitutes being “present.” 

§ 71.22 

 

Adopt   
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Table 1 Summary of Regulatory Issues and Recommended Action  
(Continued, Issue 15) 

 

Issue  Description 
Relevant 

Provisions in 
10 CFR 
Part 71  

Staff Recommended Action 

Issue 15:  Other 
Recommended 
Changes to 10 CFR 
Part 71 
 

15a-Regulations have 
duplicative reporting 
requirements 

§ 71.95(b) Adopt 

15b-An error exists in the 
definition of LSA material. 

§ 71.4 Adopt 

15c-SSR-6 revised some A1 
and A2 values; exempt 
material activity 
concentrations; and exempt 
consignments activity limits. 

10 CFR Part 
71 Appendix A 
Tables A-1 
and A-2 

Adopt 

 

 

15d - The compatibility 
category for the regulations 
containing QAP review 
criteria for Agreement State 
review, approval, and 
inspection of the use of 
Type B packages, other 
than industrial radiography 
use, are Compatibility 
Category NRC.  

§ 71.109 * 

§ 71.111  

§ 71.115 

§ 71.117 

§ 71.119 

§ 71.121 

§ 71.123 

§ 71.125 

Adopt 

 

*Although the NRC lists the 10 CFR Part 71 sections that contain QAP criteria, the NRC is not proposing to make any 
change to the content of these sections at this time.  The NRC includes them in Table 1 as a reference to those 
QAP-related sections that the NRC is considering for Agreement State compatibility.   

4.3 Impacted Regulatory Guidance Documents 
If a rule is proposed and implemented, the following regulatory guide and NUREGs will be 
updated to make conforming changes:   

1. NUREG-1608/RAMREG-003, “Categorizing and Transporting Low Specific Activity Materials 
and Surface Contaminated Objects,” https://rampac.energy.gov/docs/default-
source/nrcinfo/nureg_1608.pdf. 

2. Regulatory Guide 7.9, “Standard Format and Content of 10 CFR Part 71 Applications for 
Approval of Packages for Radioactive Material,” 
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML0505/ML050540321.pdf. 

3. NUREG-2216, “Standard Review Plan for Transportation Package Approval,” draft for 
comment.6 

                                                 
6 This NUREG will consolidate NUREG-1609 and NUREG-1617 and is expected to be issued in the first quarter of 
2020.  
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5 Discussion of Alternatives 

The staff considered and evaluated the following four alternatives: 

• Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

• Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

• Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

• Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 
Alternatives 1 and 4 were included in the rulemaking plan [7], and Alternatives 3 and 4 are 
additional alternatives identified during the staff’s assessment of the regulatory issues.  These 
alternatives are described below, and their estimated costs are provided in Section 6. 

5.1 Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative 
Alternative 1 maintains the status quo, and the NRC would undertake no action and make no 
changes to the current regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 or supporting regulatory guidance 
documents.  Under this alternative, there are no new direct costs to the NRC or the licensees.  
As indicated in Section 5.6 of this document, Alternative 1 is the staff’s recommended action for 
Issues 3 and 5. 

Implementing this alternative for all the issues would not be consistent with the NRC’s past 
response to revisions and updates of the IAEA regulations, which has included rulemakings to 
harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA regulations.  The no-action alternative will result in 
inconsistencies and differences between the NRC’s regulations and the IAEA’s regulations, as 
well as the DOT’s regulations should the DOT decide to revise its regulations independent of 
the NRC.  Such inconsistencies and differences can cause uncertainty and difficulties given 
conflict or duplication across requirements and negative impacts on both existing and new 
licensees.  As the IAEA has periodically changed its requirements and standards to take 
advantage of increased knowledge and industry experience, without this proposed 
harmonization, 10 CFR Part 71 regulations would continue to diverge from the international 
regulations.  A decision not to harmonize at this time may make harmonization of the NRC 
regulations with the international regulations (and possibly DOT regulations) increasingly difficult 
over time. 

5.2 Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory 
Guidance 

Under this alternative, the NRC would use generic communications (Regulatory Issue 
Summaries, Generic Letters, or Bulletins) to inform existing certificate holders and licensees of 
its endorsement or other positions regarding the latest IAEA regulations and safety requirement 
updates in SSR-6, 2012 and 2018 editions.  No further resources or costs would be incurred for 
performing a rulemaking action; however, some regulatory guidance documents would have to 
be revised and some revisions would need to be coordinated with the DOT.  At a minimum, this 
alternative would require making revisions to NUREG-1609 and NUREG-1617, which are being 
combined and replaced by a new guidance (NUREG-2216) that is expected to be issued in the 
first quarter of 2020 and have been cited along with other impacted regulatory guidance 
documents in Section 4.3. 

Alternative 2 is not part of the staff’s recommended action for any of the issues (see Section 
5.6).  This alternative is not consistent with the NRC’s past response to revisions and updates of 
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the IAEA regulations, which has included rulemaking to harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with the 
IAEA’s regulations.  Guidance documents and generic communications do not change existing 
regulations and are not suitable for addressing some of the regulatory issues identified by the 
staff (see Appendix B).  Furthermore, inconsistencies and differences would remain if this 
alternative is adopted, between the NRC’s regulations and the IAEA’s regulations, and between 
NRC’s regulations and DOT’s regulations should the DOT decide to harmonize its regulations 
with the IAEA regulations independent of the NRC. 

5.3 Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 
Under this alternative, individual licensees can request exemptions from the NRC’s regulations 
for consistency with the revised IAEA regulations.  This alternative differs from the no-action 
alternative (Alternative 1) only in that it could have increased licensee requests for exemptions 
and greater regulatory burden and costs to licensees and NRC.  This alternative is not 
consistent with the NRC’s past response to revisions and updates of the IAEA’s regulations, 
which has included rulemaking to harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA’s regulations.  

Alternative 3 is not part of the staff’s recommended action (see Section 5.6).  If this alternative is 
selected, the NRC’s regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 will continue to be inconsistent with the 
IAEA’s requirements and some DOT regulations, and licensees and NRC would incur 
operational costs that would not be incurred if 10 CFR Part 71 is revised. 

In addition, license-specific conditions and exemptions are not suitable for addressing some of 
the complex issues identified by the staff (see Appendix B). However, NRC will continue to 
review submitted exemption requests, on a case by case basis, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
71.    

5.4 Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 
This alternative is the action recommended by the staff for all the issues, except for Issues 3 
and 5.   

Overall, the staff has determined that Alternative 4 is the best approach to harmonize the NRC’s 
regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 with the 2012 and 2018 editions of SSR-6, and to ensure that the 
NRC’s regulations continue to be compatible with the DOT’s regulations.  The proposed rule 
would also include staff-initiated administrative, editorial, or clarification changes covered in the 
issues paper (Issues 11, 12, 13, and 14), as well as other items that were identified by the staff 
after that paper was issued (reporting requirements, LSA definition, Tables A-1 and A-2 in 
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 71, and the compatibility category for the regulations containing 
QAP review criteria for Agreement State review) that are discussed under Issue 15.  Finally, the 
proposed action would also involve making conforming changes to existing regulatory guidance 
as described in Section 4.3. 

5.5 Viability of Issue Resolution by Different Alternatives 
Table 2 provides a list of the issues and the viability of issue resolution by different alternatives.  
Some issues require a rule change and cannot be resolved by guidance, and cost-prohibitive 
alternatives were not considered viable to achieve the regulatory objective.  For more 
information on the viability of each issue see Appendix B. 
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Table 2 Viability of Issue Resolution by Alternative 

Issue Alternatives 

1 2 3 4 
Issue 1: Fissile Materials      

Issue 2: Reduced External Pressure     

Issue 3: Type C Package Standards    

Issue 4: Solar Insolation      

Issue 5: Radiation Level versus Dose Equivalent Rate      

Issue 6: Deletion of Low Specific Activity-III Leaching Test      

Issue 7: Large Surface Contaminated Objects (SCO-III)      

Issue 8: UF6 Cylinder Plugs       

Issue 9: Aging Management      

Issue 10: Transitional Arrangements      

Issue 11: Head Space for Liquid Expansion      

Issue 12: Quality Assurance Program Biennial Report      

Issue 13: Type A Package Requirements in Fissile Material General Licenses      

Issue 14: 233U Restriction in 10 CFR 71.22 – General License:  Fissile Material      

Issue 15: Other Recommended Changes to 10 CFR Part 71      

Number of Issues that Could Be Addressed by Corresponding Alternative 3 6 6 14 
 

5.6 Alternatives Summary and Conclusions 
Based on the above evaluations, the staff has reached the following conclusions: 

 
1. The rulemaking option (Alternative 4), in combination with the no-action alternative 

(Alternative 1) for Issues 3 and 5, would address and resolve all the regulatory issues 
identified by the staff and accomplish the goals of the harmonization initiative: 

 
• Resolution of Issues 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 by a rulemaking action would harmonize the 

NRC’S existing regulations with the current IAEA regulations in SSR-6, 2012 and 2018 
editions. 

 
• Resolution of Issues 2 and 15 (in part) by a rulemaking action would maintain 

compatibility between the NRC’s regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 and DOT’s regulations in 
49 CFR Parts 107 and 171-180. 

 
• Resolution of Issues 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 (in part) by a rulemaking action would clarify 

10 CFR Part 71. 
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2. The staff-recommended rulemaking would reduce the regulatory burden on licensees and 

certificate holders by maintaining consistency between NRC and DOT regulations and 
alignment with IAEA requirements, and thereby eliminate conflicting requirements. 

3. The rulemaking action recommended by the staff is consistent with the NRC’s response to 
earlier revisions and updates of the international regulations by the IAEA.  The staff 
recommended action represents the least costly viable option and would result in savings to 
the industry; alternatives 2 and 3 would not address all the regulatory issues identified by 
staff and would also result in higher costs to the NRC and industry (see the next section for 
estimates of costs and savings). 

6 Estimates of Costs and Savings 

This section provides estimates of the costs and savings associated with the alternatives 
described in the previous section, including a no-action alternative (Alternative 1); issue 
generic communication and regulatory guidance (Alternative 2); issue license specific 
conditions and exemptions (Alternative 3); and revise 10 CFR Part 71.(Alternative 4). 

6.1 Basis for Cost and Savings Estimates 
The cost estimates were determined based on estimates of “Normal costs” and averted costs 
(estimated savings).  Averted costs are costs of activities and actions performed under the 
existing regulations that would no longer be required if a revision to 10 CFR Part 71 is 
implemented.  Averted costs are considered as benefits (savings) and they are assigned 
positive values.  “Normal costs” are real costs of new or additional actions (i.e., if Alternatives 2, 
3, or 4 are implemented in whole or in part) and they are assigned negative values.  The net 
present value (NPV) is the discounted normal and averted cost estimates in 2018 dollars. 
 
The following is a summary of the implementation and operation costs to industry, the NRC, and 
the Agreement States. 
 
Industry Implementation.  This attribute accounts for the projected net economic effect on the 
affected licensees to implement the proposed changes.  Costs include procedural and 
administrative activities related to establishing plans and revising procedures.  Additional costs 
above the regulatory baseline are considered negative, and cost savings and averted costs are 
considered positive. 

 
Industry Operation.  This attribute accounts for the projected net economic effect caused by 
routine and recurring activities required by the proposed guidance or regulation changes.  
Activities currently performed but which would no longer be required if the alternative is 
implemented are treated as averted costs. 

 
NRC Implementation.  This attribute accounts for the projected net economic effect on the NRC 
if the rule is implemented.  It includes NRC implementation costs and savings relative to those 
expected under the regulatory baseline. 

 
NRC Operation.  This attribute accounts for the projected net economic effect on the NRC after 
the rule is developed and implemented. 
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Agreement State Implementation.  This attribute accounts for the projected net economic effect 
on the Agreement States to implement the proposed changes.  Costs include procedural and 
administrative activities related to harmonizing State regulations with NRC policy and other 
guidance documents.  The NRC regulations or equivalent legally binding requirements should 
be adopted and implemented within a 3-year timeframe after the issuance of NRC guidance or 
the effective date of the NRC's final rule [19].  The Agreement State implementation costs were 
estimated based on the following considerations: 
 

• The number of Agreement States is 38.  
 

• 750 productive hours (half of a full-time equivalent (FTE)) would be required to update 
any state regulations. 
 

• The average hourly rate range for a state employee is $101/hour ($32 to $161 range). 
 

• The NRC regulations or equivalent legally binding requirements would be adopted and 
implemented within 3 years of the effective date of the NRC's final rule. 
 

Agreement State implementation costs are only applied to Alternative 4.  Supporting 
information for the costs estimates is provided in the discussion of individual issues located in 
Appendix B to this document. 
 
Agreement State Operation.  The staff determined that there are no added operational costs 
incurred by the Agreement States as a result of the proposed rulemaking action.   

6.2 Alternative 2 (Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory 
Guidance) Costs 

Tabulated cost estimates for the NRC and industry under Alternative 2 are provided in Table 3.  
Table 3 shows that Alternative 2 is not a viable or complete solution for each regulatory issue.  
Because Alternative 2 is not a viable option for all the issues, the aggregate costs of Alternative 
2 should not be compared to the aggregate costs of Alternatives 3 or 4.  All issues are listed 
under this alternative to show consistency in the presentation of all the issues for each 
alternative.   
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Table 3 Alternative 2 Tabulated Cost Estimate by Issue 
Issue 
No. Description 

Alternative 2 – NRC  Alternative 2 – Industry 

Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV 

1 Fissile Materials             
2 Reduced External Pressure             
3 Type C Package Standards             
4 Solar Insolation  ($342,989) ($235,833) ($288,127) ($1,938,383) ($1,154,154) ($1,536,871) 

5 
Replacement of Radiation 
Level with Dose Equivalent 
Rate             

6 Deletion of Low Specific 
Activity-III Leaching Test             

7 Large Surface Contaminated 
Objects (SCO-III)             

8 UF6 Cylinder Plugs  ($98,885) ($90,489) ($94,586) ($108,333) ($64,504) ($85,893) 
9 Aging Management ($78,132) ($78,132) ($78,132) $0  $0  $0  

10 Transitional Arrangements             

11 Head Space for Liquid 
Expansion ($81,276) ($80,004) ($80,625) ($9,000) ($5,359) ($7,136) 

12 Quality Assurance Program 
Biennial Report ($122,978) ($110,329) ($116,484) ($36,000) ($29,387) ($32,945) 

13 
Type A Package 
Requirements in Fissile 
Material General Licenses ($786) ($468) ($623) $0  $0  $0  

14 
233U Restriction in § 71.22 – 
General License:  Fissile 
Material $0  $0  $0  $2,499,397  $1,488,194  $1,981,678  

15 Other Recommended 
Changes to 10 CFR Part 71             

Issue Implementation and 
Operation Costs ($725,046) ($595,255) ($658,577) $407,681  $234,790  $318,833  

a NPV = net present value 
b Averted cost = positive, normal cost is (negative) 
c Issue 9 - The 7-percent and 3-percent NPV are the same as the undiscounted amount because the cost occurs 

in the first year. 
 
Tabulated cost estimates for the NRC, industry, and Agreement States under Alternative 2 are 
provided in Table 4. 

Table 4 Alternative 2 Summary Table by Cost Type and Impacted Organization 

Description 
Alternative 2 

Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV 
NRC       
    Implementation of overall alternative ($307,406) ($307,406) ($307,406) 
    Issue implementation and operation costs ($725,046) ($595,255) ($658,577) 

NRC subtotal ($1,032,452) ($902,661) ($965,983) 
Industry implementation and operation costs $407,681  $234,790  $318,833  
Agreement State implementation and operations 
costs $0  $0  $0  

Alternative 2 Total ($624,771) ($667,871) ($647,150) 
a NPV = net present value 
b Averted cost = positive, normal cost is (negative) 
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6.3  Alternative 3 (Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions) Costs 
Tabulated cost estimates for the NRC and industry under Alternative 3 are provided in the 
following Table 5.  Because Alternative 3 is not a viable option for all the issues, the aggregate 
costs of Alternative 3 should not be compared to the aggregate costs of Alternatives 2 or 4.  All 
issues are listed under this alternative to show consistency in the presentation of the all the 
issues for each alternative.  Table 5 shows that Alternative 3 is not a viable or complete solution 
for each regulatory issue.  

Table 5 Alternative 3 Tabulated Cost Estimate by Issue 
Issue 
No.  Description 

Alternative 3 – NRC  Alternative 3 – Industry 

Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV 

1 Fissile Materials ($2,611,267) ($1,554,803) ($2,070,375) ($22,563,333) ($13,434,686) ($17,889,617) 
2 Reduced External Pressure $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  
3 Type C Package Standards             
4 Solar Insolation              

5 
Replacement of Radiation 
Level with Dose Equivalent 
Rate             

6 Deletion of Low Specific 
Activity-III Leaching Test ($647,904) ($314,005) ($476,953) ($920,833) ($500,427) ($703,600) 

7 
Large Surface 
Contaminated Objects 
(SCO-III) ($769,494) ($420,013) ($590,566) ($629,208) ($351,958) ($488,454) 

8 UF6 Cylinder Plugs              
9 Aging Management             

10 Transitional Arrangements ($5,629,507) ($3,351,927) ($4,463,424) ($8,640,000) ($5,173,312) ($6,868,236) 

11 Head Space for Liquid 
Expansion $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

12 Quality Assurance Program 
Biennial Report $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

13 
Type A Package 
Requirements in Fissile 
Material General Licenses $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

14 
233U  Restriction in § 71.22 – 
General License:  Fissile 
Material $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

15 Other Recommended 
Changes to 10 CFR Part 71             

Issue Implementation and Operation 
Costs ($9,658,172) ($5,640,749) ($7,601,318) ($32,753,375) ($19,460,382) ($25,949,908) 

a NPV = net present value  
b Averted cost = positive, normal cost is (negative) 
 
Tabulated cost estimates for the NRC, industry, and Agreement States under Alternative 3 are 
provided in Table 6. 
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Table 6 Alternative 3 Summary Table by Cost Type and Impacted Organization 

Description 
Alternative 3 

Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV 

NRC       

    Implementation of overall alternative $0  $0  $0  

    Issue implementation and operation costs ($9,658,171) ($5,640,749) ($7,601,318) 

NRC subtotal ($9,658,171) ($5,640,749) ($7,601,318) 

Industry implementation and operation costs ($32,753,375) ($19,460,382) ($25,949,908) 

Agreement State implementation and operations costs $0  $0  $0  

Alternative 3 Total ($42,411,546) ($25,101,131) ($33,551,225) 
a NPV = net present value 
b Averted cost = positive, normal cost is (negative) 

6.4 Alternative 4 (Revise 10 CFR Part 71) Costs 
Tabulated cost estimates for the NRC and industry under Alternative 4 are provided in Table 7.  
Alternative 4 covers all issues except for Issue 3 and Issue 5, which are covered under 
Alternative 1.  For Issue 8 on UF6 cylinder plugs, the NRC estimates that if existing drop tests or 
analyses could be used to demonstrate compliance with the proposed regulations, the cost for a 
transportation certificate holder to prepare an application for NRC review would be $50,000.  If 
the applicant cannot use existing data and would need to perform calculations to provide a 
demonstration of the plug performance, then the staff estimates the cost to the applicant to be 
approximately $100,000.  If, instead of additional calculations, the certificate holder performed 
additional drop tests to demonstrate performance of the cylinder plug, then the cost estimate is 
$200,000.  This cost would be a single, one-time cost to the current certificate holder.  For 
estimating purposes these three values were used in the Monte Carlo analysis and yielded 
($76,861).7  
 

  

                                                 
7 Further explanation of Monte Carlo analysis can be found in Section 6.5. 
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Table 7 Alternative 4 Tabulated Cost Estimate by Issue 
Issue 
No. Description 

Alternative 4 - NRC Alternative 4 - Industry 

Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV 

1 Fissile Materials $5,589  $3,328  $4,432  $5,767,414  $3,434,040  $4,572,765  

2 Reduced External Pressure $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

3 Type C Package Standards             

4 Solar Insolation  ($264,857) ($157,701) ($209,995) ($1,938,383) ($1,154,154) ($1,536,871) 

5 
Replacement of Radiation Level 
with Dose Equivalent Rate $0  $0  $0  ($1,058,813) ($829,228) ($949,544) 

6 
Deletion of Low Specific Activity-III 
Leaching Test $177,396  $177,396  $177,396  $216,667  $176,865  $198,281  

7 
Large Surface Contaminated 
Objects (SCO-III) $94,320  $94,320  $94,320  $270,792  $183,921  $225,122  

8 UF6 Cylinder Plugs  ($20,753) ($12,357) ($16,454) ($108,333) ($64,504) ($85,893) 

9 Aging Management $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

10 Transitional Arrangements ($1,498,640) ($892,322) ($1,188,215) ($1,600,000) ($981,547) ($1,286,485) 

11 Head Space for Liquid Expansion ($3,144) ($1,872) ($2,493) ($9,000) ($5,359) ($7,136) 

12 
Quality Assurance Program 
Biennial Report ($31,440) ($18,791) ($24,946) ($36,000) ($29,387) ($32,945) 

13 
Type A Package Requirements in 
Fissile Material General Licenses $11,135  $6,630  $8,829  $25,329  $15,081  $20,082  

14 
233U  Restriction in § 71.22 – 
General License:  Fissile Material $0  $0  $0  $2,499,397  $1,488,194  $1,981,678  

15 
Other Recommended Changes to 
10 CFR Part 71             

Issue Implementation and Operation Costs ($1,530,393) ($801,369) ($1,157,126) $4,029,070  $2,233,922  $3,099,054  
a NPV = net present value 
b Averted cost = positive, normal cost is (negative) 

Tabulated cost estimates for the NRC, industry, and Agreement States under Alternative 4 are 
provided in Table 8.  

Table 8 Alternative 4 Summary Table by Cost Type and Impacted Organization 

Description 
Alternative 4 

Undiscounted 7% NPV 3% NPV 
NRC       
    Implementation of overall alternative ($2,151,839) ($1,914,543) ($2,043,970) 
    Issue implementation and operation costs ($1,530,393) ($801,369) ($1,157,126) 

NRC subtotal ($3,682,232) ($2,715,911) ($3,201,097) 
Industry implementation and operation costs $4,029,070  $2,233,922  $3,099,054  
Agreement State implementation and 
operations costs ($2,859,634) ($2,334,313) ($2,616,970) 

Alternative 4 Total ($2,512,796) ($2,816,302) ($2,719,013) 
a NPV = net present value 
b Averted cost = positive, normal cost is (negative) 
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6.5 Uncertainty Analysis 
The staff completed a Monte Carlo analysis for this draft regulatory basis using the specialty 
software @Risk®.8  The Monte Carlo approach answers the question, “What distribution of net 
benefits results from multiple draws of the probability distribution assigned to key variables?” 

Uncertainty Analysis Assumptions 

As this draft regulatory basis uses estimates of values that are sensitive to unique certificate 
holders’ situations, the staff analyzed the variables that have the greatest amount of uncertainty.  
To perform this analysis, the staff used a Monte Carlo simulation analysis using the @Risk 
software program. 

Monte Carlo simulations involve introducing uncertainty into the analysis by replacing the point 
estimates of the variables used to estimate base case costs and benefits with probability 
distributions.  By defining input variables as probability distributions instead of point estimates, 
the influence of uncertainty on the results of the analysis (in other words, the net benefits) can 
be effectively modeled.  Monte Carlo simulations are used to model the probability of different 
outcomes in a process that cannot easily be predicted due to the intervention of random 
variables.  It is a technique used to understand the impact of risk and uncertainty in prediction 
and forecasting models. 

The probability distributions chosen to represent the different variables in the analysis were 
bounded by the range-referenced input and the staff’s professional judgment.  When defining 
the probability distributions for use in a Monte Carlo simulation, summary statistics are used to 
characterize the distributions.  These summary statistics include the minimum, most likely, and 
maximum values of a program evaluation and review technique (PERT) distribution.9  The staff 
used the PERT distribution to reflect the relative spread and skewness of the distribution 
defined by the three estimates, the aforementioned minimum, most likely, and maximum.  
Appendix A, Table A-1 of this document provides the probability distribution function and the 
descriptive statistics of the inputs used in the uncertainty analysis. 

Table 9 lists the results of the regulatory issues with the distribution, statistics, and the mean 
value of the distributions that were calculated in the uncertainty analysis.  As previously stated,  
Issue 3 costs were not analyzed because NRC licensees are not currently transporting Type C 
packages by air and there is not an expressed need by licensees to include Type C standards in 
NRC regulations for domestic transport.  Except for Issue 3, each issue was analyzed 
individually to identify the costs associated with each alternative.  The “Total” line was analyzed 
separately to calculate all the issues collectively.  Table 9 shows that the total mean benefit of 
the recommended alternative is $2,261,782 if the no-action alternative (Alternative 1) for Issues 
3 and 5 is implemented as opposed to the rulemaking action (Alternative 4).  If Alternative 4 was 
implemented for Issue 5, the net benefit would be reduced by ($829,228) as shown in Table 10.  
All costs are in 2018 dollars and are calculated using a 7-percent discount rate, and they 

                                                 
8 Information about this software is available at http://www.palisade.com. 
 
9 A PERT distribution is a special form of the beta distribution with specified minimum and maximum values.  The 
shape parameter is calculated from the defined most likely value.  The PERT distribution is similar to a triangular 
distribution in that it has the same set of three parameters.  Technically, it is a special case of a scaled beta (or beta 
general) distribution.  The PERT distribution is generally considered superior to the triangular distribution when the 
parameters result in a skewed distribution, as the smooth shape of the curve places less emphasis in the direction of 
skew.  Similar to the triangular distribution, the PERT distribution is bounded on both sides and therefore may not be 
adequate for some modeling purposes if it is desired to capture tail or extreme events. 
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represent the NPV of the “averted costs” (estimated savings) and the “Normal costs” (real 
expense).  
 
Table 9 Tabulated Cost Estimates by Issue, Alternative, and Recommended Action 

Issue 
# Recommended 

Alt # Issue Title 
Incremental Costs and Benefits (2018$) 

      Min Mean Max 0.05 0.95 

1 Alternative 4 Fissile Materials $680,453 $3,437,368 $10,161,407 $1,450,000 $6,170,000  

2 Alternative 4 

Consideration for 
Adopting a Change 
to the Reduced 
External Pressure 
Design Requirement 
for Transportation 
Packages  $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

3 Alternative 1 

Type C Package 
Standards NOT 
ANALYZED Not Analyzed Not Analyzed Not Analyzed Not Analyzed Not Analyzed 

4 Alternative 4 Solar Insolation  ($2,492,405) ($1,311,856) ($384,550) ($1,925,000) ($751,000) 

5 Alternative 1 

Replace Radiation 
Level with Dose 
Equivalent Rate $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

6 Alternative 4 

Deletion of the Low 
Specific Activity-III 
Leaching Test $206,712  $354,260  $555,364  $267,824  $451,558  

7 Alternative 4 

Introduction of the 
Provisions for Large 
Solid Contaminated 
Objects (Surface 
Contaminated 
Object (SCO-III))  $162,753  $278,241  $393,200  $214,245  $344,000  

8 Alternative 4 UF6 Packages ($129,153) ($76,860) ($40,903) ($105,877) ($51,477) 

9 Alternative 4 Aging Management $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

10 Alternative 4 
Transitional 
Arrangements ($2,854,411) ($1,873,869) ($1,075,940) ($2,365,165) ($1,390,000) 

11 Alternative 4 

Adequate Space for 
Liquid Expansion 
Clarification ($8,127) ($7,231) ($6,344) ($7,813) ($6,649) 

12 Alternative 4 

Quality Assurance 
Program 
Clarification ($48,177) ($48,177) ($48,177) ($48,177) ($48,177) 

13 Alternative 4 

Clarification of Type 
A Package 
Requirements in § 
71.22 – General 
License: Fissile 
Material, and § 
71.23 – General 
License: Plutonium-
Beryllium Special 
Form Material $10,743  $21,711  $36,009  $15,746  $28,277  

14 Alternative 4 

Clarification of 233U 
Restriction in § 
71.22 – General 
License:  Fissile 
Material $476,600  $1,488,194  $3,789,368  $781,000  $2,463,000  

15 Alternative 4 
Other Proposed 
Changes to Part 71 $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  

  
Total 

Recommended All Issues   $2,261,782  $10,978,219  $1,340,539  $6,551,225  
a  NPV = net present value. 
b  There may be differences between tables due to rounding. 
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Uncertainty Analysis Results 

The NRC performed the Monte Carlo simulation by repeatedly calculating the results 
5,000 times.  Appendix A provides the inputs used in the uncertainty analysis and additional 
information regarding the uncertainty analysis results. 

For each iteration, the variable values in Appendix A were chosen randomly from the probability 
distributions that define the input variables.  The values of the output variables were recorded 
for each iteration, and these resulting output variable values were used to define the resultant 
probability distribution. 

The results of the uncertainty analysis are provided graphically in Figures A-1 through A-13 
located in Appendix A.  These figures display the histograms of the incremental net benefit 
between the identified alternatives to address that issue.  All graphs are 7-percent NPV.  Issue 2 
has no graph because there are no incremental costs or benefits.   

Issue 3 has no graph because it was not analyzed.  Issue 5 has no graph because, upon 
analysis of the Issue, the NRC determined that there would be a cost to the licensees but with 
no safety benefit (See Appendix B, Section 5.6).   

Issue 14, alternatives 2 and 4 appear as one graph because these two alternatives have the 
same incremental costs.  The recommended alternatives are shown with the confidence interval 
markings as depicted in the legend at the top of each figure. 

Figure A-13 shows a tornado diagram that identifies the key variables whose uncertainty drives 
the largest impact on total net benefits for the combined recommended alternative—that is, the 
recommended alternative for each issue taken together and calculated as an aggregate.  
Figure A-13 ranks the variables based on their contribution to cost uncertainty. 

The proposed approach to addressing Issues 1, 14, and 4 drives the most uncertainty in the 
expected benefits. 

Issue 1:  The greatest variation arises in the averted costs resulting from the values in SSR-6, 
2018 edition, paragraph 417(c) for the material shipments per year and the costs for these 
shipments for fissile materials.  As shown in Figure A-13, the level of variation within the Issue 1 
data and cost model could change the mean by up to $3.9 million (the difference between $5.7 
million and $1.8 million) with a 90-percent confidence level, but the recommended rulemaking 
approach for Issue 1 (Alternative 4) would remain net beneficial in all cases.  Figure A-1 shows 
that the minimum averted costs resulting from the Issue 1 recommended rulemaking approach 
(Alternative 4) is $1.1 million. 

Issue 14:  The greatest variation arises in the averted costs resulting from the number of 
shipments of low-enriched 235U and the costs for these shipments for Issue 14, Clarification of 
233U restriction.  The staff is considering modifying the general license in 10 CFR 71.22 such 
that 233U must be less than one percent of the mass of 235U.  As shown in Figure A-13, the level 
of variation within the Issue 14 data and cost model could change the mean by up to $1.2 
million (the difference between $4.2 million and $3.0 million) with a 90-percent confidence level, 
but the recommended rulemaking approach for Issue 14 (Alternative 4) would remain net 
beneficial in all cases.  Figure A-10 shows that the minimum averted costs resulting from the 
Issue 14 recommended rulemaking approach (Alternative 4) is $620,000. 

Issue 4:  The greatest variation arises in the incremental costs resulting from the certificate 
holder’s need to prepare for NRC review and approval a revised certificate of compliance.  As 
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shown in Figure A-13, the level of variation in these costs could change the mean by up to $1.2 
million (the difference between ($1.6 million) and ($2.8 million)) with a 90-percent confidence 
level for the recommended rulemaking approach for Issue 4 (Alternative 4). 

6.6 Cost Analysis Summary and Conclusions 
Table 10 below provides the tabulated cost estimates for all four alternatives; all costs are in 
2018 dollars and are calculated using a 7-percent discount rate, and they represent the NPV of 
the “averted costs” (estimated savings) and the “Normal costs” (real expense). 
 

Table 10 Tabulated Cost Estimates by Issue, Allternative, and Recommneded Action 
Issue 
No.  Description Alternative 

1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 Alternative NPV 

1 Fissile Materials     ($14,989,489) $3,437,368  Alt 04 $3,437,368  

2 
Reduced External 
Pressure     $0  $0  Alt 04 $0  

3 
Type C Package 
Standards Not Analyzed Not Analyzed Not Analyzed Not Analyzed Alt 01 Not Analyzed 

4 Solar Insolation    ($1,389,988)   ($1,311,856) Alt 04 ($1,311,856) 

5 

Replacement of 
Radiation Level with 
Dose Equivalent Rate $0  $0  $0  ($829,228) Alt 01 $0  

6 
Deletion of Low Specific 
Activity-III Leaching Test     ($814,432) $354,260  Alt 04 $354,260  

7 

Large Surface 
Contaminated Objects 
(SCO-III)     ($771,971) $278,241  Alt 04 $278,241  

8 UF6 Cylinder Plugs    ($154,993)   ($76,860) Alt 04 ($76,860) 

9 Aging Management   ($78,132)   $0  Alt 04 $0  

10 
Transitional 
Arrangements     ($8,525,239) ($1,873,869) Alt 04 ($1,873,869) 

11 
Head Space for Liquid 
Expansion   ($85,363)   ($7,231) Alt 04 ($7,231) 

12 
Quality Assurance 
Program Biennial Report   ($139,715)   ($48,177) Alt 04 ($48,177) 

13 

Type A Package 
Requirements in Fissile 
Material General 
Licenses   ($468) $0  $21,711  Alt 04 $21,711  

14 

233U  Restriction in § 
71.22 – General 
License:  Fissile Material   $1,488,194    $1,488,194  Alt 04 $1,488,194  

15 

Other Recommended 
Changes to 10 CFR Part 
71   $0  $0  $0  $0  Alt 04 

  

Subtotal - 
Implementation & 

Operation Costs (BY 
ISSUE)   ($360,465) ($25,101,131) $1,432,554    $2,261,782  

  
Implementation by 
Overall Alternative    ($307,406) $0  ($1,914,543) Alt 04 ($1,914,543) 

  

Alternative 4 Agreement 
States Implementation 
Costs   $0  $0  ($2,334,313) Alt 04 ($2,334,313) 

   Total   ($667,871) ($25,101,131) ($2,816,302)   ($1,987,073) 
a NPV = net present value. 
b Averted Cost = positive and Normal Cost = (negative) 
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The following is a summary of the results of the cost analysis: 

• Alternative 1 maintains the status quo, which results in no new direct costs or benefits to 
the NRC or the licensees.  The staff is recommending Alternative 1 for issue 5, as it will 
result in an estimated cost savings of $829,228 as opposed to implementing Alternative 
4. The staff also recommends Alternative 1 for issue 3 because NRC licensees are not 
currently transporting Type C packages by air. 
 

• Alternative 2 total costs are estimated at ($667,871), consisting of ($307,406) in 
implementation costs to the NRC, ($595,255) in NRC issue and operations costs, and 
$234,790 in savings to industry using a 7-percent discount rate.   

 

• Alternative 3 total costs are estimated at ($25,101,131), consisting of ($5,640,749) in 
implementation costs to the NRC and ($19,460,382) in costs to industry using a 
7-percent discount rate.  

 

• Alternative 4 is recommended by the staff for all issues except for issues 3 and 5, as it 
will result in a total net overall cost of ($1,987,073).  The proposed rulemaking cost 
estimate is comprised of the following estimated costs for the NRC and the Agreement 
States and estimated net savings to the industry: 

o NRC is expected to incur a cost of ($2,715,911) in “Normal costs”.  This includes 
the rulemaking development and implementation cost ($1,914,543) and the 
additional operation costs associated with performing regulatory reviews under 
the new regulations ($801,369). 

o Agreement States are expected to incur a normal cost of ($2,334,313).  This 
estimate represents the implementation cost of the proposed rulemaking by the 
Agreement States; the rulemaking action will not result in any operation costs to 
the Agreement States. 

o The proposed rulemaking will result in a net savings to the industry of 
$3,063,151.  This represents operational savings resulting from applying the new 
rule; there are no implementation costs to the licensees. 

The staff’s recommended action represents the least costly viable option and would result in 
savings to the industry.  It is estimated the proposed rule would result also in a net savings of 
$3,063,151 in averted costs to the licensees.  Furthermore, the proposed rulemaking is 
expected to have important qualitative benefits, including: (1) harmonization of the NRC 
regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA’s safety requirements, and thereby reducing the 
regulatory burden on the licensees by eliminating conflicting requirements; (2) assurance that 
the NRC’s regulations continue to be consistent with DOT regulations for transportation of 
radioactive materials; and (3) consistency with the NRC’s response to previous revisions and 
updates of IAEA regulations, without any broad programmatic requirements or significant 
negative impacts on the NRC’s licensees or certificate holders.  The proposed rulemaking would 
result in a net total estimated cost of ($4,248,856) in rule development and implementation for 
NRC and the Agreement States, and ($801,369) in operational cost to NRC.   
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7 Other Impacts and Regulatory Considerations 
This section discusses potential non-cost impacts of the proposed action, including impacts on 
licensees and Agreement States. 

7.1 Impacts on Licensees and Certificate Holders 
The staff’s recommended revisions to 10 CFR Part 71 would not impose new broad 
programmatic requirements on licensees and certificate holders.  Some of the proposed 
changes to the regulations may require certificate holders to submit applications for certificate 
amendments in order to continue using a certificate design, as evaluated in the cost model.  
Applicants for a new certificate would have to meet the regulations in effect at the time. 

Harmonization of NRC regulations with those of the IAEA would provide greater regulatory 
certainty, remove multiplicity of regulations, facilitate international commerce, and reduce costs 
of importing and exporting radioactive material for both existing and new licensees and 
certificate holders. 

7.2 Impacts on Agreement States 
In accordance with the “Agreement State Program Policy Statement; Correction,” approved by 
the Commission and published in the Federal Register [15], this recommended rulemaking 
would provide an opportunity to assess compatibility between the NRC and the Agreement 
States, thereby providing consistency among the Agreement States and the NRC transportation 
regulations. 

During the rule development phase, the NRC would analyze the proposed rule in accordance 
with the procedure established within Part III, “Categorization Process for NRC Program 
Elements,” of Handbook 5.9 to Management Directive 5.9, “Adequacy and Compatibility of 
Program Elements for Agreement State Programs,” [16] [see also   
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML1808/ML18081A070.pdf], and coordinate the rulemaking as 
appropriate, consistent with NRC policy and other guidance documents.  The NRC regulations 
or equivalent legally binding requirements should be adopted and implemented in a timeframe 
such that the effective date of the State requirement for its licensees is not later than 3 years 
after the effective date of the NRC's final rule.  Certain circumstances (e.g., adoption of a basic 
radiation protection standard or other rule that will have significant impact on the regulation of 
Agreement States on a nationwide basis) may warrant that the effective dates for both NRC 
licensees and Agreement State licensees be the same.  

7.3 Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act 

The staff has made an initial determination that a rulemaking to revise and align 10 CFR Part 71 
with the IAEA’s and the DOT’s regulations would not be a major Federal action significantly 
affecting the quality of the human environment, and, therefore, an environmental impact 
statement is not likely to be required.  If the NRC decides to proceed with the proposed 
rulemaking, an environmental assessment would likely be performed to identify and evaluate 
potential environmental impacts, and the environmental assessment findings will be used to 
make a final determination on whether an environmental impact statement would be required. 
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7.4 Backfit Assessment 
The proposed rule would revise various 10 CFR Part 71 provisions.  As there is no backfitting 
requirement in 10 CFR Part 71, the applicants, licensees, or holders of a certificate under 10 
CFR Part 71 are not the subject of a backfitting requirement and a backfitting assessment is not 
applicable to this rulemaking. 

7.5 Legal and Policy Issues 
The staff has not identified any potential legal or policy issues resulting from the evaluated 
alternatives. 

8 Interaction with Stakeholders 

As previously stated, the staff published an issues paper and discussed regulatory issues at a 
public meeting in December 2016.  After the public meeting, the NRC received 49 comment 
letters on the issues paper [19].  The comment letters included a total of 211 unique comments 
on the 14 issues that were published in the issues paper.  The staff reviewed and evaluated all 
the comments and determined that 112 comments were pertinent to the proposed action, and 
these comments were considered in further review and evaluation.  The remaining 99 
comments were outside the scope of the proposed action and did not warrant further 
consideration. 

Table 11 below provides counts of stakeholder comments that the staff determined to be 
pertinent and that the staff considered along with other factors in assessing potential revisions 
to 10 CFR Part 71. 

Table 11 Overview of Pertinent Stakeholder Comments 

Issues Number of Pertinent 
Stakeholder Comments 

Issue 1: Fissile Materials 24 
Issue 2: Reduced External Pressure 6 
Issue 3: Type C Package Standards 2 
Issue 4: Solar Insolation 13 
Issue 5: Radiation Level versus Dose Equivalent 
Rate 

6 

Issue 6: Deletion of Low Specific Activity-III Leaching 
Test 

4 

Issue 7: Large Surface Contaminated Objects (SCO-
III) 

9 

Issue 8: UF6 Cylinder Plugs  7 
Issue 9: Aging Management 18 
Issue 10: Transitional Arrangements 11 
Issue 11: Head Space for Liquid 
Expansion 

2 

Issue 12: Quality Assurance Program Biennial Report 5 
Issue 13: Type A Package Requirements in Fissile 
Material General Licenses 

3 

Issue 14: 233U Restriction in 10 CFR 71.22 – General 
License:  Fissile Material 

2 

Total 112 
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The majority of the comments pertain to fissile materials (Issue 1), aging management (Issue 9), 
solar insolation (Issue 4), and transitional arrangements (Issue 10).   

The staff will also consider public comments received on this draft regulatory basis in finalizing 
the regulatory basis and preparing any proposed rule and will conduct additional public 
meetings in the course of the rulemaking process. 

9 Support for the NRC Strategic Plan 

The NRC’s 2018-2022 Strategic Plan [17] describes the agency’s principles of good regulation; 
defines safety and security strategic goals and objectives; and provides strategies and 
contributing activities to accomplish these strategic goals. 

The strategic plan identifies eight safety strategies and contributing activities to accomplish the 
strategic safety objective.  The following provides a description of safety strategies 1, 2, and 3 
and the contributing activities that stand to benefit from the rulemaking. 

Safety Objective 1:  Prevent, Mitigate, and Respond to Accidents and Ensure Radiation 
Safety 

Safety Strategy 1:  Maintain and enhance the NRC’s regulatory programs, using information 
gained from domestic and international operating experience, lessons learned, and advances in 
science and technology. 

RELEVANT CONTRIBUTING ACTIVITIES 

• Maintain effective, stable, and predictable regulatory programs and policies. 

• Evaluate domestic and international operating events and trends and advances in 
science and technology for safety implications and enhance the regulatory 
framework as warranted. 

The proposed rulemaking action supports this strategy in that it ensures that the NRC’s 
regulations are aligned with the IAEA regulations and international operating experience and 
lessons learned. 

Safety Strategy 2:  Further risk-inform the current regulatory framework in response to 
advances in science and technology, policy decisions, and other factors, including prioritizing 
efforts to focus on the most safety-significant issues. 

RELEVANT CONTRIBUTING ACTIVITIES 

• Use risk-informed and performance-based approaches to enhance the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the regulatory framework that appropriately consider defense-in-depth, risk 
insights, and margins of safety. 

• Ensure that regulations are effective, efficient, and up-to-date by using established 
processes to build on a sound regulatory framework, incorporating risk assessments into 
regulatory decision-making as appropriate, providing opportunities for public 
participation, and addressing the cumulative effects of regulation. 

• Improve the regulatory framework, analytical tools, and data needed to ensure the safe 
and secure storage, transportation, and disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level 
radioactive waste. 
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• Engage domestic and international partners in the development and evaluation of 
consensus standards and collaborate with research counterparts to respond to emerging 
technical issues, exchange information, and promote best practices. 

The proposed rulemaking supports this strategy by:  (1) improving the NRC regulatory 
framework in 10 CFR Part 71 based on international experience and international advances in 
science and technology, and (2) engaging with international partners to exchange information 
and promote best practices, as well as domestically with the DOT in the development and 
evaluation of consistent safety requirements.  

Safety Strategy 3:  Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of licensing and certification 
activities to maintain both quality and timeliness of licensing and certification reviews. 

RELEVANT CONTRIBUTING ACTIVITIES 

• Improve the timeliness, predictability, and transparency of licensing and certification 
processes while reducing unnecessary regulatory burden. 

The proposed rulemaking supports this strategy by taking action to update existing regulations 
based on both domestic and international operational experience; and improving predictability, 
and transparency in the certification and reporting processes. 

10 Rulemaking Development Timeline 

The proposed rulemaking is of medium priority.  Key milestones and target completion dates for 
the rulemaking deliverables can be found on the NRC’s Rules and Petitions Web page under 
Planned Rulemaking Activities, https://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/rulemaking/rules-
petitions.html. 

11 Limitations and Constraints 

• Estimates of costs and benefits to the NRC and industry were determined using the 
NRC’s cost models and practices and the best available information at this phase of the 
project.  

• Revisions to 10 CFR Part 71 will have to be coordinated with DOT’s revisions to 
49 CFR.  This coordination could potentially affect the NRC’s rulemaking schedule for 
10 CFR Part 71. 
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Appendix A– Cost Uncertainty Analysis 
Uncertainty Analysis Approach 
 
The probability distributions chosen to represent the different variables in the analysis were 
bounded by the range-referenced input and the staff’s professional judgment.  When defining 
the probability distributions for use in a Monte Carlo simulation (Section 6.5 in the main 
document), summary statistics are needed to characterize the distributions.  These summary 
statistics include the minimum, most likely, and maximum values of a program evaluation and 
review technique (PERT) distribution.  The staff used the PERT distribution to reflect the relative 
spread and skewness of the distribution defined by the minimum, most likely, and maximum.  
The input variables used in the uncertainty analysis are provided in Table A-1, which is located 
at the end of this appendix. 
 
Uncertainty Analysis Results 

Figures A-1 through A-12 display the key statistical results, including the 90-percent confidence 
interval in which the net benefits would fall between the 5-percent and 95-percent percentile 
values.   

Figures A-1 through A-12 show the probability density functions of the incremental net benefit 
for different issues and alternatives.  All graphs are shown based on 7-percent net present value 
(NPV) calculations.  Figure A-13 shows a tornado diagram that identifies the key variables 
whose uncertainty drives the largest impact on total net benefits for this recommended 
alternative.  Figure A-13 ranks the variables based on their contribution to cost uncertainty. 

Issue 2 has no graph because there are no costs or benefits; Issue 3 has no graph because it 
was not analyzed; and Issue 5 has no graph because there is no safety benefit.  Alternatives 2 
and 4 for Issue 14 have the same costs.  Recommended alternatives are graphed first rather 
than in numerical order. 
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Figure A-1 Issue 1- Fissile Materials Alternatives 3 and 4 – 7-Percent NPV  

 
  

 

Figure A-2 Issue 4 - Solar Insolation Alternatives 2 and 4 – 7-Percent NPV 
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Figure A-3 Issue 6 - Deletion of the Low Specific Activity-III Leaching Test Alternative 3 
and Alternative 4 – 7-Percent NPV  

 
 

Figure A-4 Issue 7 - Introduction of the Provisions for Large Solid Contaminated 
Objects (Surface Contaminated Object (SCO-III)) Alternatives 3 and 4 – 7-Percent NPV  
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Figure A-5 Issue 8 – UF6 Packages Alternatives 2 and 4 – 7-Percent NPV 

 
 

Figure A-6 Issue 9 – Aging Management Alternative 4 – 7-Percent NPV 
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Figure A-7 Issue 10 – Transitional Arrangements Alternatives 3 and 4 – 7-Percent NPV 

 
 

Figure A-8 Issue 11 – Adequate Space for Liquid Expansion Clarification Alternatives 2 
and 4 – 7-Percent NPV 
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Figure A-9 Issue 12 – Quality Assurance Program Clarification Alternatives 2 and 4 – 
7-Percent NPV 

 
 

Figure A-10 Issue 13 – Clarification of Type A Package Requirements in 10 CFR 71.22 
Alternatives 2 and 4 – 7-Percent NPV  
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Figure A-11 Issue 14 – Clarification of 233U Restriction in 10 CFR 71.22 
Alternatives 2 and 4 – 7-Percent NPV 

 
 

Figure A-12 Recommended Alternative – All Issues – 7-Percent NPV 
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Figure A-13 Tornado Diagram – Recommended Alternative – 7-Percent NPV 

 

Figure A-13 shows a tornado diagram that identifies the key variables whose uncertainty drives 
the largest impact on total net benefits for this recommended alternative.  Figure A-13 ranks the 
variables based on their contribution to cost uncertainty.  The proposed approach addresses the 
five issues that drive the most uncertainty in the expected benefits.  The first variable that 
causes the greatest variation are the averted costs resulting from the number of paragraph 
417(c) material shipments per year and the costs for these shipments for fissile materials, both 
variables from Issue 1.  As shown in Figure A-13, the level of variation within the Issue 1 data 
and cost model could change the mean by up to $4.0 million (the difference between $4.4 
million and $0.45 million) with a 90-percent confidence level, but the recommended rulemaking 
approach for Issue 1 (Alternative 4) would remain net beneficial in all cases.  Figure A-1 shows 
that the minimum averted costs resulting from the Issue 1 recommended rulemaking approach 
(Alternative 4) is $740,000. 

Figure A-13 shows that the next variable with the greatest variation on expected benefits is the 
cost per paragraph 417(c) material shipment for Issue 1.  This is the difference in the cost per 
material shipment of $2.8 million (the difference between $3.8 million and $1.0 million), and the 
recommended rulemaking approach (Alternative 4) would remain net beneficial in all cases. 

The third variable in Figure A-13 that causes the greatest variation are the averted costs 
resulting from the number of shipments of low-enriched 235U and the costs for these shipments 
for Issue 14, Clarification of 233U restriction.  The staff is considering modifying the general 
license in 10 CFR 71.22 such that 233U must be less than one percent of the mass of 235U.  As 
shown in Figure A-13, the level of variation within the Issue 14 data and cost model could 
change the mean by up to $1.3 million (the difference between $3.0 million and $1.7 million) 
with a 90-percent confidence level, but the recommended rulemaking approach for Issue 14 
(Alternative 4) would remain net beneficial in all cases.  Figure A-11 for Issue 14 shows that the 
minimum averted costs resulting from the Issue 14 recommended rulemaking approach 
(Alternative 4) is $430,000. 
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The fourth variable that causes the greatest variation are the incremental costs resulting from 
the certificate holders’ cost to prepare and submit solar insolation certification requests.  As 
shown in Figure A-13, the level of variation within Issue 4 data and cost model could change the 
mean by up to $1.2 million (the difference between $2.8 million and $1.6 million) with a 
90-percent confidence level, but the recommended rulemaking approach for Issue 4 (Alternative 
4) would remain net beneficial in all cases.  Figure A-2 shows that the minimum averted costs 
resulting from the Issue 4 recommended rulemaking approach (Alternative 4) is ($2,500,000). 

The fifth variable that causes the greatest variation are the incremental costs resulting from 
Issue 14 of reduced number of low-enriched 235U shipments would result in a change to the 
mean of $0.9 million (the difference between $2.8 million and $1.9 million). 
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Table A-1 Uncertainty Analysis Input Variables 

Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 

Alternative 2 - Issue generic communications and revise regulatory guidance  
Issue No. 4.c.  NRC review and revise of Bulletins and Generic Letters 

Issue generic communication RIS (hours) 596 Pert 352 587 880 

Alt 02 - Issue 8.c. NRC review and revise of Bulletins and Generic Letters 

Issue generic communication RIS (hours) 596 Pert 352 587 880 

Alt 02 - Issue 9.b. NRC issue RIS, without making any additional NRC-initiated change 

Issue generic communication RIS (hours) 596 Pert 352 587 880 

Alt 02 - Issue 11.b. NRC review and revise of RIS, without making any additional NRC-initiated change 

Issue generic communication RIS (hours) 596 Pert 352 587 880 
Alt 02 - Issue 12.b. NRC review and revise of RG 7.10 and issue RIS, without making any additional NRC-initiated 
change 
Issue generic communication RIS (hours) 596 Pert 352 587 880 

Issue Addendum to Regulatory Guide 7.10 (hours)  102 Pert 71 100 143 
Alt 02 - Issue No. 13.c.  Clarification of Type A Package Requirements in § 71.22 – General License  Fissile material, 
and § 71.23 – General license  Plutonium-beryllium special form material 
Alt 02 - 13.c. Licensee costs of criticality evaluation in preparation of new or amended certificates 
Number of exemption requests to obtain a CoC for SSR-6, 
2018 Edition 0.00     

Certificate holder's or licensee cost to prepare and submit 
exemption request $0     

Alt 02 - 13.c. NRC costs of review of general license material in new or amended certificates 

NRC review of No. of certificate requests 0.18     

NRC Review Licensee certificate requests (hours) 3 Pert 1 3 5 
Alt 02 - Issue No. 13.d.  Clarification of Type A package requirements in § 71.22 – General license  Fissile material, 
and § 71.23 – General license  Plutonium-beryllium special form material 
13.d. Licensee costs of criticality evaluation in preparation of new or amended certificates 
Number of exemption requests to obtain a CoC for SSR-6, 
2018 Edition 0.00     

Certificate holder's or licensee cost to prepare and submit 
exemption request $0     

13.d. NRC costs of revising staff and licensing guidance  

Revise Regulatory Guide 7.9 (hours) 0     

Alt 02 - Issue No. 14.b.  Clarification of 233U restriction in § 71.22 – General license  Fissile material 

Alt 02 - 14.b. Licensee preparation of upgraded certificates § 71.22 – General license  Fissile material 

No. of affected fissile material licensees 11     
No. of shipments per licensee per year of low enriched 235U 
under § 71.22 general license 11 Pert 7 10 20 

Cost per shipment of Low-enriched 235U under § 71.22 
General license $1,850 Pert $800 $1,700 $3,500 

No. of years 11     

Alt 02 - 14.b. NRC costs of revising staff and licensing guidance  

Revise Regulatory Guide 7.9 (hours) 0     
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 

Alternative 3 - Issue Exemptions and License-specific conditions 
Alt 03 - Issue No. 1  Fissile materials  

Alt 03 - Issue No. 1.a.3.c.  New fissile exceptions in IAEA SSR-6, paragraph 417  

Alt 03 - 1.a.3.c  417(c) – Uranium with enrichment up to 5.0 weight percent 235U, up to 3.5 grams 235U per package 

Number of licensees requesting an exemption  0     

Number of exemption requests 0.00     
Cost for licensee to put together and submit application to 
NRC $23,333 Pert $10,000 $20,000 $50,000 

No. of exemptions per year  1.45     

Alt 03 - 1.a.3.c. NRC review and respond to exemption requests 

Number exemption requests submitted to NRC  1.45     

NRC review (hours) for affected fissile material licensees  433 Pert 200 400 800 

Alt 03 - 1.a.3.d.  For certificate holders - paragraph 417(e) – up to 140 grams fissile nuclides, shipped exclusive use 

Number of licensees requesting an exemption  0     

Number of exemption requests 31.37 Pert 20 30 50 
Cost for licensee to put together and submit application to 
NRC $23,333 Pert $10,000 $20,000 $50,000 

No. of exemptions per year  2.73     

Alt 03 - 1.a.3.d.  NRC review and respond to exemption requests 

Number exemption requests submitted to NRC  2.73     

NRC review (hours) for affected fissile material licensees 433 Pert 200 400 800 
Alt 03 - Issue No. 2.c.  Consideration for adopting a change to the reduced external pressure design requirement for 
transportation packages 
Alt 03 - 2.c. Licensee preparation of certificate upgrades 

No. of affected certificates of compliance to be upgraded 0     
Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $20,000     

Alt 03 - 2.c. NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
NRC review of no. of affected fissile material licensees to 
be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA regulations 0     

NRC Review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 63 Pert 40 60 100 

Alt 03 – Issue 2.d. Licensee preparation of certificate upgrades 
No. of change actions to adopt reduced external pressure 
requirements 0     

Certificate holder's cost to assess the impact of the 
proposed change $20,000     

Alt 03 - 2.d. NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
NRC review of the no. of change actions to adopt reduced 
external pressure requirements 0     

NRC review of change actions to adopt reduced external 
pressure requirements (hours) 63 Pert 40 60 100 

Alt 03 - Issue No. 6.c.  Deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test 

Alt 03 - 6.c. Licensee preparation of to assess impact of deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test 

Number of low specific activity-III leaching test 1.91     

Licensee's cost to prepare application for exemption from 
the leaching test $50,000  $25,000 $50,000 $100,000 

Alt 03 - 6.c. NRC review and respond to deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test 

NRC review of the no. of exemption requests 1.91     
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 
Staff hours to review and issue each exemption request 300.00 Pert 150.00 300.00 450.00 
Alt 03 - Issue No. 7.b. the provisions introduction of for large solid contaminated objects (surface contaminated object 
(SCO-III) 
Alt 03 - 7.b. Licensee assessment of material to qualify as SCO-III  
Number of decommissioned power plants that may apply 
this new definition 1.6     

Number of exemption requests per NPP to ship SCO-III 
assessment  1     

Licensee cost to prepare an application for an exemption 
request $50,000 Pert $25,000 $50,000 $75,000 

Alt 03 - 7.b. NRC review and issue exemption for SCO-III material 

No. of exemption requests 1.6     

NRC review and issue each exemption request (hours) 366.33 Pert 199.50 350.00 598.50 

Alt 03 - Issue No. 10.b  Transitional Arrangements 

Alt 03 - 10.b. Licensee preparation of exemptions 
No. of exemption requests to obtain a CoC for SSR-6, 
2018 Edition 8     

Certificate holder's or licensee cost to prepare and submit 
an exemption request $80,000 Pert $30,000 $50,000 $250,000 

Alt 03 - 10.b. NRC review and respond to exemption requests 

No. of exemption requests 8     

NRC review licensee exemption requests (hours) $358 Pert 250 350 500 
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 

Alternative 4 - Proposed Rulemaking option 
Issue No. 1  Fissile Materials  

Issue No. 1a  New Fissile Exceptions in IAEA SSR-6, Paragraph 417  

Alt 04 - 1.a.1 417(c) – uranium with enrichment up to 5.0 weight percent 235U, up to 3.5 grams 235U per package 
No. of affected fissile material licensees shipping under 
this exemption  20     

No. of shipments of 417 (c) material per year 23 Pert 5 20 50 

Cost per shipment of 417 (c) material  $1,083 Pert $500 $1,000 $2,000 

No. of years  11     

NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
No. of affected fissile material licensees to be upgraded to 
current (2018) IAEA regulations 0     

NRC review of certificate upgrades for affected fissile 
material licensees (hours) 0 Pert 0 0 0 

Alt 04 - 1.a.2 417(d) – up to 2.0 grams fissile nuclides 
(233U, 235U, 239Pu or 241Pu) per package, with up to 15 grams 
fissile nuclides per consignment 

0     

Alt 04 - 1.a.3.a  For certificate holders - paragraph 417(e) – up to 140 grams fissile nuclides, shipped exclusive use  

Average no. of exemptions per year  0.09     

Certificate holder's time to perform criticality safety 
evaluation (averted hours) 86.67 Pert 40 80 160 

Certificate holder's hourly cost  $203 Pert $180 $200 $240 

No. of years  11     

NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 

No. of submitted exemptions per year  0.09     

Time for NRC to review affected fissile material submittals 
(hours) 43 Pert 16 40 80 

Alt 04 - 1.a.3.b  417(e) – Up to 140 grams fissile nuclides, shipped exclusive use 
No. of affected fissile material licensees shipping under 
this exemption  30     

No. of shipments of 417 (e) material 11 Pert 5 10 20 

Cost savings per shipment of 417 (e) material  108 Pert $50 $100 $200 

No. of years 11     

NRC review and respond to the number of affected fissile material licensees to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
regulations 
Number of affected fissile material licensees to be 
upgraded to current (2018) IAEA regulations 0     

Time for NRC to review affected fissile material licensees 
to be upgraded 0     

Alt 04 - 1b  Competent authority-approved fissile 
exception, SSR-6 Paragraph 417(f) 0     

Alt 04 - 1c  CSI-controlled fissile material packages, SSR-6 
Paragraph 674 0     

Alt 04 - 1d  Plutonium shipments in Type A packages, 
SSR-6 Paragraph 675  0     

Issue No. 2  Consideration for Adopting a Change to the Reduced External Pressure Design Requirement for 
Transportation Packages 
Alt 04 - 2  Consideration for adopting a change to the reduced external pressure design requirement for 
transportation packages  
Alt 04 - 2.a.  Licensee preparation of certificate upgrades 

No. of affected CoCs to be upgraded 0     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request ($20,000)     
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 
Alt 04 - 2.a.  NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 

NRC review of number of affected fissile material licensees 
to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA regulations 0.00     

NRC review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 63.67 Pert 40.00 60.00 102.00 

Issue No. 3  Type C Package NOT ANALYZED 

Alt 04 - 2.b.  Licensee preparation of certificate upgrades 
No. of change actions to adopt reduced external pressure 
requirements 0     

Certificate holder's cost to assess the impact of the 
proposed change ($20,000)     

Alt 04 - 2.b.  NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
NRC review of the no. of change actions to adopt reduced 
external pressure requirements 0     

NRC review of change actions to adopt reduced external 
pressure requirements (hours) 63.7 Pert 40.00 60.00 102.00 

Alt 04 - 3  Type C Package 

Alt 04 - 3  Licensee preparation of certificate upgrades 
Number of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) 
IAEA regulations 0     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $20,000     

Alt 04 – 3  NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
NRC review of the no. of certificates to be upgraded to 
current (2018) IAEA regulations 0.00     

NRC review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 63.33 Pert 40.00 60.00 100.00 

Issue - 4 Solar Insolation  

Alt 04 – 4.a. Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 

Alt 04 - 4.a.1  Revise solar insolation for normal conditions of transport for upgraded certificates 
No. of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
Regulations per year 5.6     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $8,667 Pert $2,000 $7,500 $20,000 

No. of years 10     

Alt 04 - 4.a.1 NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
NRC review of the no. of certificates to be upgraded to 
current (2018) IAEA regulations per year 5.6     

NRC review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 14.83 Pert 5.00 15.00 24.00 

Alt 04 - 4.a.2 Licensee preparation of new certificates 
No. of new certificates to be approved to current (2018) 
IAEA regulations 1     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $1,083 Pert $500 $1,000 $2,000 

No. of years to next rule change to adopt next version of 
IAEA regulations 10     

Alt 04 - 4.a.2 NRC review and respond to new certificate  
NRC review of the no. of certificates to be upgraded to 
current (2018) IAEA regulations per year 1     

NRC review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 6 Pert 3 5 10 

Alt 04 – 4.b. Solar insolation for hypothetical accident conditions  

Alt 04 - 4.b.1 Revise hypothetical accident conditions input to include solar insolation 
Number of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) 
IAEA regulations 5.6     
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 
Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $21,833 Pert $1,000 $20,000 $50,000 

Alt 04 - 4.b.1 NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
NRC review of No. of certificates to be upgraded to current 
(2018) IAEA regulations 5.6     

NRC Review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 15 Pert 5 15 24 

Alt 04 - 4.b.2 Licensee preparation of upgraded certificates 
No. of new certificates to be approved to current (2018) 
IAEA regulations 1     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $6,500 Pert $1,000 $2,000 $30,000 

No. of years until next rule change to adopt next version of 
IAEA regulations 10     

Alt 04 - 4.b.2 NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
NRC review of the no. of certificates to be upgraded to 
current (2018) IAEA regulations per year 1     

NRC review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 12 Pert 3 10 30 

Issue No. 5 Replace radiation level with dose equivalent rate 

Alt 04 - 5.a.  Licensee costs 

No. of certificates upgraded to 2018 IAEA regulations 5.25     

Licensee cost of preparation of revised applications $2,750 Pert $1,000 $2,000 $7,500 

Alt 04 - 5.a.  NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 

No. of revised certificates 5.3     

NRC review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 0     

Alt 04 - 5.b. Licensee costs 

No. of nuclear power sites 6010     

Nuclear power plant licensee cost to revise facility 
documentation ($15,000)     

Alt 04 - 5.b.  NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 

No. of NPP licensees' revised facility documentation 60.0     

NRC review NPP licensees' revised facility documentation 
(hours) 0     

Issue No. 6 Deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test 

Alt 04 - 6.a.  Licensee preparation to assess impact of deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test 

Number of low specific activity-III leaching test 5     

Licensee's cost for deletion of the low specific activity-III 
leaching test $21,667 Pert $10,000 $20,000 $40,000 

Alt 04 - 6.a.  NRC review and respond to deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test 
NRC review of the no. of certificates to be upgraded to 
current (2018) IAEA regulations 0.00     

Staff needs to consider this issue with respect to the 
review/revision of NUREG-1608 (hours)   4.33 Pert 2.00 4.00 8.00 

Alt 04 - 6.b.  Licensee preparation of to assess impact of deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test  

Number of low specific activity-III leaching test 5     

Licensee's cost for the deletion of the low specific 
activity-III leaching test $21,667  $10,000 $20,000 $40,000 

Alt 04 - 6.b.  NRC review and respond to deletion of the low specific activity-III leaching test  
NRC review of the no. of certificates to be upgraded to 
current (2018) IAEA regulations 5.00     

                                                 
10 Sites that encompass more than one nuclear reactor will have a single set of procedures for performing radiation 
measurements on a transportation package prior to shipment. 
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 
Staff needs to consider this issue with respect to the 
review/revision of NUREG-1608 (hours)   271 Pert 125.00 250.00 500.00 

Issue No. 7 Introduction of the provisions for large solid contaminated objects (surface contaminated object 
(SCO III))  
Alt 04 - 7.a  Licensee assessment of material to qualify as SCO-III  
No. of decommissioned power plants that may apply this 
new definition 1.8     

No. of hours to perform the SCO-III assessment  40     

Licensee cost to prepare application for consideration of 
10CFR 71.41(d) $50,000 Pert $25,000 $50,000 $75,000 

Alt 04 - 7.a  NRC awaits DOT decision, if NO then no action  
No. of decommissioned power plants that may apply this 
new definition (based on DOT’s decision) 1.8     

No. of staff hours to review and issue each exemption 
request 10CFR 71.41 (based on DOT's decision) 400 Pert 200 400 600 

Issue No. 8 UF6 Packages 

Alt 04 - 8.a.  Licensee preparation of upgraded certificates 
Number of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) 
IAEA regulations 0.09     

Certificate holder's cost to drop UF6 package, prepare, 
and submit certification request for upgraded CoC $108,333 Pert $50,000 $100,000 $200,000 

Alt 04 - 8.a.  NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
No. of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
Regulations 0     

NRC review application for upgrading certificate (hours) 158.42 Pert 100.00 150.00 250.50 

Alt 04 - 8.b. Licensee preparation of new certificates 

Number of new or amended certificates  0     

Certificate holder's cost for additional drop for UF6 
package plug, prepare and submit certification request for 
new CoC 

$11,999 Pert $6,993 $10,000 $25,000 

Alt 04 - 8.b. NRC review and respond to new certificates 

No. of new or amended certificates 0     

NRC review application for upgrading certificate (hours) 81.67 Pert 40 50 250 

Issue No. 9 Aging Management 

Alt 04 - 9.a. Licensee preparation of upgraded certificates 
No. of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
regulations 8.0     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $0     

Alt 04 - 9.a. NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
No. of applications upgrading certificates to current (2018) 
IAEA regulations 8.0     

NRC review applications for upgrading certificates (hours) 0     

Issue No. 10 Transitional arrangements 

Alt 04 - 10.a. Licensee preparation of upgraded certificates  
No. of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
regulations 8     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request $20,000 Pert $10,000 $20,000 $30,000 

Alt 04 - 10.a. NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
No. of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
Regulations 8.00     
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 
NRC review of Licensee reports requesting certificate 
upgrades (hours) 130.00 Pert 60.00 120.00 240.00 

Issue No. 11. Adequate space for liquid expansion clarification 

Alt 04 - 11.a. Licensee preparation of upgraded certificates 
No. of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
Regulations 0.55     

Certificate holder's cost to prepare and submit certification 
request ($1,500)     

Alt 04 - 11.a. NRC implementation cost 
No. of certificates to be upgraded to current (2018) IAEA 
regulations 0.55     

NRC time to perform the review of licensee application 
(hours) 4 Pert 2 4 6 

Issue No. 12 Quality assurance program clarification 

Alt 04 - 12.a. Licensee biennial (every 2 years) change report submittal  
No. of licensees to evaluate QA program clarification 
(one-time occurrence) (45)     

Time for licensee/certificate holder to reconcile change to 
current QAP (hours) 10     

Licensee/certificate holder's labor rate to reconcile change 
to current QAP (dollars per hour) $80     

12.a. NRC review of biennial QAP report  
No. of licensees that would evaluate QA program 
clarification (every 2-years)  10.00     

NRC review of biennial QAP report (hours) 4.00 Pert 2 4 5 

Issue No. 13 Clarification of Type A package requirements in § 71.22 – General license fissile material, and § 71.23 – 
General license plutonium-beryllium special form material 

13.a. Licensee averted costs of criticality evaluation in preparation of new or amended certificates 
No. of affected certificate holders to adopt 71.22 limit for 
Pu 0.18     

Certificate Holder hourly labor rate (dollars per hour) $203 Pert $180 $200 $240 
No. of hours to prepare criticality safety evaluation for up to 
37g Pu 43 Pert 20 40 80 

13.a. NRC averted costs of review of criticality evaluation in new or amended certificates 
No. of affected certificate holders to adopt 71.22 limit for 
Pu 0.18     

NRC review of criticality evaluation for new or amended 
certificates (hours)  43 Pert 15 40 80 

13.b. Licensee averted costs of shipping in Type B versus Type BF 
Affected shipments of fissile material under 71.22 General 
License 3 Pert 1 3 5.0 

Incremental cost of shipping Type B versus Type BF $233 Pert $100 $200 $500 

No. of licensees 1     

No. of years 10     

Alt 04 - 13.b. NRC review and respond to certificate upgrades 
No. of Affected shipments of fissile material under § 71.22 
General License $87 Pert $40 $80 $160 

NRC Review applications for changing rule (hours) 0.00     

Issue No. 14 Clarification of 233U  Restriction in § 71.22 – General License Fissile Material 
Alt 04 - 14.a. Licensee averted shipments to be able to ship more 235U under § 71.22 – General License Fissile 
Material 
No. of affected fissile material licensees   11     
No. of shipments of Low-enriched 235U under § 71.22 
General License 11 Pert 7 10 20 
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Description Mean 
estimate Distribution Low 

Estimate 
Best 

Estimate 
High 

Estimate 
Cost per shipments of Low-enriched 235U under § 71.22 
General License $1,850 Pert $800 $1,700 $3,500 

No. of years 11.00     

Alt 04 - 14.a. NRC review and respond to rule change 

No. of exemptions 0.1     
Time for NRC review of licensee exemption requests 
(hours) 0.0 Pert 0 0 0 
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Appendix B – Detailed Assessments of Regulatory Issues 

Introduction 

This appendix provides detailed assessments of the regulatory issues identified and analyzed 
by the staff and used to scope and provide justification for moving forward with the proposed 
rulemaking to revise 10 CFR Part 71.  The sections below assess the regulatory issues 
identified and analyzed by the staff, information used in the assessment of the issues including 
issue-specific factors and pertinent stakeholders’ feedback, and proposed revisions to 10 CFR 
Part 71 including alternatives, impacts, and implementation costs and benefits. 

Regulatory Issues 

The following is a list of the regulatory issues that have been addressed by the staff.   

Issue 1:   Fissile Materials 
Issue 2:   Reduced External Pressure 
Issue 3:  Type C Package Standards 
Issue 4:  Solar Insolation 
Issue 5:  Radiation Level versus Dose Equivalent Rate 
Issue 6: Deletion of Low Specific Activity-III Leaching Test  
Issue 7: Large Surface Contaminated Objects (SCO-III) 
Issue 8:  UF6 Cylinder Plugs 
Issue 9:  Aging Management 
Issue 10:  Transitional Arrangements 
Issue 11:  Head Space for Liquid Expansion 
Issue 12:  Quality Assurance Program Biennial Report 
Issue 13:  Type A Package Requirements in Fissile Material General Licenses 
Issue 14:  233U Restriction in 10 CFR 71.22 – General License:  Fissile Material 
Issue 15:  Other Recommended Changes to 10 CFR Part 71 

 
The staff determined that Issues 3 and 5 require no action, and that the proposed rulemaking 
action should address and resolve the remaining issues and accomplish the stated goals of the 
harmonization initiative: 

 
1. IAEA harmonization issues (Issues 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10):  Staff assessment of these 

issues identified potential revisions to harmonize the existing regulations with the IAEA 
regulations. 

2. DOT compatibility issues (Issues 2 and 15):  Staff assessment of these issues identified 
potential revisions to ensure compatibility between revisions to the NRC regulations in 10 
CFR Part 71 and potential amendments to the DOT regulations. 

3. Administrative and editorial change issues (Issues 11, 12, 13, and 14, as well as other items 
that were not included in the issues paper -- reporting requirements, LSA definition, Tables 
A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 71, and the compatibility category for the 
regulations containing QAP review criteria for Agreement State review—that have been 
designated in the draft regulatory basis as Issue 15):  Staff assessment of these issues 
identified potential revisions to clarify the regulations and ensure compatibility with the DOT 
regulations. 
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1 Fissile Materials 

1.1 Regulatory issue 

In 10 CFR Part 71 [Ref. 1.7.1], there are requirements for packaging that is certified by the NRC 
to transport fissile material.  These provisions include the criteria for exemptions from 
classification as fissile material (10 CFR 71.15, “Exemption from classification as fissile 
material”; also in 49 CFR 173.453 [Ref. 1.7.2]) and provide general licenses for limited 
quantities of fissile material and plutonium-beryllium (Pu-Be) special form sources (10 
CFR 71.22, “General license:  Fissile material,” and 10 CFR 71.23, “General license:  
Plutonium-beryllium special form material,” respectively). 

The IAEA Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of 
Radioactive Material 2012 edition” [Ref. 1.7.3], contains similar provisions in paragraphs 417, 
674, and 675.  In 2012, the IAEA updated its fissile “exception” provisions (similar to 10 CFR 
Part 71 fissile exemptions) in SSR-6 paragraph 417.  Additionally, the IAEA updated its 
provisions for fissile material packages that do not require criticality analysis, where 
accumulation control is provided using a criticality safety index (CSI) label (analogous to 10 
CFR Part 71 fissile material general license provisions), in paragraphs 674 and 675.  The NRC 
considered the differences between the fissile material exemptions and general licenses in 10 
CFR Part 71, and similar provisions in IAEA SSR-6, as part of its effort to harmonize its 
regulations with the IAEA’s radioactive material transportation requirements. 

The NRC divided the changes in SSR-6 related to the transportation of fissile material into four 
sub-issues:   

• Issue No.1a:  New Fissile Exceptions in IAEA SSR-6, Paragraph 417 

• Issue No. 1b:  Competent Authority-Approved Fissile Exception, SSR-6 Paragraph 
417(f) 

• Issue No. 1c:  CSI-Controlled Fissile Material Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 674 

• Issue No. 1d:  Plutonium Shipments in Type A Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 675 

1.2 Background information 
The fissile material exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15 and the fissile material general licenses in 
10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 facilitate the safe transport of low-risk fissile material (e.g., small 
quantities or low concentrations) by relieving shipments of these materials from the fissile 
material packaging requirements and criticality safety assessments required for fissile material 
transportation and allowing the shipments to take place without specific NRC approval.  There is 
less regulatory oversight for these low-risk fissile material shipments, because the fissile 
exemptions and general licenses are established to ensure safety under normal conditions of 
transport and hypothetical accident conditions. 

The regulation in 10 CFR 71.15 provides exemption criteria for the fissile material type, quantity, 
form, moderation, and mass concentration.  The type (i.e., 233U, 235U, 239Pu, or 241Pu) and 
quantity of fissile material are important because the mass required to achieve a critical 
condition (i.e., the critical mass) varies as a function of fissile nuclide.  The critical mass for a 
fissile material can also vary significantly when the fissile material is mixed with other types of 
material.  Materials with a significant concentration of hydrogen (e.g., water, polyethylene) or 
materials with low atomic masses and low neutron absorption probabilities (e.g., beryllium, 
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graphite) can moderate (or slow) neutrons in the system and significantly reduce the mass of 
fissile material necessary for criticality.  The exemption criteria in 10 CFR 71.15 were 
established considering the potential for water to be present to an optimal extent, since this is 
the most common neutron moderator encountered in transportation.  However, other 
moderators are also considered and limited as appropriate, since they may be present along 
with the fissile material being transported. 

The general license criteria in 10 CFR 71.22 (fissile material) and 71.23 (Pu-Be special form 
material) are intended for the shipment of small quantities of fissile material per package with 
accumulation control provided by an assigned CSI for each package.  The general license 
provisions require that the fissile material be contained in a Type A package that meets the 
requirements of 49 CFR 173.417(a) applicable for “Authorized Fissile Material Packages,” to 
ensure the package withstands normal conditions of transport without dispersing fissile material.  
Similar to the considerations for the exemption criteria in 10 CFR 71.15, the mass limits in 
10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 are based on calculations that consider optimum moderation by water, 
package accumulation under normal conditions of transport, and release from a Type A 
package under hypothetical accident conditions. 

For fissile nuclides other than 235U (i.e., 233U, 239Pu, or 241Pu), the amount of material that can be 
shipped under any of the provisions described above sometimes includes quantities that are 
above the A2 value for that nuclide in Table A-1 of 10 CFR Part 71.  The minimum A2 value for 
233U (6.0x10-3 TBq/ 1.6x10-1 Ci) corresponds to an equivalent mass of 16.5 grams, while the 
A2 values for 239Pu and 241Pu both correspond to a mass less than 0.45 gram.  Fissile material in 
quantities greater than the A2 value must be transported in a Type B package that has been 
demonstrated by the applicant to withstand both normal conditions of transport and hypothetical 
accident conditions without loss or dispersal of radioactive material and that has been approved 
by the NRC.  Since the calculations that support the fissile material mass or concentration limits 
in the fissile material exemptions and general licenses in 10 CFR Part 71 assume complete 
dispersal and reconfiguration into more reactive configurations, such limits are conservative for 
material that will remain in Type B packages under all transportation conditions. 

In support of its proposed rule published on April 30, 2002 [Ref. 1.7.4], the NRC contracted with 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to review 10 CFR Part 71 regulations on the 
transportation of fissile material, including exemption and general license provisions, study the 
regulatory and technical bases associated with these regulations, and perform criticality 
calculations for different mixtures of fissile materials and moderators.  The results of the ORNL 
study were documented in NUREG/CR-5342, “Assessment and Recommendations for 
Fissile-Material Packaging Exemptions and General Licenses within 10 CFR Part 71” 
[Ref. 1.7.5].  Based in part on the recommendations in NUREG/CR-5342, the NRC revised the 
fissile material exemptions and general license provisions in 10 CFR Part 71, in a final rule that 
was published on January 26, 2004 [Ref. 1.7.6].  The revisions to the fissile exemption and 
general license provisions included in this final rule were:  (1) consolidating fissile exemption 
and general license requirements in a more appropriate part of the regulations; (2) providing a 
nonfissile-to-fissile mass ratio approach for some exemptions; (3) limiting low-absorption 
moderators consistently across the exemption and general license provisions; (4) requiring Type 
A package standards for the low-enriched uranyl nitrate provision; (5) separating the Pu-Be 
general license requirements from the consolidated fissile material general license 
requirements; and (6) revising the general license mass limits to provide similar safety 
equivalence provided by certified packages per the criteria of 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59. 

In 2012, IAEA modified the fissile exception provisions in paragraph 417 to include three new 
per-package mass limit options, with associated consignment and/or conveyance mass limits.  
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Recognizing that different competent authorities may wish to authorize different types of fissile 
materials to be excepted from the fissile material requirements of SSR-6, IAEA also added an 
option for “competent authority-approved” fissile exceptions in paragraph 417(f).  Additionally, 
IAEA added fissile material mass limits for packages that do not require criticality analysis, 
where accumulation control is provided using a CSI label.  This change included general fissile 
material mass limits and a CSI calculation in paragraph 674, as well as mass limits and a CSI 
calculation for plutonium packages in paragraph 675. 

In the 10 CFR Part 71 issues paper published for comment in the Federal Register [Ref. 1.7.7], 
the staff proposed changes to the fissile material requirements in 10 CFR Part 71 to maintain, to 
the extent possible, harmonization with IAEA SSR-6.  Specifically, for each sub-issue, the NRC 
proposed:   

• Issue No. 1a:  1) to adopt the per package mass limit in SSR-6 paragraph 417(c), 
without the consignment limit of paragraph 570(c); 2) to not adopt the consignment limit 
in paragraph 570(d) associated with the per package mass limit in paragraph 417(d); 
and 3) to adopt the exception in paragraph 417(e) and its associated exclusive use 
restriction in paragraph 570(e), but with a higher mass limit (140g) 

• Issue No. 1b:  not to adopt the competent authority-approved fissile exception in SSR-6 
Paragraph 417(f) 

• Issue No. 1c:  not to adopt the mass limits and CSI calculations for CSI-controlled fissile 
material packages in SSR-6 Paragraph 674 

• Issue No. 1d:  not to adopt the additional requirements for plutonium shipments in 
Type A packages in SSR-6 Paragraph 675 

1.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factors, in the form of questions, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 1.  Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper were also considered, as discussed in the next section. 

Issue 1a - New Fissile Exceptions, SSR-6 Paragraph 417  

• Would adopting the fissile exceptions from SSR-6 paragraphs 417(c) and 417(e) as 
exemptions under 10 CFR Part 71, without the accompanying consignment limits and 
potentially with a higher mass limit than provided in 417(e), provide options that would 
be useful to fissile material licensees? 

• Would declining to adopt these provisions negatively impact international shipping of 
small quantities of fissile material? 

Issue 1b - Competent Authority-Approved Fissile Exception, SSR-6 Paragraph 417(f) 

• Would it be useful for licensees to have a mechanism in the NRC’s regulations for 
facilitating multilateral approval of existing fissile exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15 for 
international shipping? 

• Is there value to licensees in having a process in the regulations for approving 
exemptions for fissile material beyond what is in 10 CFR 71.15 for domestic shipment? 

• Would declining to adopt these provisions negatively impact international shipping of 
fissile exempt material? 

Issue 1c - CSI-Controlled Fissile Material Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 674 
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• Are the existing mass limits for the fissile material general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 and 
71.23 appropriate for providing criticality safety of these types of shipments? 

• Would declining to adopt these provisions negatively impact international shipping of 
small quantities of fissile material? 

Issue 1d - Plutonium Shipments in Type A Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 675 

• Do licensees still use this exemption, and would the change to require a CSI be 
burdensome (i.e., prevent currently authorized shipments)? 

• Is this material often shipped internationally, such that there would be an incentive to 
adopt the IAEA CSI limitation in NRC regulations for consistency? 

1.4 Stakeholder Feedback 
The NRC received 28 comments from four commenters pertaining to fissile materials.  The 
comments covered all four fissile materials issues described above. 

Issue 1a:  New Fissile Exceptions, IAEA SSR-6 Paragraph 417  

The NRC received six comments from three commenters on Issue 1a.  All were generally 
supportive of the changes the staff is considering to the fissile exemptions.  Several 
commenters pointed out that consignment limits are a key difference between the staff proposal 
and IAEA SSR-6:  SSR-6 paragraphs 417(c) and (d) have consignment limits, and the NRC is 
not proposing to adopt them.  However, the commenters did not suggest that the NRC should 
adopt the consignment limits, but that licensees would have to be aware of this difference when 
shipping outside of the United States. 

Two commenters suggested that, in general, the 10 CFR Part 71 mass limits should be the 
same as those limits specified in paragraph 417 to avoid confusion for international shipments 
to other countries from the U.S.  These comments appear to relate to the higher mass limit that 
the staff proposed compared to the fissile exception in SSR-6 paragraph 417(e):  140g versus 
45g. 

Issue 1b:  Competent Authority-Approved Fissile Exception, SSR-6 Paragraph 417(f) 

The NRC received nine comments from four commenters on Issue 1b.  One commenter stated 
that the existing fissile exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15 were sufficient and agreed that a competent 
authority-approved fissile exemption similar to that in SSR-6 paragraph 417(f) is not necessary.  
However, three commenters expressed interest in having a provision that allowed for different 
fissile exemptions to be approved outside of the rulemaking process.  Two commenters stated 
that the increase in decommissioning activities and the disposition of legacy materials will 
continue to produce a variety of very low risk fissile material, for which a competent authority-
approved fissile exemption would be useful.  Both commenters cited the approval of special 
form radioactive material in accordance with paragraph 804 of IAEA SSR-6 and 49 CFR 
173.476 as an example of a way in which such material could be certified.  Another commenter 
stated that the NRC should adopt the “competent authority-approved” fissile exemption, clarify 
the process for review and acceptance of an application for such material, and provide a 
mechanism for seeking multilateral approval from a foreign competent authority for material 
approved by the NRC and DOT under this provision. 
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Issue 1c:  CSI-Controlled Fissile Material Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 674 

The NRC received 10 comments from three commenters on Issue 1c.  One commenter 
supported the staff-proposed action of keeping the limits in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 the same.  
This commenter also stated that international, small quantity fissile shipments would be rare, 
such that the additional complexity represented by adopting IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674 is 
unnecessary.  Two commenters agreed with the NRC’s proposed action of keeping the limits in 
10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 the same but stated that the NRC and DOT should revise their 
regulations to facilitate import and export of packages that meet the IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674 
requirements.  Both commenters stated that the NRC should either endorse the DOT’s 
incorporation by reference of IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674 in 49 CFR 171.23, or incorporate the 
provisions of IAEA SSR-6 paragraphs 674 and 570 into 10 CFR Part 71. 

Issue 1d:  Plutonium Shipments in Type A Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 675 

The NRC received three comments from two commenters on Issue 1d.  Both commenters 
stated that there is no existing or anticipated use of the exemption in 10 CFR 71.15(f) for 
commercial fuel cycle transportation activities, and that the staff’s proposal to not adopt the 
changes in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 675 would not affect them. 

1.5 Proposed Action 
The following subsections describe and justify the staff’s proposed actions related to each of the 
sub-issues under Issue 1:  Fissile Materials. 

Issue 1a:  New Fissile Exceptions in IAEA SSR-6, Paragraph 417  

The IAEA revised the fissile exceptions in SSR-6 paragraph 417 to include three new 
provisions, each with package or mass accumulation controls from paragraph 570:   

• 417(c) – uranium with enrichment up to 5.0 weight percent 235U, up to 3.5 grams 235U per 
package, with up to 45 grams 235U per consignment, 

• 417(d) – up to 2.0 grams fissile nuclides (233U, 235U, 239Pu, or 241Pu) per package, with up 
to 15 grams fissile nuclides per consignment, and 

• 417(e) – up to 45 grams fissile nuclides, packaged or unpackaged, shipped exclusive 
use. 

The exception in paragraph 417(c) is comparable to the 10 CFR 71.15(a) exemption limit of up 
to 2.0 grams of fissile material per package.  The additional neutron absorption provided by 238U 
in 5.0 weight percent enriched uranium in paragraph 417(c) compensates for the additional 1.5 
grams of 235U mass (i.e., up to 3.5 grams 235U per package), when compared to the 10 
CFR 71.15(a) limit of 2.0 grams.  This is illustrated by comparison of the mass limits in 
Tables 71-1 and 71-2 of 10 CFR 71.22.  Although this provision is for fissile material general 
licenses, and not fissile exemptions, the mass limits in these tables were determined by the 
NRC so they would each result in a similar system effective multiplication factor (keff).  The mass 
limit of 60 grams for 235U in Table 71-1 is for 100 weight percent enriched uranium.  The 235U 
mass limit for 5.0 weight percent enriched uranium from Table 71-2 is 108 grams.  The ratio of 
the 235U mass limit for 5.0 weight percent enriched uranium (108 grams) to the 235U mass limit 
for 100 weight percent enriched uranium (60 grams) is 1.8.  This demonstrates that the 
2.0 grams fissile material limit of 10 CFR 71.15(a), which is based on pure 235U, is equivalent in 
terms of reactivity to 3.6 grams of uranium enriched to 5.0 weight percent.  Therefore, the 
10 CFR 71.15(a) limit of 2.0 grams fissile material bounds the 3.5 grams of 5.0 weight percent 
enriched 235U per package in paragraph 417(c). 
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The staff proposes to incorporate IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417(c), without the associated 
consignment limit of IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 570(c), as an additional fissile exemption under 
10 CFR 71.15.  Since the amount of fissile material allowed by this new provision is similar to 
the existing exemption in 10 CFR 71.15(a), in terms of reactivity, the staff determined that the 
consignment limit of IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 570(c) is not necessary.  Consignment limits do not 
prevent the accumulation of packages on a transport conveyance, as there is no limit to the 
number of consignments that may be present on a single conveyance.  Additionally, the 
accumulation on a single conveyance of the number of these packages required to approach 
criticality is not credible.  Ref. 1.7.8 discusses a series of calculations performed to determine 
the number of 10-liter containers containing 2.0 grams of fissile material required to achieve 
criticality under optimal conditions (i.e., pure 235U (fully enriched uranium), optimum moderation, 
optimum geometry (spherical units/cubic array), and full water reflected array.  No packaging 
material is credited in these calculations.  A cubic array of 84,853 1-liter packages was required 
at near-optimal moderation (hydrogen-to-uranium ratio of approximately 1200) for criticality to 
be possible.  The size of the array in the calculation model was roughly 4.4 meters (14.4 feet) 
on a side.  The results of these calculations demonstrate that it would be impractical or 
uneconomical to accumulate a large number of such packages, especially considering that 
under realistic conditions (e.g., neutron absorption by package material and nonfissile uranium 
isotopes) a critical array would be much larger.  As discussed in the preceding paragraph, 
2.0 grams of pure fissile material per package is expected to be more reactive than the 
3.5 grams of 235U in 5.0 weight percent enriched uranium per package under consideration for 
adoption into 10 CFR 71.15, meaning that the array size to achieve criticality for this material 
would be even larger. 

The IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417(d) is similar to the existing exemption in 10 CFR 71.15(a), but 
with a consignment limit of 15 grams.  This means that the only change under consideration 
related to this exemption would be adding a consignment limit to the exemption in 
10 CFR 71.15(a).  Although theoretically possible, it is not credible to accumulate sufficient 
numbers of packages, with up to 2.0 grams fissile material per package, to cause criticality 
concerns, as discussed in the preceding paragraph.  This amount of material would have to be 
in at least a Type A package (Type B for more than 0.435 grams 239Pu, or 0.016 grams 241Pu), 
which must be demonstrated by licensees to withstand the normal conditions of transport tests 
defined by 10 CFR 71.71.  Under the hypothetical accident conditions tests in 10 CFR 71.73, 
Type A packages may not survive intact.  However, more than 250 of these packages would 
need to fail (based on the minimum critical mass for 233U from ANSI/ANS 8.1-2014 [Ref. 1.7.9]), 
have the fissile material from these packages consolidate and reconfigure into a favorable 
geometry, and be optimally moderated before a criticality is possible.  The staff does not 
consider this scenario credible, and therefore proposes not to adopt the consignment limit of 
IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 570(d). 

The staff considers the provision in paragraph 417(e) of IAEA SSR-6 to be conservative 
(45 grams represents about one eighth of the consensus minimum subcritical mass value for 
239Pu moderated by water).  Also, the staff has determined that a mass value higher than that 
contained in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417(e) is justified, given the conservatism inherent in the 
exclusive use restriction of the SSR-6 provision, and in basing the mass limit on 239Pu (which 
would have to be shipped in a Type B package which withstands hypothetical accident 
conditions).  The staff proposes a limit of 140 grams of fissile material.  This limit is based on 
one fifth of a consensus minimum critical mass of 235U under optimum conditions.  This mass 
represents a conservative limit for fissile material, since five times this amount would remain 
subcritical under any conditions.  Additionally, the limit provides safety equivalent to packages 
approved under 10 CFR Part 71 and could provide more flexibility for shipping individual 
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contaminated items or small quantities of fissile material.  The staff considers 235U for this limit 
rather than 239Pu, as any amount of 239Pu over 0.435 grams is considered Type B, which would 
have to be packaged to withstand both normal and hypothetical accident conditions of transport. 

The staff is not proposing to adopt the “packaged or unpackaged” language in the fissile 
exception provision of IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417(e).  The 140-gram limit, as with other fissile 
exemption provisions in 10 CFR 71.15, only relieves the consignor from having to ship in a 
“Fissile” package, evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59.  This material is 
still subject to all other radioactive materials transportation requirements in 10 CFR Part 71 and 
in 49 CFR Part 173 and should be packaged accordingly. 

Several commenters suggested that, in general, the 10 CFR Part 71 mass limits should be the 
same as those limits specified in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417 to avoid confusion for international 
shipments to other countries from the U.S.  The staff is proposing to adopt a higher mass limit 
than in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417(e) in a fissile exemption provision, which the staff concludes 
would be used primarily for domestic transportation (e.g., decommissioning activities, where 
contaminated items or small quantities of fissile material would be shipped for disposal), and 
only rarely for international shipments.  The staff also concludes that this higher value (140 
grams versus 45 grams) provides safety equivalent to fissile material packages approved under 
10 CFR Part 71 and provides more flexibility for fissile material shippers.  In the rare instances 
where international shipments under this exemption provision are necessary, shippers will have 
to be aware of this difference and ship under the lower limit in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417(e). 

Issue 1b:  Competent Authority-Approved Fissile Exception, SSR-6 Paragraph 417(f) 

The IAEA added a fissile exception provision in SSR-6 paragraph 417(f), for “a fissile material 
that meets the requirements of paragraphs 570(b), 606, and 802.”  Paragraph 570(b) indicates 
that there should only be one such fissile material per consignment unless otherwise approved. 

Paragraph 606 requires demonstration of subcriticality for fissile materials without the need for 
accumulation control under normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions. 

Paragraph 802 requires the material to have multilateral approval with a certificate stating that it 
meets the requirements for fissile material excepted by the competent authority. 

This exception was added to SSR-6 in part to recognize that some competent authorities would 
like to approve exceptions for fissile material that are different from those in paragraph 417, 
similar to what the United States did in 2004.  However, there is not currently a mechanism for 
issuing a “certificate of approval” for multilateral approval of the U.S.-specific fissile exemptions 
in 10 CFR 71.15, as these exemptions are codified in the regulations, and licensees may self-
certify such shipments, if contained in a Type A or excepted package. 

Several commenters indicated that it would be useful to have a provision that allowed for 
different fissile exemptions to be approved outside of the rulemaking process.  These 
commenters cited the approval of special form radioactive material in accordance with 
paragraph 804 of IAEA SSR-6 and 49 CFR 173.476 as an example of a way in which such 
material could be certified.  However, the staff proposes not to adopt the provision in IAEA 
SSR-6 paragraph 417(f) for the following reasons:  (1) the staff estimates that such a provision 
would rarely be used by fissile material licensees; (2) the existing fissile material exemptions 
and general licenses in 10 CFR 71.15, 71.22, and 71.23, as well as the new exemptions 
proposed under Issue 1a above, already provide a great deal of flexibility in shipping small 
quantities or low concentrations of fissile material; and (3) in the rare event that a licensee 
wished to ship a material that did not already meet the fissile material exemption or general 
license criteria of 10 CFR Part 71, for which demonstration of subcriticality in a package per the 
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requirements of 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59 is deemed too burdensome, the licensee could 
request a specific exemption under 10 CFR 71.12. 

Issue 1c:  CSI-Controlled Fissile Material Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 674 

In 2012, the IAEA added provisions in SSR-6 paragraph 674 for CSI-controlled packages of 
fissile material, analogous to the fissile material general license requirements in 10 CFR 71.22 
and 71.23.  IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674(a) contains fissile material mass limits (per Table 13 in 
SSR-6 paragraph 674) and a CSI determination for packages with a minimum external 
dimension of 10 centimeters, which are not required to withstand normal conditions of transport 
in SSR-6 paragraphs 719-724.  The IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674(b) contains similar fissile 
material mass limits, and a formula for determination of a lower CSI, for packages which 
withstand normal conditions of transport while maintaining a larger minimum external dimension 
of 30 centimeters.  The IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674(c) contains the same CSI calculation as 
paragraph 674(b), for packages that withstand normal conditions of transport while maintaining 
a minimum external dimension of 10 centimeters, with a limit of 15 grams fissile material per 
package. 

Both 10 CFR 71.22 and 10 CFR 71.23 have CSI determinations based on fissile material mass.  
Only licensees of the NRC with an approved quality assurance program can transport using a 
general license, and the quantity of material must be limited such that it can be transported in a 
Type A package.  The mass values in Tables 71-1 and 71-2 of 10 CFR 71.22, and for plutonium 
in 10 CFR 71.23, are supported by assessments performed in Reference 5.  These 
assessments were intended to determine mass limits that provide safety equivalent to that 
provided by packages certified per the criteria of 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59 (Section 5.3.2 of Ref. 
1.7.5).  Although it is difficult to make a direct comparison of 10 CFR Part 71 and IAEA SSR-6 
mass values for these provisions, given the differences between the provisions and the fewer 
enrichment steps in the SSR-6 values, the mass limits in the 10 CFR Part 71 fissile material 
general licenses are generally higher.  Additionally, Table 71-1 of 10 CFR 71.22 provides mass 
limits for fissile materials mixed with substances having an average hydrogen density less than 
or equal to water, and also provides lower mass limits if the fissile material is mixed with 
substances having an average hydrogen density greater than water (e.g., polyethylene, 
hydrocarbon oils).  This distinction is not made in IAEA SSR-6, and the mass limits in SSR-6 
paragraph 674 are based on criticality safety with fissile materials mixed with high hydrogen 
density moderators. 

Other than mass limits, the major differences between the NRC’s regulations and the IAEA 
SSR-6 paragraph 674 is that 10 CFR 71.22 and 10 CFR 71.23 require the use of a Type A 
package and establish CSI values based on that requirement.  Conversely, SSR-6 paragraph 
674 allows the use of packages that are not subjected to the tests for normal conditions of 
transport (paragraph 674(a)).  Additionally, paragraph 674 has two provisions for packages that 
are subjected to the tests for normal conditions of transport – paragraph 674(c) for packages 
limited to 15 grams per package and 674(b) for packages that maintain a 30-cm outer 
dimension.  The NRC general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 require that material is 
transported in at least a Type A package, and that there is only a single CSI calculation based 
on the package maintaining a minimum external dimension under normal conditions of 
transport, and the material being released under hypothetical accident conditions. 

The staff does not propose to adopt the changes in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674, because the 
staff has determined that the mass limits and other requirements in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 are 
appropriate for providing criticality safety equivalent to packages approved under the criticality 
safety requirements of 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59.  The calculations from NUREG/CR-5342 which 
form the basis of the mass limits in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 demonstrate that the existing mass 
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limits will maintain packages shipped under these provisions subcritical under all conditions.  
Adopting the provisions of IAEA SSR-6 would result in more restrictive mass limits for the 10 
CFR Part 71 fissile material general licenses. 

Several commenters agreed with the staff’s proposed action of keeping the limits in 10 
CFR 71.22 and 71.23 the same but stated that the NRC and DOT should revise their 
regulations to facilitate import and export of packages that meet the IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 674 
requirements.  The regulations that govern import and export of radioactive material packages 
are contained entirely in 49 CFR.  Therefore, the DOT may consider this action during its 
associated rulemaking process. 

Issue 1d:  Plutonium Shipments in Type A Packages, SSR-6 Paragraph 675 

Paragraph 675 of SSR-6 is a provision for shipping plutonium in a non-fissile package, with 
accumulation control provided by the calculation of a CSI.  Plutonium is limited to 1000 grams 
per package, no more than 20 percent of which may be the fissile isotopes of plutonium (239Pu 
and 241Pu).  This same criterion for plutonium was previously a provision in IAEA SSR-6 
paragraph 417, with no accumulation control.  The regulation in 10 CFR 71.15(f) currently 
includes the provision without accumulation control. 

This exemption pertains to the shipment of low-assay plutonium, such as heat sources, with a 
high percentage of nonfissile 238Pu and a low percentage of fissile nuclides of plutonium (239Pu 
or 241Pu).  The presence of the nonfissile plutonium isotopes provides significant parasitic 
neutron absorption and eliminates the potential for criticality for this mass of plutonium.  
Additionally, due to the low A2 values associated with nonfissile plutonium (which corresponds 
to less than one hundredth of a gram for 238Pu), almost all shipments under this exemption 
would be required to be transported in a Type B package.  Type B packages limit the release of 
material under both normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions and 
provide fissile material separation and additional neutron absorption to further limit criticality. 

The staff has determined that the fissile exemption in 10 CFR 71.15(f) is safe without 
accumulation control, and that there is no safety benefit to limiting accumulation through the use 
of a CSI, in order to be consistent with the IAEA regulations.  The staff concludes from 
stakeholder comments that these packages are not often shipped internationally, and that when 
they are, they are in single or small numbers of packages.  Several commenters stated that 
there is no existing or anticipated use of the exemption in 10 CFR 71.15(f) for commercial fuel 
cycle transportation activities, and that the NRC’s proposal to not adopt the changes in IAEA 
SSR-6 paragraph 675 would not affect them.  Therefore, the staff proposes to not adopt the 
changes in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 675 since the existing fissile exemption in 10 CFR 71.15(f) 
will ensure the package is subcritical without accumulation control provided by a CSI 
calculation. 

1.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

1.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to fissile 
material issues:  (1) no action; (2) issue generic communications and revise pertinent regulatory 
guidance documents; (3) issue license-specific conditions and exemptions; and (4) revise the 10 
CFR Part 71.   

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative 
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Under the no-action alternative, the two proposed additions to the 10 CFR Part 71 fissile 
exemptions described in Issue 1a would not be made, and licensees wishing to ship the 
amounts of fissile material described in these proposed changes would have to submit an 
application for a Type AF or B(U)F/B(M)F package and demonstrate that the package meets the 
criticality safety requirements of 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59.  This alternative would leave the 
fissile exempt material requirements in 10 CFR 71.15 unchanged and would not be harmonized 
with similar requirements in SSR-6, 2018 edition. 

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

With respect to the second alternative, the staff determined that it is not possible to achieve the 
same effects of the proposed rulemaking for this issue through generic communications or 
guidance.  The NRC could issue generic communications or guidance that clarified that the 
amount of fissile material represented by the two proposed changes to 10 CFR 71.15 in 
Issue 1a does not require criticality analysis to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 71.55 and 
71.59 (i.e., that the NRC accepts that this amount of material is subcritical).  However, the 
package would still require an NRC Type AF or Type B (U)F/B(M)F package certification, and 
licensees would not be able to self-certify packages for shipping this amount of fissile material.  
This is contrary to the intent of the fissile exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15, which is to facilitate the 
safe transport of small quantities or low concentrations of fissile material by relieving shipments 
of these materials from the fissile material packaging requirements and criticality safety 
assessments required for fissile material transportation, and to allow the shipments to take 
place without specific NRC approval. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

With respect to Alternative 3, the NRC could issue license-specific conditions or exemptions to 
achieve the same effect as the rulemaking, but it would defeat the purpose of the fissile 
exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15, which is that licensees can self-certify shipments of small 
quantities or concentrations of fissile material.  Each licensee that wished to ship the amount of 
fissile material identified in the two new fissile exemptions described in Section 1.5 would have 
to apply for an exemption, which the NRC would have to review and approve.  This alternative 
would result in significantly more effort and cost on the part of licensees and the NRC to achieve 
the same reduction in numbers of shipments as the rulemaking. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

If the NRC were to complete the proposed rulemaking under Alternative 4, the fissile 
exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15 would be codified, and it would be clear to all current and future 
licensees, applicants, and staff that the NRC considers this material to be subcritical without a 
demonstration of compliance with 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59.  Additionally, the changes would 
meet the intent of the fissile exemptions, in that licensees could self-certify packages for 
shipping the amount of material described in the two proposed changes.  If the NRC were to 
move forward with the proposed rulemaking, the fissile exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15 would be 
more consistent with similar provisions in IAEA SSR-6 paragraph 417.  Since harmonization 
with IAEA SSR-6, to the extent described above, facilitates the safe transportation of fissile 
material internationally, performing the rulemaking as proposed is the staff recommended 
alternative. 

1.6.2 Cost Impact 

In this regulatory basis, the “cost impact” represents the estimated costs or savings associated 
with an action undertaken to address a particular issue under a particular alternative.  More 
specifically, cost impact of actions resulting in a new or an added expense associated with the 
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proposed rule, if implemented, is a “normal” cost and represents a net-negative incremental cost 
impact.  On the other hand, the cost impact of actions resulting in an “averted” cost represent 
savings from activities that would no longer be required if the proposed rule is implemented, and 
such cost impact represents a net-positive incremental cost impact. 

 Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

For the fissile material changes described in Issue 1, the no-action alternative would have no 
associated incremental costs but would not achieve the objective of harmonization with IAEA 
SSR-6 requirements.   

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

Under Alternative 2, issue generic communications and revise pertinent regulatory guidance 
documents, it is not possible to achieve the objective of harmonization with SSR-6, as described 
in Section 1.6. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Under Alternative 3, issue license-specific conditions and exemptions, it would be possible to 
achieve the same reduction in number of shipments described for sub-issues 1a(i) and 1a(ii) 
above.  However, this alternative would require multiple exemption requests from licensees, as 
well as NRC review of these exemption requests. 

For sub-Issue 1a(i), the staff estimates 16 exemption requests over a period of 10 years to 
achieve the same reduction in shipments identified earlier in this section, at a licensee cost of 
an average of $20,000 per exemption request.  The staff estimates an average of 400 hours of 
NRC review time to approve an exemption request. 

For sub-Issue 1a(i), the staff estimates 30 exemption requests over a period of 10 years to 
achieve the same reduction in shipments identified earlier in this section, at a licensee cost of 
an average of $20,000 per exemption request.  The staff estimates an average of 400 hours of 
NRC review time to approve an exemption request. 

Although Alternative 3 could produce the same reduction in number of shipments by licensees 
as the proposed rulemaking, there is a much higher overall cost to licensees with this 
alternative.  Therefore, performing the rulemaking as described above remains the staff 
recommended alternative. 

Alternative 4: Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

Specific expected cost impacts for licensees and certificate holders for each of the proposed 
changes are described below. 

Issue 1.a.1. - uranium with enrichment up to 5.0 weight percent 235U, up to 3.5 grams 235U per 
package 

If this change is adopted, it would represent a new option under the fissile exemption provisions 
in 10 CFR 71.15.  Consignors who wish to ship more than 2.0 grams of up to 5.0 weight percent 
enriched uranium, but less than 3.5 grams of 235U in up to 5.0 weight percent enriched uranium, 
currently either have to break this material into two shipments of 2.0 grams or less of 235U (10 
CFR 71.15(a)) or ship in a package where there is at least 200 grams nonfissile material per 
gram of fissile material (700 grams nonfissile material; 10 CFR 71.15(b)).  Any of these 
shipments would have to be in a Type A package (exempt quantity of 235U is <0.123 grams), 
and there is no associated consignment or other accumulation limit. 
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The averted cost for this change would be from a decreased number of shipments compared to 
the 2.0-gram provision in 10 CFR 71.15(a).  The affected licensees consist primarily of 
enrichment and fuel fabrication facilities, and other facilities undergoing decommissioning.  
Currently there are six uranium fuel fabrication plant licensees and five enrichment plant 
licensees that would be expected to make shipments under this provision.  Each affected 
licensee would be expected to make a low number of shipments under this provision, from 
several to dozens per year.  This provision could also affect several DOE facilities, but these 
effects are not being considered for this impact assessment. 

For cost analysis considerations, the staff estimates an average of 20 averted shipments per 
year, per licensee, over the 11-year period considered for the cost analysis.  Each shipment is 
estimated to cost an average of $1,000. 

Issue 1.a.3. - up to 140 grams fissile nuclides, shipped exclusive use 

If this change is adopted, it would represent a new option under the fissile exemption provisions 
in 10 CFR 71.15.  Licensees who wish to ship up to 140 grams (g) fissile material currently 
either have to break this material into as many as 10 packages, each containing 14 grams of 
fissile material and at least 200 grams nonfissile material per gram of fissile material in order to 
ship under the general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 or 71.23, or transport all 140 grams in an NRC-
certified Type AF or a B(U)F/B(M)F package.  This new option would affect primarily 235U 
shipments, as small quantities of 233U or plutonium require shipment in a Type B package.  
However, there could still be averted costs from new or amended Type B package certificates 
including up to 140 grams fissile material as allowable contents, as the applicant would not have 
to perform, and the NRC would not have to evaluate, a criticality safety evaluation per 10 
CFR 71.55 and 71.59. 

For 233U and plutonium shipments, 140 g of fissile material would still have to be in a 
NRC-certified Type B package, although it could be in one that did not have an approved 
criticality safety analysis (i.e., did not have an “F” certification).  The staff concludes that the cost 
savings in this instance would be small for such a small quantity of fissile material, for which 
subcriticality would be easy to demonstrate in a certificate application.  The averted cost in this 
case would be in terms of not having to demonstrate criticality safety for a new or previously 
certified Type B(U) or B(M) package (without the “F” fissile certification).  Because this is a 
specialized type of shipment, the staff estimates that one applicant might design a new package 
or modify an existing package to take advantage of this rule change, over the 11-year period 
considered for the cost analysis.  For this design, the applicant could simply refer to the mass 
limit in this exemption, and limit such shipments to exclusive use, rather than providing a 
demonstration of criticality safety per 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59.  The staff estimates that a 
demonstration of criticality safety to support certification of this amount of material would take 
80 hours on average, at a cost of $200/hour.  The NRC modeled this as a one-time action over 
the11-year cycle.  The staff estimates that NRC review of an applicant’s criticality safety 
demonstration would take 40 hours on average, at an average cost of $131 per hour. 

The affected licensees consist primarily of enrichment and fuel fabrication facilities and reactor 
facilities undergoing decommissioning.  Currently there are six uranium fuel fabrication plant 
licensees, five enrichment plant licensees, and 18 reactor units undergoing decommissioning 
that would be expected to make shipments under the proposed 140-gram limitation.  Under this 
proposal, each affected licensee would be expected to make a low number of shipments from 
several to dozens per year.  This provision could also affect several U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) facilities, but these effects are not being considered for this impact assessment. 
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For cost analysis considerations, the staff estimates an average of 11 shipments per year that 
would be made under this new provision, per licensee, over the 11-year period considered for 
the cost analysis.  The staff estimates that the cost savings of shipping in a Type A or B 
package, as opposed to a Type AF or BF package, is an average of $100 per shipment. 

1.6.3 Other Impacts 

Revising 10 CFR Part 71 to include the two fissile exemptions described in Issue 1a above 
would benefit fissile material licensees by providing them with greater options for shipping fissile 
material without NRC approval.  These proposed revisions may also benefit the NRC by 
reducing the number of certificate of compliance applications or exemption requests related to 
small quantities or low concentrations of fissile material. 

The impacts of these proposed revisions to the fissile exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15 could 
potentially fall to both the NRC and current and prospective certificate holders and fissile 
materials licensees.  The 10 CFR Part 71 compatibility category for fissile material exemptions 
in 10 CFR 71.15 is category B, which means that this is a regulation the States will have to 
adopt.  Additionally, this regulation does not impose any additional regulatory or administrative 
requirements on Native American tribes since they do not review packages for approval and do 
not hold any certificates of compliance.  This proposed change would affect implementation and 
operation costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds certificates of compliance issued by the NRC. 

The proposed changes represent new options under 10 CFR 71.15, which licensees and 
certificate holders would not be required to adopt.  If licensees or certificate holders choose to 
use the new fissile exemptions, they would be potentially averting costs, by being able to ship 
larger amounts of material than the current requirements allow, or by not having to perform a 
criticality safety analysis for a certificate of compliance application. 

Impacts to the NRC for this proposed change are minimal.  Although there is significant effort 
associated with a rulemaking, the NRC planned a rulemaking to harmonize with the IAEA 
regulations in SSR-6, 2018 edition.  The changes proposed for Issue 1a represent a small 
change to the regulations, and the effort to include these changes in the rulemaking is small 
compared to the overall scope of the changes to 10 CFR Part 71.  The NRC does not have any 
specific guidance governing compliance with the fissile exemptions in 10 CFR 71.15 that would 
need to be updated. 
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2 Reduced External Pressure  

2.1 Regulatory Issue 
A change to the NRC’s regulations in 10 CFR 71.71(c)(3) [Ref. 2.7.1] for the reduced external 
pressure is being considered in order to (1) align the NRC’s regulations with the requirements of 
the IAEA transport regulations for this specific requirement (as found in Specific Safety 
Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 2012 
edition”) [Ref. 2.7.2]; (2) be consistent with the current DOT regulations [Ref. 2.7.3] for design 
requirements for Type A packages (as found in 49 CFR 173.412(f)); and 3) provide a more 
realistic assessment of the reduction of the external pressure that is typically experienced during 
ground transport of radioactive material. 

In 10 CFR 71.71, the NRC specifies the requirements for normal conditions of transport that the 
package design must meet.  As related to reduced external pressure, the current 
10 CFR 71.71(c)(3) requires that the package be designed to withstand 25 kPa (3.5 psia11).  
The staff is considering changing this value to 60 kPa (8.7 lbf/in2). 

2.2 Background Information 
The IAEA provides guidance related to the transportation of radioactive material in its “Advisory 
Material for the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material” (SSG-26) [Ref. 
2.7.4].  Within paragraph 659.10 of SSG-26, the discussion related to the reduced external 
pressure cites an ambient pressure value of 60 kilopascals (kPa).  Specifically, this paragraph 
references paragraph 645 in SSR-6.  As related to a Type A package, paragraph 645 of SSR-6 
states, “The containment system shall retain its radioactive contents under a reduction of 
ambient pressure to 60 kPa.” 

In a final rule published by the DOT on July 11, 2014 [Ref. 2.7.5], with a compliance date of July 
13, 2015, the DOT harmonized its regulations in 49 CFR to the IAEA’s “Regulations for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Material” (TS-R-1, 2009) [Ref. 2.7.6].  In the section-by-section review, 
the DOT provided a discussion related to the decision for changing the value for the external 
pressure that a Type A package must be designed to in order to ensure that the package is 
capable of retaining its contents under the reduction of ambient pressure.  The value of 25 kPa 

                                                 
11 Note that the conversion from 25 kPa-absolute to English units is 3.6 psia, but NRC regulations calls out 3.5 psia. 
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(3.6 pounds per square inch absolute (psia)) was changed to 60 kPa (8.7 psia) in 49 CFR 
173.412(f).  This design requirement is an assessment of the containment system of a Type A 
package and is in addition to several other design requirements (see 49 CFR 173.412(a) – (k)). 

In evaluating all the information, the staff considered the DOT’s assessment that “…since 
packages currently have to withstand a reduction in ambient pressure from 100 kPa to 25 kPa, 
they should already be able to meet the new requirement.”  Since applicants or licensees should 
already be able to meet the adoption of a 60 kPa external pressure (8.7 psia) requirement, this 
proposed change is not expected to increase regulatory burden.  Structural components in an 
NRC-approved transportation package are not expected to change drastically as a result of the 
change in reduced external pressure since their design is typically determined by the conditions 
and tests required under hypothetical accident conditions (i.e., 10 CFR 71.73). 

2.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factors, in the form of questions, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 2.  Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered, as discussed in the next section. 

• What will be the impact to package designs if the reduced external pressure requirement 
is changed from “25 kPa (3.5 lbf/in2) absolute” to 60 kPa (8.7 psia)? 

• How will the proposed change impact the Safety Analysis Reports that are prepared and 
submitted to the NRC in support of the safety of Type AF and Type B packages?   

2.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received five pertinent comments specific to this issue.  Collectively, the comments 
that supported the NRC’s proposed action.  One commenter suggested that the proposed 
change to reduce the external pressure from 25 kPa (3.5 lbf/in2) absolute to 60 kPa (8.7 lbf/in2) 
has no adverse impact on existing Safety Analysis Reports for Type B packages, and the 
change would provide increased design margins for packagings compared to using 3.5 psia for 
external pressure. 

2.5 Proposed Action 
The DOT requirement in 49 CFR 173.412(f) is harmonized with IAEA’s TS-R-1, which also 
aligns with the requirements in SSR-6.  The NRC also issued a final rule [Ref. 2.7.7] to 
harmonize with TS-R-1, however, the NRC did not make a change to the reduced external 
pressure requirement found in 10 CFR 71.71(c)(3) at that time.  Therefore, the NRC regulations 
are not harmonized with either the IAEA’s regulations or the DOT’s regulations for the reduced 
external pressure requirement.  Since the NRC is considering changes based on SSR-6, a 
change to 10 CFR 71.71(c)(3) would harmonize the NRC’s regulations with both the 
international transport regulations and the current domestic regulations for this specific design 
requirement. 

2.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

2.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  
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In an effort to harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with both the IAEA and DOT regulations, the No-
Action alternative is not desirable.  Alignment is needed for this technical issue, and taking no 
action leaves the NRC regulations un-harmonized and inconsistent with both the international 
and current domestic regulations for this issue. 

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

Use of generic communications or updating regulatory guidance may need to be conducted in 
conjunction with harmonizing 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA and DOT regulations.  However, 
issuing generic communications or updating regulatory guidance would not resolve this 
technical issue.  Thus, there is no advantage to the NRC or to applicants for a Certificate of 
Compliance trying to meet all the transportation regulations to solely update regulatory guidance 
and/or issue generic communications. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

If the NRC does not undertake the rulemaking, due to the robust nature of Type AF and Type B 
packages, the evaluating the lower pressure of 25 kPa (3.5 lbf/in2) would not impact the 
package’s ability to meet the requirement in 10 CFR Part 71.  Given the high cost of an 
exemption and that packages can easily withstand the lower pressure, an NRC applicant for a 
certificate of compliance would evaluate the lower pressure and not need to seek an exemption 
or license-specific exception.  Also, evaluating packages at a lower pressure would meet IAEA 
regulations.   

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

Given the robust structural nature of Type B packages, changing the reduced external pressure 
from 25 kPa (3.5 lbf/in2) absolute to 60 kPa (8.7 psia) would have no adverse impact on the 
packages.  Thus, the most important action related to adopting this change is to harmonize the 
NRC regulations with both the current DOT regulations and SSR-6.  Harmonization for this 
issue is only achieved through rulemaking rather than through generic communications or 
guidance documents. 

Since the reduced external pressure requirement is one of several normal conditions of 
transport required by 10 CFR 71.71 for a Type B package, it will be incumbent on an applicant 
for a Certificate of Compliance to perform this analysis, per 10 CFR 71.71(c)(3), and document 
the results in a Safety Analysis Report.  The conditions of transport in 10 CFR 71.71 can be 
elaborated on in the NRC guidance documents, but a rulemaking to change the regulation for 
this specific technical issue is necessary to address this issue. 

2.6.2 Cost Impact 

The NRC anticipates no impact to certificates of compliance holders related to this issue, as this 
proposed change represents more realistic conditions that a package would encounter during 
transport.  The existing requirement to perform an analysis per 10 CFR 71.71(c)(3) is more 
restrictive compared to the proposed change.  This change would provide some regulatory relief 
to applicants, because the proposed requirement is less stringent, and therefore neither   the 
NRC nor licensees would incur any additional operational cost. However, since the testing 
requirement still exists, the cost would be the same and there would be no averted costs. 
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2.6.3 Other Impacts 

By revising its regulations to reflect those of the DOT and IAEA, the NRC would ensure that 
package designs authorized for transport under the NRC’s regulations are harmonized with 
those of DOT and the IAEA. 

When considering the transportation package design, real-world conditions that the package 
might experience during transportation should be considered.  This is true for the reduced 
external pressure design requirement.  The highest elevation [14,130 feet (4306.8 meters)] of 
any paved road in the United States is at the Mt. Evans Scenic Byway in Colorado.  At this 
elevation, assuming a temperature of -40°C (-40°F) in still air, as cited in 10 CFR 71.71(c)(2) for 
normal conditions of transport, the external pressure (absolute) a package would be subjected 
to is estimated to be 55.8 kPa (8.1 psia).  This corresponds to an external pressure drop of 
45.5 kPa (6.6 psi) relative to atmospheric pressure at sea level (101.325 kPa or 14.7 psia) and 
at 12°C (10.4°F) in still air.  Therefore, the NRC’s consideration for adopting the 60 kPa 
(8.7 psia) reduced external pressure is more representative of real-world conditions found for 
most roads in the United States (55.8 kPa vs 60.0 kPa). 
 
The regulations in 10 CFR 71.71 are designated as NRC, which means that the regulation 
cannot be relinquished to the Agreement States, therefore there is no cost to the Agreement 
States for this change.  Additionally, this regulation does not impose any additional regulatory or 
administrative requirements on Native American tribes because they do not review packages for 
approval and do not hold any certificates of compliance.  This proposed change would affect 
implementation and operation costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds certificates of compliance 
issued by the NRC.  
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3 Type C Package Standards 

3.1 Regulatory Issue 
The IAEA regulations in Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 3.7.1], require a 
Type C package to withstand severe accident conditions in air transport without loss of 
containment or significant increase in external radiation levels.  The NRC’s and DOT’s 
regulations, in 10 CFR Part 71 [Ref. 3.7.2] and 49 CFR Part 173, “Shippers - General 
Requirements for Shipments and Packaging” [Ref. 3.7.3], respectively, do not contain Type C 
package requirements.  The NRC’s regulations do have specific requirements for the air 
transport of fissile material and plutonium in 10 CFR 71.55(f) and 10 CFR 71.64 and 71.74, 
respectively. 

3.2 Background Information 
On April 30, 2002, the NRC issued a proposed rule in the Federal Register [Ref. 3.7.4] which 
evaluated the possibility of adding regulations for Type C Packages.  In the 2002 proposed rule, 
the NRC proposed to not adopt the IAEA regulations for the following reasons:   

• The IAEA developed and used aircraft accident severity information through a 
coordinated research project to determine the Type C requirements;  

• The fact that there are very few anticipated shipments affected by these requirements; 

• The DOT rules permit the use of IAEA regulations, including Type C package standards, 
in non-plutonium import/export shipments of foreign-approved packages, so that 
international commerce is not impacted; 

• The NRC's domestic regulations currently in place (10 CFR 71.64 and 71.74), are based 
on specific statutory mandates, governing air transport of plutonium (plutonium air 
transport was a considerable factor in IAEA adoption of Type C provisions); and  

• Comments made by the public on the issues that generally disagreed with or questioned 
the rigor of the Type C tests, and supported the NRC maintaining its current regulatory 
requirements for the safety of plutonium air shipments. 

In the proposed rule, the NRC also requested public comment on the need for Type C 
packages, specifically the number of package designs and the timing of future requests for 
Type C package design approvals for domestic air transport.  

In the final rule [Ref. 3.7.5] the NRC did not adopt these regulations for Type C packages.  The 
NRC stated that it was not adopting these standards for the following reasons: 

• The U.S. regulations in 10 CFR 71.64 and 71.74 governing plutonium air transportation 
to, within, or over the United States contains more rigorous packaging standards than 
those in the IAEA TS-R-1; 

• The NRC’s perception that there was a lack of current or anticipated need for such 
packages; and 

• Acknowledgement that the DOT import/export provisions permit use of IAEA transport 
regulations and packages. 
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3.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factor, in the form of a question, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 3.  Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered, as discussed in the next section. 

• Is there a need to transport NRC-approved packages that contain a Type C quantity, as 
defined in SSR-6, 2018 edition, paragraph 558a, by air internationally?  

3.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback  
The NRC received two comments on this issue.  Both comments stated that there is not an 
existing or anticipated need to use Type C packages for transport. 

3.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is proposing to not adopt the IAEA regulations for Type C packages because there is 
no need for domestic transport of packages approved to Type C standards. 

3.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

Since the staff is proposing to not adopt the IAEA regulations for Type C packages because 
there is no need for domestic transport of packages approved to Type C standards, alternatives 
and proposed action impacts were not analyzed, and there is no cost impact to licensees. 

3.7 References 
1. International Atomic Energy Agency, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 

Material 2018 Edition,” Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, Vienna, Austria. 
2. U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, “Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material,” 

Part 71, Chapter I, Title 10, “Energy.” 
3. U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, “Shippers - General Requirements for Shipments and 

Packagings,” Part 173, Chapter I, Title 49, “Transportation.” 
4. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Compatibility with IAEA Transportation Safety 

Standards (TS-R-1) and Other Transportation Safety Amendments,” Federal Register, Vol. 
67, No. 83, April 30, 2002, pp. 21328-21388. 

5. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Compatibility with IAEA Transportation Safety 
Standards (TSR-1) and Other Transportation Safety Amendments,” Federal Register, Vol. 
69, No. 16, January 26, 2004, pp. 3698-3814. 
 
 

4 Solar Insolation 

The issue of solar insolation has two distinct, but interrelated parts.  The first is revising the units 
for solar insolation for the normal conditions of transport heat test in 10 CFR 71.71(c)(1) [Ref. 
4.7.1] to match those of the IAEA in Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6: “Regulations for 
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the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 4.7.2]. The 
second issue is to explicitly require that solar insolation is included in 10 CFR 71.73(b) as an 
initial condition to the fire test in 10 CFR 71.73(c)(4). 

4.1 Regulatory Issue 

4.1.1 Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 
The units for solar insolation in 10 CFR Part 71 are g-cal/cm2 for 12 hours per day.  In Safety 
Series No. 6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, 1985 edition” 
[Ref. 4.7.3], the IAEA revised the units used for solar insolation for normal conditions of 
transport from “g-cal/cm2 for 12 hours per day” to “W/m2 for 12 hours per day.”  When the IAEA 
changed the units, it kept the same values, thus increasing the solar heat load by approximately 
3 percent. 

In support of the rulemaking to harmonize with the 1985 edition of Safety Series No. 6, the NRC 
published a proposed rule [Ref. 4.7.4] and final rule [Ref. 4.7.5].  The NRC harmonized its 
regulations in the September 28, 1995, final rulemaking, however neither the proposed rule nor 
the final rule discussed or proposed changing the units on the heat test for normal conditions of 
transport in 10 CFR 71.71(c)(1).  Consequently, the units for solar insolation in 10 CFR Part 71 
are still g-cal/cm2, which are inconsistent with IAEA regulations in SSR-6, 2018 edition. 

In order to be used for international transport, NRC-approved packages must be issued a 
certificate of competent authority from the DOT.  The DOT issues certificates of competent 
authority, based on the NRC-issued certificate of compliance.  The amount of solar insolation 
applied in the thermal evaluation for packages approved by the DOT for international transport, 
as reviewed by the staff, does not match the values in SSR-6, 2018 edition.  Given the 
difference in values due to the different units, applicants for a revalidation or multilateral 
approval of a DOT certificate of competent authority may be asked by other competent 
authorities to re-evaluate the thermal analyses for the normal conditions of transport hot 
condition using the values and units for solar insolation in SSR-6, 2018 edition. 

4.1.2 Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

IAEA regulations in SSR-6, 2018 edition (paragraph 728) states:   

Thermal test:  The specimen shall be in thermal equilibrium under conditions of 
an ambient temperature of 38°C, subject to the solar insolation conditions 
specified in Table 12 and subject to the design maximum rate of internal heat 
generation within the package from the radioactive contents.  Alternatively, any of 
these parameters are allowed to have different values prior to, and during, the 
test, provided due account is taken of them in the subsequent assessment of 
package response.  The thermal test shall then consist of (a) followed by (b). 

The NRC’s regulations do not explicitly specify that solar insolation is an initial condition to the 
fire test in 10 CFR 71.73(c)(4). 

4.2 Background Information 

4.2.1 Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 

In 1966 [Ref. 4.7.6], the Atomic Energy Commission published its first comprehensive set of 
regulations for the safe transport of radioactive material.  The Atomic Energy Commission 
renamed 10 CFR Part 71 from “Regulations to Protect against Accidental Conditions of 
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Criticality in the Shipment of Special Nuclear Material” to “Packaging of Radioactive Material for 
Transport.”  In these new regulations, the Atomic Energy Commission included, as one of the 
tests for normal conditions of transport, a heat test.  The test was designed to evaluate the 
effects of being transported on a hot day, in the sun on a package design.  The test, then 
located in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 71, required that the package be subject to:   

 “1. Heat – Direct sunlight at an ambient temperature of 130°F, in still air.” 

In 1979 [Ref. 4.7.7], the NRC issued a proposed rule to harmonize its regulations with the 
IAEA’s 1973 edition of Safety Series No. 6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Materials” [Ref. 4.7.8].  The NRC proposed amending the heat test in Appendix A to state:   

(1) Heat – An ambient temperature of 540 °C (130 °F) in still air, and daily 
average solar radiation of 450 watts/m2 with a daily maximum of 900 watts/m2”. 

The NRC issued a final rule in 1983 [Ref. 4.7.9] to harmonize with the 1973 edition of Safety 
Series No. 6.  The NRC’s final rule moved the heat test to its current location in 10 
CFR 71.71(c)(1) and adopted the 1973 IAEA regulations for evaluation of heat during normal 
conditions of transport:   

Heat.  An ambient temperature of 38 °C (100°F) in still air, and insolation according to 
the following table:   
 

INSOLATION DATA 

Form and location of surface 
Total insolation for 

a 12-hour period 
(g-cal/cm2) 

Flat surfaces transported horizontally 
• Base None 

• Other surfaces 800 
Flat surfaces not transported horizontally 200 

Curved surfaces 400 
 
 

In a proposed rule published on April 30, 2002 [Ref. 4.7.10], in Issue 1, the NRC proposed to 
change 10 CFR Part 71 to solely use the International System of Units (SI) to match the IAEA 
Regulations in 1996 edition of TS-R-1, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Material” [Ref. 4.7.11], which uses SI units exclusively.  In the final policy statement, 
“Conversion to the Metric System:  Policy Statement” [Ref. 4.7.12], the NRC finalized its 
Metrication Policy, which allows a dual-unit system to be used (SI units with customary English 
units in parentheses).  The NRC Metrication Policy was designed to allow market forces to 
determine the extent and timing for the use of the metric system of measurements. 

In the final rule issued on January 26, 2004 [Ref. 4.7.13], the NRC chose not to change 10 CFR 
Part 71 to use SI units only nor to require NRC licensees and holders and applicants for a 
certificate of compliance to use SI units only, because doing so would have conflicted with 
NRC’s Metrication Policy.  In the discussion of comments received on the proposed rule, “[t]he 
NRC did not make metrication mandatory because no corresponding improvement in public 
health and safety would result; rather, costs would be incurred without benefit.  Moreover, as 
noted in the proposed rule [Ref. 4.7.10], the change to SI units only could result in the potential 
for adverse impact on the health and safety of workers and the general public as a result of 
unintended exposure in the event of shipping accidents, or medical dose errors, caused by 
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confusion or erroneous conversion between the currently prevailing customary units and the 
new SI units by emergency responders or medical personnel.” 

4.2.2 Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

In Safety Series No. 6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, 1985 edition 
(as amended in 1990)” [Ref. 4.7.14], paragraph 628 stated (emphasis added):   

With respect to the initial conditions for the thermal test, the demonstration of 
compliance shall be based upon the assumption that the package is in 
equilibrium at an ambient temperature of 38°C.  The effects of solar radiation 
may be neglected prior to, and during the tests, but must be taken into account 
in the subsequent evaluation of the package response. 

The thermal test, previously in in paragraph 628 was moved to paragraph 728 in the 
1996 edition of, TS-R-1 and revised to state (emphasis added):   

Thermal test:   The specimen shall be in thermal equilibrium under conditions of 
an ambient temperature of 38°C, subject to the solar insolation conditions 
specified in Table XI and subject to the design maximum rate of internal heat 
generation within the package from the radioactive contents. 

When the NRC revised its regulations in 2004 [Ref.4.7.13] to harmonize with the 1996 IAEA 
regulations, the NRC did not revise the initial conditions of the fire test listed in 10 CFR 71.73(b) 
to explicitly require evaluation of solar insolation as an initial condition. 

4.3 Considered Factors 

4.3.1 Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 

This section presents the factors, in the form of questions, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 4.  Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered, as discussed in the next section. The factors for consideration 
published in the issues paper on November 21, 2016 [Ref. 4.7.15], for changing the units on 
solar insolation for normal conditions of transport were  

• Should the NRC change the units used for solar insolation from g-cal/cm2 to W/m2 for 
the heat test for normal conditions of transport to be consistent with the IAEA’s safety 
regulations? 

• What, if any, are the implications for certificate holders of NRC-approved packages? 

4.3.2 Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

The factors for consideration published in the issues paper for adding solar insolation into 10 
CFR 71.73(b) as an initial condition to the fire test were:   

• Should the NRC add solar insolation as an initial condition to the fire test for hypothetical 
accident conditions to be consistent with the IAEA’s safety regulations? 

• What, if any, are the implications for certificate holders of NRC-approved packages? 
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4.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback  

4.4.1 Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 

The NRC received 13 comments on revising the units for solar insolation for normal conditions 
of transport.  In general, the comments were supportive of NRC revising the units.  While the 
majority of the comments were supportive, some concerns were raised by stakeholders.  These 
stakeholders said that changing the units would be burdensome to current certificate holders, 
unless previous analyses were grandfathered such that current certificate holders would not be 
required to submit new analyses after the rule change.  Two stakeholders stated that increasing 
the solar insolation by revising the units could result in decreased thermal margins and 
potentially exceeding some thermal limits.  Two other commenters stated that Section 4.5.3 in 
NUREG-1536 [Ref. 4.7.16], “Standard Review Plan for Spent Fuel Dry Storage Systems at a 
General License Facility — Final Report,” Revision 1, says that using the solar insolation values 
presented in 10 CFR Part 71 is an acceptable method for determining thermal loads and 
environmental conditions applications pursuant to 10 CFR Part 72, “Licensing Requirements for 
the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste, and 
Reactor-Related Greater than Class C Waste,” [Ref. 4.7.17].  Finally, one commenter suggested 
that, in order to avoid confusion, the NRC should adopt Table 12 of SSR-6, 2018 edition in its 
entirety.  Stakeholders’ feedback was factored in the NRC determination to move forward with 
the proposed revisions to the existing regulations. 

4.4.2 Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

Based on the issues paper, the NRC received six comments specific to adding solar insolation 
as an initial condition to the fire test.  Four of the comments were supportive of the proposed 
rule change, with one adding that making the requirement explicit in 10 CFR Part 71 would 
avoid delays when an applicant is requesting multilateral approval for affected shipments.  Two 
of the comments were opposed to the rule change because the change would add 
unanticipated burdens on certificate holders unless the requirement is grandfathered for existing 
packages.  Stakeholders’ feedback was factored in the NRC determination to move forward with 
the proposed revisions to the existing regulations. 

4.5 Proposed Action 

4.5.1 Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 

The staff’s proposed action is to revise the units for solar insolation in the heat test for normal 
conditions of transport to match those of the IAEA.  The staff considered revising the table to 
include both SI and English systems of units to be consistent with the NRC Metrification Policy.  
However, given that the current unit for solar insolation in the table mixes both English (gram-
calories) and SI units (cm) and that other tables in 10 CFR Part 71 (i.e., Table 71-1, “Mass 
Limits for General License Packages Containing Mixed Quantities of Fissile Material or 
Uranium-235 of Unknown Enrichment per 10 CFR 71.22(e),” and 71-2, “Mass Limits for General 
License Packages Containing Uranium-235 of Known Enrichment per 10 CFR 71.22(e)”) 
contain only SI units, the staff determined that the simplest solution to avoid confusion is to the 
change the units of measure for solar insolation to match those of IAEA. 

Specifically, to avoid confusion the staff proposes changing the unit of measure for solar 
insolation to match those of IAEA, from g-cal/cm2 to W/m2.  Revising the units to the SI system 
will ensure that thermal evaluations performed by applicants for a certificate of compliance are 
consistent with the IAEA’s SSR-6, 2018 edition, and requirements imposed by other competent 
authorities. 
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4.5.2 Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

The staff is proposing to revise the initial conditions in 10 CFR 71.73(b) to add the requirement 
that solar insolation shall be an initial condition for the fire test, to be consistent with IAEA 
regulations. 

4.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

4.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to solar 
insolation for normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions:  (1) no action; 
(2) handle the issue outside the rulemaking process utilizing a combination of generic 
communications and revised regulatory guidance; (3) issue regulatory exemptions and license 
specific conditions; or (4) revise 10 CFR Part 71.   

Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

In considering the no-action alternative, since the NRC values for solar insolation are lower than 
the equivalent values in IAEA’s SSR-6, 2018 edition, applicants for a transportation certificate of 
compliance can voluntarily use the IAEA values and still meet NRC requirements.  However, 
absent a rule change, the NRC cannot require certificate holders to use the higher IAEA values.  
Evaluating a package to the lower values may necessitate a different thermal evaluation using 
the higher IAEA values in SSR-6, 2018 edition, when the package is being revalidated by 
another competent authority for transportation internationally.  Therefore, the no-action 
alternative is not desirable. 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

The NRC could issue a generic communication and updated regulatory guidance to inform 
applicants for a transportation certificate of compliance that they can use the higher IAEA values 
for solar insolation, but the NRC rejected this idea for two reasons.  First, because NRC planned 
a rulemaking to harmonize with the IAEA regulations, and considering some of the other items 
to be included in the rulemaking, the effort to include this item would be less than the staff time 
to issue generic communications, revise Regulatory Guide 7.9, “Standard Format and Content 
of 10 CFR Part 71 Applications for Approval of Packages for Radioactive Material,” [Ref. 4.7.18] 
and NUREG-2216, “Standard Review Plan for Transportation Package Approval” [Ref. 4.7.19].  
Secondly, without either a rulemaking or other impetus (DOT or other competent authority 
requirement) to use the higher solar insolation values in IAEA SSR-6, 2018 edition, NRC 
certificate holders (and applicants for an NRC certificate of compliance) would not be required to 
use the higher IAEA values. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Because NRC values for solar insolation are lower than those of the IAEA, applicants can use 
the higher values without seeking an exemption or license specific conditions. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71  

If the NRC were to move forward with the proposed rulemaking and revise the units for solar 
insolation for the heat test for normal conditions of transport, the values used by the NRC would 
be consistent with those of the IAEA.  Because the NRC values in the current regulations are 
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lower than those of the IAEA and the NRC cannot require applicants for a new or amended 
certificate of compliance to use the higher IAEA values, performing the rulemaking is the staff 
recommended alternative. 

Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

In the no-action alternative, the NRC would not move forward with the proposed rulemaking, but 
would continue to confirm during application review that applicants for a certificate of 
compliance evaluate solar insolation as a precursor to the fire test.  The disadvantage is that the 
regulations would not explicitly state that solar insolation is an initial condition to the fire test and 
NRC regulations would not be harmonized with the IAEA regulations for transport of radioactive 
material.  Therefore, the no-action alternative is not desirable. 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

With respect to the generic communication and updated regulatory guidance alternative, the 
NRC could, in a regulatory issue summary, explain the rationale it uses for including solar 
insolation as an initial condition to the fire test, but the staff estimates that the costs to issue 
regulatory guidance would be the same as performing the rulemaking in Alternative 4.  Because 
the NRC planned a rulemaking to harmonize with the IAEA regulations for other issues, the staff 
estimates that the effort to include this item would be less than the staff time to issue generic 
communications, revise Regulatory Guide 7.9, and NUREG-2216.  Similar to the no-action 
alternative, the disadvantage is that the regulations would not explicitly require solar insolation 
as an initial condition to the fire test, and NRC regulations would not be harmonized with IAEA 
regulations. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Because adding solar insolation as an initial condition to the fire test results in a more severe 
test, NRC applicants can evaluate the larger values of solar insolation without seeking an 
exemption or license specific conditions. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71  

If the NRC were to move forward with the rulemaking and revise 10 CFR 71.73(b) to add solar 
insolation as an initial condition to the fire test for hypothetical accident conditions, the 
regulation would be consistent with the IAEA’s SSR-6, 2018 edition.  In order to ensure that the 
thermal evaluations required by the NRC are the same as those required by the IAEA, 
performing the rulemaking is the staff recommended alternative. 

4.6.2 Cost Impact 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

The no-action alternative would have no associated incremental costs but would not achieve the 
objective of harmonization with IAEA SSR-6, 2018 edition, requirements.   

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

If the NRC were to effect this change for evaluating solar insolation for both normal conditions of 
transport and hypothetical accident conditions using Alternative 2, the costs to certificate 
holders, whether existing or new certificate holders would be the same as if the NRC completes 
the rule change.  The NRC would bear the additional cost of completing the generic 
communications and revising Regulatory Guide 7.9 and NUREG-2216.  The NRC estimates that 
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it would take the NRC 587 hours to issue a generic communication, 1173 hours to revise 
Regulatory Guide 7.9, and 1173 hours to revise NUREG-2216.  If these guidance documents 
are revised for more than one issue, costs would be reduced, so as to not double-count costs 
for processing the documents. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

There would be no additional cost for alternative 3 because the NRC proposed changes to 
harmonize with IAEA results in more severe tests.  An NRC licensee would not need to request 
an exemption to evaluate the more severe tests.   

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71  

For this rule change, there would be a cost to both existing certificate holders and new 
applicants for a certificate of compliance, and the cost impacts were analyzed for normal 
conditions of transport and for hypothetical accident conditions. 

Cost Impacts for Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport 

Cost Impact to Existing Certificate Holders 

The costs to evaluate this change in solar insulation to current certificate holders would only be 
incurred if they were to request an upgrade of their certificate of approval to comply with SSR-6, 
2018 edition.  The cost to an existing certificate holder to evaluate the new solar insolation 
values would vary depending on the complexity of the thermal evaluation.  Certificate holders 
may use reasoned argument to evaluate the solar insolation increase of some smaller packages 
with significant margin, whereas, for larger more complex packages (i.e., spent fuel and Type B 
waste packages), the certificate holders would likely revise their finite element thermal models.  
The staff estimates that the cost to evaluate the new solar insolation values and submit an 
application including the result would range from a low value of $2,000, to a high value of 
$20,000 per package, depending on the complexity of the package design.  The staff estimates 
that the average cost for a certificate holder to evaluate the new solar insolation quantity would 
be approximately $7,500.  The staff estimates that all holders of the 16 certificates that do not 
have an “-85” or “-96” in the package identification number will request an upgrade for their 
certificate to the SSR-6, 2018 edition.  In addition, the staff estimates that certificate holders will 
upgrade an additional four certificates of compliance that were approved to either the 1985 or 
1996 version of Safety Series No. 6 or TS-R-1, respectively, to SSR-6, 2018 edition, of IAEA 
regulations.  Therefore, the NRC estimates that certificate holders will upgrade an average of 
5.6 certificates per year over a 11-year period following the rulemaking effective date to show 
compliance with SSR-6, 2018 edition. 

The staff estimates that time required to review these applications would vary depending on the 
complexity of the package.  The staff estimates that the time required to review an update to the 
value for solar insolation would range from a low of 5 hours to a maximum of 24 hours, with the 
most likely review time of 15 hours, for estimated review costs of $655, $3,144 and $1,965, 
respectively, at $131/staff hour.  

Cost Impact to Applicants for a New Certificate of Compliance 

For new certificates of compliance there would be a small additional accrued cost because of 
this rulemaking.  Although applicants for a certificate of compliance already are required to 
evaluate solar insolation, increasing the value by approximately 3 percent will increase the cost 
to perform a review by a small margin.  The staff estimates that for small packages where 
material properties have margin to their operating limits the increased additional charge would 
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be approximately $500.  Larger, more complex packages (i.e., spent fuel and Type B waste 
packages) would require more complex computer modeling, so that the NRC review cost would 
be approximately $2,000.   

The staff estimates that one new package per year for the 10 years following the final rule 
effective date will be submitted for review and approval.  The staff estimates that the cost for 
this review would be approximately $1,000 per package. 

The staff estimates that on average, the cost to the NRC to review and provide the safety 
evaluation for an application for a new certificate with the increased value for solar insolation 
would be approximately 3 hours for small packages, 10 hours for large, complex packages and, 
on average, approximately 5 hours, for estimated review costs of $393, $1,310, and $655, 
respectively. 

Cost Impacts for Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

Cost Impact to Existing Certificate Holders  

Similar to the cost for impacts of solar insolation for normal conditions of transport, above, the 
cost to an existing certificate holder to evaluate the solar insolation as an initial condition to the 
fire test would vary depending on the complexity of the thermal evaluation.  Some smaller 
packages with significant margin may use reasoned argument to evaluate the revised initial 
condition, whereas, larger more complex packages (i.e., spent fuel and Type B waste 
packages) would likely revise its finite element thermal models. 

The staff estimates that for smaller packages the cost to a certificate holder to evaluate the new 
solar insolation condition and include the result in an application would take a certificate holder 
approximately $1,000, with larger, more complex packages would cost approximately $50,000, 
depending on the number of analyses that have to be reevaluated.  The staff estimates that the 
average cost to its certificate holders would be approximately $20,000, assuming more than one 
analysis must be reevaluated.  The staff estimates that all 16 certificate holders will upgrade 
their package designs to the SSR-6, 2018 edition, from the package designs approved to the 
1973 edition of Safety Series No. 6.  In addition, for the certificates approved to either the1985 
Safety Series No. 6 or the 1996 version of TS-R-1, the staff estimates that certificate holders will 
want to upgrade an additional  four certificates per year, over an 11-year period.  Therefore, the 
staff estimates that certificate holders will upgrade an average of 5.6 certificates per year over 
the 11-year period following the final rule effective date to show compliance with SSR-6, 2018 
edition. 

Cost Impact to Applicants for a New Certificate of Compliance 

The staff estimates that there would be a small additional accrued cost for new certificates of 
compliance.  Although not explicitly required, most applicants for a certificate of compliance 
already have included solar insolation as an initial condition to the fire test.  Adding this as an 
initial condition in 10 CFR 71.73(b) will increase the applicant’s cost to prepare and submit an 
application by a small margin.  The staff estimates that for small packages where material 
properties have margin to their material temperature limits, the increased cost would be 
approximately $1,000 per package for an applicant to prepare and submit an application.  
Larger, more complex packages (i.e., spent fuel and Type B waste packages) would require 
more complex computer modeling, therefore the increased cost would be approximately 
$30,000 per package for an applicant to prepare and submit an application.  The high estimate 
is for the package or two which has material properties that are very close to the upper limit for 
use.  The staff estimates that on average, over the range of packages that are submitted, the 
additional cost will be $1,000 per package for an applicant to prepare and submit an application.  
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The staff estimates that it will receive one new package per year, over the 11-year period 
following the final rule effective date. 

The staff estimates that its review cost to evaluate these submittals would depend on the 
package type and how the applicant evaluated the package for the fire test.  The staff estimates 
that, for smaller packages, the time needed to perform the application review and to document 
the review in a safety evaluation report would take approximately 3 hours and larger, more 
complex package design reviews would take approximately 30 hours, for estimated review costs 
of $393 and $3,930, respectively.  The staff estimates that the average review time for this 
change would be 10 hours for estimated review cost of $1,310. 

 

4.6.3 Other Impacts 

Solar Insolation for Normal Conditions of Transport  

Revising the units to the SI system would ensure that thermal evaluations performed by 
applicants for a certificate of compliance are consistent with the IAEA SSR-6, 2018 edition, and 
requirements imposed by foreign competent authorities. 

The cost impacts of this proposed revision to the solar insolation units would fall on the NRC, 
current and prospective certificate holders, and the DOE.  The regulations in 10 CFR 71.71 are 
labeled as NRC, which means that the regulation cannot be relinquished to the Agreement 
States.  Therefore, there is no cost to the Agreement States for this change.  Additionally, this 
regulation does not impose any additional regulatory or administrative requirements on Native 
American Tribes because they do not review packages for approval and do not hold any 
certificates of compliance.  This proposed change would affect implementation and operation 
costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds certificates of compliance issued by the NRC. 

There is no significant safety issue associated with adopting the units for solar insolation in 
SSR-6, 2018 edition.  Consistent with past practices for transitional arrangements, located in 
10 CFR 71.19, in previous rulemakings to 10 CFR Part 71, if adopted in a final rule, the NRC 
would only require current certificate holders to evaluate their packages to the revised solar 
insolation magnitude when applying for a certificate upgrade to show that the package design 
meets NRC regulations that have been harmonized with SSR-6, 2018 edition (see Issue 10, 
“Transitional Arrangements” in this appendix).  Applications for new certificates that would be 
issued after the effective date of the rulemaking would need to include an evaluation of the new 
value for solar insolation.  The regulatory burden associated with this prospective rule change to 
NRC certificate holders would be a requirement to evaluate the new magnitude for solar 
insolation. 

Solar Insolation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions 

The benefit of the proposed action is that it would ensure that NRC transportation regulations 
are consistent with those of IAEA and, therefore, when reviewing packages approved by the 
NRC and the DOT, foreign competent authorities would not ask questions on whether the 
thermal evaluation used the appropriate initial conditions for the fire test. 

The cost impacts of this proposed revision to add solar insolation as an initial condition to the 
fire test would fall to NRC, current and prospective NRC certificate holders, and the DOE.  The 
regulations in 10 CFR 71.73 are labeled as NRC which means that the regulation cannot be 
relinquished to the Agreement States, therefore there is no cost to the Agreement States for this 
change.  Additionally, this regulation does not impose any additional regulatory or administrative 
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requirements on Native American Tribes because they do not review packages for approval and 
do not hold any certificates of compliance.  This proposed change would affect implementation 
and operation costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds certificates of compliance issued by the 
NRC. 

Similar to the solar insolation values for normal conditions of transport above, there is no 
significant safety issue associated with adopting the IAEA requirements.  Consistent with 
previous rulemakings to 10 CFR 71.19 to address transitional arrangements, if adopted in a final 
rulemaking, the NRC would only require current certificate holders to evaluate their packages to 
add solar insolation as an initial condition to the fire test (10 CFR 71.73(b)) and evaluate the 
package against the fire test in 10 CFR 71.73(c)(4), when applying for a certificate upgrade to 
show that the package design meets NRC regulations that have been harmonized with SSR-6, 
2018 edition (see Issue 10, “Transitional Arrangements”).  Applications for new certificates 
would be required to include an evaluation of the new initial conditions for the fire test after the 
effective date of the rulemaking. 

The regulatory burden associated with this prospective rule change to existing NRC certificate 
holders would be to evaluate solar insolation as an initial condition to the fire test and the 
subsequent evaluation of the fire test, would only be realized if a certificate holder desired to 
upgrade their existing certificate to be approved to the NRC regulations harmonized with SSR-6, 
2018 edition. 
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5 Radiation Level versus Dose Equivalent Rate 

5.1 Regulatory Issue 
In Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 5.7.1], the IAEA replaced the term “radiation 
level,” which had been used throughout the SSR-6, 2012 edition, [Ref. 5.7.2] with the term 
“dose equivalent rate.”  This change provides for consistency between the SSR-6, 2018 edition, 
and various other IAEA documents that use this term and, moreover, it was understood that 
“dose equivalent rate” had universal scientific meaning within the radiation protection 
community. 

The term “radiation level” is currently used throughout the NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 
[Ref. 5.7.3], but there are no clarifying definitions in 10 CFR 71.4 of either “radiation level” or 
“dose equivalent rate.”  However, 10 CFR Part 20, “Standards for Protection against Radiation,” 
[Ref. 5.7.4] does contain a definition for “dose equivalent.”  Therefore, in order to harmonize its 
regulations with those in SSR-6, 2018 edition, the staff evaluated replacing the term “radiation 
level” in 10 CFR Part 71 with “dose equivalent rate” and including a definition for “dose 
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equivalent rate” in 10 CFR 71.4 that would be consistent with the definition listed in 10 CFR Part 
20. 

Because the NRC co-regulates transportation with the DOT, the staff would also consider the 
DOT’s regulations in 49 CFR Part 173, “Shippers - General Requirements for Shipments and 
Packagings,” [Ref. 5.7.5] in conjunction with any proposed changes to 10 CFR Part 71. 

5.2 Background Information 
The 1983 rulemaking [Ref. 5.7.6] harmonized the NRC regulations with most of the regulations 
in the IAEA’s “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material - 1973 Revised 
Edition,” Safety Series No. 6, 1973 Revised edition [Ref. 5.7.7].  This rulemaking included a 
major expansion and restructuring of 10 CFR Part 71 to essentially the same format used today.  
More importantly, it provided, for the first time, external radiation standards for all packages in 
10 CFR 71.47, additional requirements for Type B packages in 10 CFR 71.51, and external 
radiation limits for packages and conveyances during transportation in 10 CFR 71.87.  External 
radiation limits for plutonium air shipments were introduced in the subsequent 1995 rulemaking 
[Ref. 5.7.8], which harmonized the NRC regulations with the 1985 edition of Safety Series No. 6 
[Ref. 5.7.9].  The external radiation limits were defined in terms of “radiation levels,” a term that 
was used throughout 10 CFR Part 71 to refer to dose equivalent rates.  The term “radiation 
level” is still used throughout 10 CFR Part 71. 

The term “radiation level” was first introduced in the IAEA transport regulations in Safety Series 
No. 6, 1973 edition, and its definition was defined in terms of “dose equivalent rate”: “The 
radiation level shall mean the corresponding radiation dose-equivalent rate expressed in 
millirem per hour.”  External radiation standards were defined in terms of radiation levels in each 
subsequent edition of the IAEA’s transport regulations, including SSR-6, 2012 edition. 

Because the current regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 use “radiation level,” the staff was concerned 
that the different terms used by the NRC and the IAEA to define external radiation standards 
could create some confusion with respect to international shipments.  However, the staff also 
noted that 10 CFR Part 20 does include a definition for “dose equivalent” that, while not 
identical, is similar to the definition of “dose equivalent rate” provided in SSR-6, 2018 edition:   

10 CFR 20.1003: “Dose equivalent means the product of the absorbed dose in tissue, 
quality factor, Section and all other necessary modifying factors at the location of 
interest.  The units of dose equivalent are the rem and sievert (Sv).” 

SSR-6, 2018 edition, Paragraph 220A: “Dose equivalent rate shall mean the ambient 
dose equivalent or the directional dose equivalent, as appropriate, per unit time, 
measured at the point of interest and expressed in millisieverts per hour or microsieverts 
per hour.” 

In order to harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with the IAEA’s regulations, the staff evaluated revising 
10 CFR 71.4 to include a definition for “dose equivalent rate” that would be consistent with the 
10 CFR Part 20 definition.  In addition, the staff considered replacing the term “radiation level” 
used throughout 10 CFR Part 71 with “dose equivalent rate.”  These proposals were included in 
the issues paper [Ref. 5.7.10] that was published in the Federal Register for public comment.  
The SSR-6, 2018 edition, includes a definition of “Dose Rate” in paragraph 220A. 
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5.3 Considered Factors 
As discussed in the issues paper, in addition to factors that were germane to all issues, such as 
costs to industry and/or Government agencies resulting from the harmonization effort, two other 
factors for consideration were the following:   

• Does the term and definition of dose equivalent rate conflict with existing radiation 
protection programs, or introduce other issues or concerns to NRC licensees and 
certificate holders? 

• Are there other definitions of terms that are recommended for incorporation in 10 CFR 
Part 71? 

Additionally, because the NRC co-regulates transportation with the DOT, the staff considered 
the DOT’s regulations in conjunction with any proposed changes to 10 CFR Part 71.  In 
particular, the staff took into consideration the fact that the DOT’s definitions in 49 CFR 173.403 
contains the following definition for radiation level:   

... the radiation dose-equivalent rate expressed in millisieverts per hour or mSv/h 
(millirems per hour or mrem/h).  It consists of the sum of the dose-equivalent 
rates from all types of ionizing radiation present including alpha, beta, gamma, 
and neutron radiation. 

The above-mentioned factors, in addition to stakeholder comments summarized below, and the 
cost analysis for making the proposed change were used to propose a final solution to this 
issue. 

5.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received five comments pertaining to changing the term “radiation level” to “dose 
equivalent rate” throughout 10 CFR Part 71.  In general, the comments supported adding a 
definition of dose equivalent rate and/or radiation level without changing “radiation level” to 
“dose equivalent rate.”  The comments provided by the public about this issue are summarized 
below:   

• One commenter noted that simply adding the DOT’s definition of “radiation level” would 
have less impact on existing licensee and regulatory documents and suggested that an 
additional definition for “dose equivalent rate” be added to the definitions in 10 CFR 71.4 
and 49 CFR 173.403 instead of changing “radiation level” to “dose equivalent rate” 
throughout 10 CFR Part 71. 

• A second member of the public pointed out that replacing “radiation level” with “dose 
equivalent rate” would add unnecessary confusion where a safety issue does not exist, 
adding that if the NRC were to proceed with this change, a clear definition of “dose 
equivalent rate” should be provided in 10 CFR Part 71. 

• Another commenter proposed adding a “dose equivalent rate” definition to both 
10 CFR 71.4 and 49 CFR 173.403, since the DOT’s definition of “radiation level” 
includes “dose-equivalent rate.”  In this case, no replacement of radiation level would be 
necessary. 

• A fourth commenter noted that only deep dose gamma and neutron radiation would be 
capable of producing a measurable radiation level on the package exterior, and included 
the recommendation that both 10 CFR 71.4 and 49 CFR 173.403 define “radiation level” 
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in terms of “deep-dose equivalents” (gamma and neutrons as applicable) as opposed to 
“dose equivalents,” which consider alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron radiation. 

• Only one commenter supported the NRC’s proposed action to replace “radiation level” 
with “dose-equivalent rate,” but added that simply adding the DOT’s definition of 
“radiation level” to 10 CFR 71.4 would have less impact on existing licensees and 
regulatory documents. 

In determining its proposed action, the NRC considered the above comments from the public in 
addition to considerations of the possible impacts associated with each alternative. 

5.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is recommending not to replace “radiation level” with “dose equivalent rate” because it 
could create unnecessary cost and could potentially decrease regulatory clarity with no 
additional safety benefit. 

5.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

5.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to 
replacement of the term radiation level:  (1) no action; (2) handle the issue outside the 
rulemaking process utilizing a combination of generic communications and updated regulatory 
guidance; (3) issue license-specific conditions and exemptions; or (4) revise 10 CFR Part 71. 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative 

The no action alternative would not change the regulations or guidance.  Since this is solely an 
issue of what to name the dose rate measurements and calculations, there would be no impact 
to safety by choosing this option. 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

Providing clarifying guidance via a generic communication could accomplish the same goal as 
Alternative 4, but there would be a cost associated with preparing the guidance, the guidance 
would not address an existing safety issue, and there would be no regulatory basis for requiring 
any changes without a rulemaking with no safety benefit. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Issuing regulatory exemptions and license specific conditions for changing a term used in term 
used in 10 CFR Part 71 and applications for package approval is not a viable regulatory 
solution, since the cost to review and issue exemption would be large for no safety benefit.  

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

Adding a definition of “dose equivalent rate” to 10 CFR 71.4 and replacing “radiation level” with 
“dose equivalent rate” throughout the regulations and associated transportation guidance would 
create an unnecessary financial obligation for current certificate holders and licensee because 
they would have to revise their documentation and procedures to reflect the regulatory change.  
In addition, NRC resources would have to be expended to perform this alternative.  The staff 
would need to consider the wording of the definition within the context of the regulations and 
definitions currently in 10 CFR Part 20 and would need to coordinate this change with DOT to 
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ensure consistency.  These actions would not provide a safety benefit commensurate with the 
costs incurred to by NRC, certificate holders and licensees.  Lastly, such changes would directly 
impact the regulations in 10 CFR 71.4, 71.43, 71.47, 71.51, 71.64, and 71.87.  Of these six 
sections, revisions to three of them (i.e., 10 CFR 71.4, 71.47, and 71.87) would require re-
adoption by the Agreement States upon revision, which creates an additional cost.  The staff 
believes these costs would not provide a commensurate safety benefit for transportation of 
radioactive material, especially since a safety issue does not exist.  Therefore, staff is 
recommending alternative 1.  

5.6.2 Cost Impact 

There will be no implementation costs since the staff proposes not to take any action to address 
the discrepancy arising from the use of “radiation level” in the NRC regulations as opposed to 
“dose equivalent rate”. 

5.6.3 Other Impacts 

Because the staff recommends taking no action to address the discrepancy between the NRC’s 
and the IAEA’s regulations, the certificate holders and licensees do not have to revise their 
certificates or facility procedures for review by the NRC, thereby avoiding an unnecessary cost 
for no safety benefit.  In addition, the potentially difficult task of ensuring that any definitions that 
are added to the regulations do not conflict with definitions in either 10 CFR Part 20, the DOT 
regulations, or the IAEA regulations is avoided. 

Because the NRC is taking no action, no impacts on licensees, applicants, Agreement States, 
or the NRC are expected. 
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6 Deletion of the Low Specific Activity-III Leaching Test 

6.1 Regulatory Issue 
Recent revisions to Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 6.7.1], removed the 
leaching test requirement for Low Specific Activity (LSA) material in category LSA-III.  To 
harmonize with the IAEA transportation regulations, and in coordination with the DOT on this 
issue, the staff is considering a revision to 10 CFR Part 71 regulations to reflect this change. 

6.2 Background Information 
The definition for LSA material in 10 CFR 71.4 [Ref. 6.7.2] includes LSA-I, LSA-II, and LSA-III.  
LSA-III material includes solids, excluding powders, with an estimated average specific activity 
limit of 2 x 10-3A2/g, and which meets the requirements in 10 CFR 71.77, “Qualification of LSA-
III Material.”  The qualification tests in 10 CFR 71.77 includes a leaching test with immersion of 
the specimen material for 7 days.  The IAEA eliminated the LSA-III leaching test in SSR-6, 2018 
edition, from paragraphs 409, 601, and 701.  Consequently, the staff is proposing corresponding 
revisions to 10 CFR 71.4 and 71.77 to remove reference to the leaching test. 

The IAEA provides guidance material related to the transportation of radioactive material in 
SSG-26 [Ref. 6.7.3].  Specifically, Subsection 601.2 in Section VI, “Requirements for 
Radioactive Material and for Packagings and Packages,” includes a discussion on the LSA-III 
leaching test release limit of 0.1A2/week.  Additionally, Appendix I, “The Q System for the 
Calculation and Application of A1 and A2 Values,” provides guidance related to the exposure 
pathways to a bystander near a transportation package.  Collectively, this guidance information 
demonstrates the low inhalation risk associated with LSA-III material (SSG-26 paragraphs I.9 
and I.37 through I.40). 

Consistent with the specific assumptions of the IAEA’s Q System (SSG-26 paragraph I.9), the 
IAEA regulations provide that the total body intake during transportation of radioactive material 
must be limited to 10-6A2 to maintain consistency associated with the use of a Type A package 
during transport.  For LSA-III material, which is not required to be transported in a Type A 
package, the dispersible radioactive contents may not exceed 0.1A2.  The purpose of the 
leaching test is to confirm the 0.1A2 limit after 7 days of immersion of the sample material. 

When establishing the low average specific activity limits for LSA material in the transport 
regulations, the IAEA based its assumptions on the fact that it is highly unlikely that, under 
circumstances arising during transportation, a sufficient mass of such material could be taken 
into the body resulting in a significant radiation hazard.  Additionally, the IAEA’s exposure 
models assume that it is unlikely that a person would remain in a transportation-related 
atmosphere long enough to inhale more than 10 mg of material (SSG-26, paragraphs I.68 and 
226.1). 

The Transport Safety Standards Committee (TRANSSC) of the IAEA is responsible for 
considering changes to both SSR-6 and SSG-26.  Changes are proposed by member States 
(i.e., countries) through their participation in TRANSSC meetings and related organized working 
groups and research projects. 
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In April 2015, an international working group meeting was conducted in Cologne, Germany to 
discuss issues related to LSA-II and LSA-III material, with special attention on the need for the 
LSA-III leaching test.  The results of this working group were reported at the IAEA’s June 2015, 
“TRANSSC 30” meeting as Information Paper #10 and agenda item 4.1 [Ref. 6.7.4].  The need 
for the leaching test was questioned because it was determined by the working group to have 
no relevance to the inhalation risk of exposure to material during transport.  The inhalation risk 
is used to determine the average specific activity limits for both LSA-II and LSA-III material, 
which are 10-4A2/g and 2 x 10-3A2/g, respectively.  Related investigations dating back to 2003, 
(and which are referenced in Information Paper #10) revealed that the amount of released 
radioactive material leading to an inhalation dose under the mechanical tests for normal 
conditions of transport greatly depend on the physical form of the LSA material.  The primary 
difference between LSA-II and LSA-III materials is that LSA-III is limited to solid material, 
excluding powders.  Due to the solid nature of the LSA-III material, the amount of airborne 
radioactivity released during the mechanical tests for normal conditions of transport leading to 
an inhalation dose is at least a factor of 100 lower for LSA-III solids than for LSA-II solids in 
powder form.  This much lower airborne release for LSA-III material due to its non-readily 
dispersible form compensates more than its allowable 20-fold increase in average specific 
activity compared to LSA-II material in powder form.  Because of the non-dispersible form of the 
LSA-III material, the working group determined and recommended to TRANSSC 30 that there 
was no need to take credit from a leaching test to justify this allowable 20-fold increase in 
average specific activity between LSA-III and LSA-II material. 

The working group’s review of the LSA-II and LSA-III concepts as well as related analysis of 
theoretical investigations concludes that the limitations of the average specific activities to 
10-4A2/g for LSA-II, and 2 x 10-3A2/g for LSA-III material and the exclusion of powder from the 
LSA-III definition collectively ensure that the effective dose criterion of the IAEA’s transport 
regulations is met.  The derivation of the LSA-II and LSA-III quantity limits is based on 
maintaining the dose criterion of 50 mSv to persons in the vicinity of a severe transport accident. 

The working group concluded that the then-currently-required leaching test for LSA-III material 
did not contribute to the 50 mSv effective dose transport safety limit.  Therefore, the working 
group recommended to TRANSSC 30 that the leaching test is not necessary or justified and its 
removal from the transport requirements is appropriate.  Thus, the removal of the LSA-III 
leaching test from SSR-6 benefitted from technical and health physics considerations, and 
TRANSSC made the decision to remove the test from the transport regulations.  The NRC 
recognizes the working group’s information, and the staff is recommending to harmonize with 
SSR-6, 2018 edition, and remove the leaching test from 10 CFR Part 71.  

The staff determined that requiring the LSA-III leaching test is not necessary, as the test does 
not increase the safety of the material during transport, and the test does not decrease the 
inhalation pathway exposure when compared to LSA-II material in powder form, and therefore 
should be removed from 10 CFR Part 71.  The staff considered the information provided by the 
LSA-II and LSA-III working groups, the information that was discussed at the TRANSSC 30 
meeting, and comments received on this issue during the comment period on the issues paper.  
As a result, the staff is proposing to harmonize with SSR-6, 2018 edition, on this technical issue.  
Additionally, the staff considers that removal of the leaching test would also reduce regulatory 
burden for shippers, while still maintaining reasonable assurance of safety for transport of LSA-
III material. 
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6.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factors, in the form of questions, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 6.  Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered, as discussed in the next section. 

• What would be the impact of removing the leaching test from the regulations as a 
qualification for LSA-III material? 

• Should 10 CFR Part 71 be revised to remove the leaching test for LSA-III material? 

6.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received four pertinent comments on deleting the LSA-III Leaching Test. Collectively, 
the comments supported the NRC’s proposed action.  Several commenters suggested that the 
proposed change to remove the LSA-III leaching test would reduce regulatory burden for 
shippers, but without risk of decreasing safety to the public during transport of LSA-III material.  
One commenter, however, suggested that some disposal facilities may base their acceptance 
criteria for some material on the assumption that the leaching test has been completed.  Lastly, 
some commenters suggested an increased benefit for transportation of LSA-III material that 
results due to continued decommissioning activities. 

6.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is considering coordinating with the DOT to make appropriate changes to 10 CFR 71.4 
and 71.77 to align with changes made by the DOT and the IAEA to reflect the removal of the 
leaching test for LSA-III material.  In particular, the staff is considering the following changes:   

• In 10 CFR 71.4:  remove the reference to 10 CFR 71.77 in the LSA-III definition; 

• In 10 CFR 71.4:  remove reference to the leaching test in paragraph (3)(ii) within the 
definition of LSA-III; 

• Remove 10 CFR 71.77; and 

• In 10 CFR 71.100:  remove the reference to 10 CFR 71.77. 

6.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

6.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

In an effort to assure international transportation of all types of radioactive material, especially 
LSA material, the staff is considering harmonizing 10 CFR Part 71 with the DOT and with SSR-
6.  Through harmonization with the DOT and the IAEA, the LSA-III leaching test would be 
removed from 10 CFR Part 71.  In addition to this change, the NRC will work with DOT to 
update the joint NUREG-1608/RAMREG-003, “Categorizing and Transporting Low Specific 
Activity Material and Surface Contaminated Objects” [Ref. 6.7.5] to reflect the elimination of the 
LSA-III leaching test, and other related changes that are necessary as a result of harmonization.  
Thus, the NRC will address this issue both in regulation and in related guidance material.  An 
alternative to not harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 and to keep the status quo for the LSA-III leaching 
test would result in a requirement in the NRC regulations that is inconsistent with those of both 
the DOT and the IAEA.  Such an outcome would have a negative impact on the users of the 
collective transportation regulations (i.e., 10 CFR and 49 CFR). 
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6.6.2 Cost Impact 

The staff estimates there would be an averted cost impact of this proposed change to licensees 
or certificate of compliance holders because removing the leaching test requirement would 
provide regulatory relief.  The test would be removed from 10 CFR 71.77 and would no longer 
be required.  The NRC recognizes that revisions to NUREG-1608/RAMREG-003 are needed, so 
that the benefit from removing the leaching test requirement would be slightly offset by these 
administrative changes; however, those costs are expected to be small. 

6.6.3 Other Impacts 

By revising its regulations to harmonize with the DOT and the IAEA, the NRC would ensure a 
consistent approach to categorization of LSA-III material, without the need for the leaching test. 

6.7 References 

1. International Atomic Energy Agency, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Material 2018 Edition,” Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, Vienna, Austria.  

2. U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, “Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material,” 
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3. International Atomic Energy Agency, “Advisory Material for the IAEA Regulations for the 
Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (2012 Edition),” Specific Safety Guide No. SSG-26, 
Vienna, Austria.   

4. International Atomic Energy Agency, TRANsportation Safety Standards Committee, “Results 
of International Working Group meeting related to LSA-II and LSA-III material, with special 
attention on the need for the LSA-III leaching test”, Information Paper #10, Vienna, Austria. 

5. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Categorizing and Transporting Low Specific Activity 
Materials and Surface Contaminated Objects,” NUREG-1608/RAMREG-003, July 1998. 

7 Large Surface Contaminated Objects (SCO-III)) 

7.1 Regulatory Issue 
Recent revisions to Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 7.7.1], added 
provisions for large solid contaminated objects under a new surface contaminated object (SCO) 
category termed “SCO-III.”  To harmonize with the IAEA transportation regulations, the NRC is 
considering revising 10 CFR 71.4 [Ref. 7.7.2] to include the definition of SCO-III. 

7.2 Background Information 
The NRC issued Generic Letter 96-07, “Interim Guidance on Transportation of Steam 
Generators” [Ref. 7.7.3] in 1996, to address issues raised by licensees with respect to the 
transportation requirements for steam generators.  Generic Letter 96-07 provides suggestions 
agreed upon by the DOT and the NRC for assessing the characteristics for transporting steam 
generators.  Generic Letter 96-07 also states, “[t]he shipment of steam generators and other 
large components may be specifically addressed in future guidance and international and 
domestic transportation regulations.” 
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In 2004, the NRC determined [Ref. 7.7.4] that special package authorizations were necessary 
because there were no regulatory provisions in 10 CFR Part 71 concerning large nonstandard 
packages.  Thus, the NRC added paragraph (d) to 10 CFR 71.41.  In 2006, the LaCrosse 
reactor vessel was the first shipment in which a package was approved under 10 CFR 71.41(d).  
In addition, a special package authorization was issued for the West Valley Melter Package 
from the West Valley Demonstration Project.  In the future, and on a case-by-case basis, large 
radioactive objects may still need special package authorizations, especially if the large object 
does not meet the SCO-III definition.  Therefore, the NRC is not considering making any 
changes to 10 CFR 71.41(d) at this time. 

As more nuclear facilities begin decommissioning activities, there will be an increase in the 
number of shipments of radioactive materials from these facilities.  Decommissioning activities 
can include transporting large radioactive objects (e.g., steam generators, coolant pumps, and 
pressurizers).  Although 10 CFR 71.41(d) allows for special package authorization of one-time 
type shipments.  The NRC also recognizes that staff time is needed to complete such an 
authorization.  Having an appropriate regulatory definition for large solid contaminated objects 
will allow a shipper to better assess if the item they are planning to transport meets the 
appropriate definition.  Currently, the regulations in 10 CFR 71.4 contain definitions for SCO, 
including SCO-I and SCO-II.  In general, most large radioactive objects could be characterized 
for transportation as one of the two existing SCO categories, either SCO-I or SCO-II.  However, 
harmonization with SSR-6, 2018 edition, would add the new SCO-III category and the 
associated definition. 

7.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factors, in the form of questions, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 7.  Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered, as discussed in the next section. 

• How beneficial would adding the new provisions for SCO-III to the domestic 
transportation regulations be? 

• Should the NRC adopt the proposed provision for SCO-III into 10 CFR 71.4? 

• Is there a need for the NRC to provide guidance on the provisions for SCO-III? 

• Is there a need to update NUREG-1608/RAMREG-003, “Categorizing and Transporting 
Low Specific Activity Materials and Surface Contaminated Objects” [Ref. 7.7.5]? 

7.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received nine comments specific to this issue.  Collectively, the comments supported 
the NRC’s proposed action.  Several commenters suggested that the proposed change to add 
the SCO-III definition to 10 CFR 71.4 would be of benefit to both the regulator and the shipper, 
as there would be a consistent standard in the regulations.  Additionally, several commenters 
added that there would be fewer special package authorizations needed once the SCO-III 
definition was added.  Lastly, several commenters suggested a benefit for transportation of 
large components due to continued decommissioning activities. 

7.5 Proposed Action 
In the 2018 edition of SSR-6, the IAEA added/revised related regulatory text for large solid 
contaminated objects under a new SCO category called SCO-III (defined in 413(c) in SSR-6, 
2018 edition).  To harmonize with SSR-6, the staff is considering revising 10 CFR 71.4 to 
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include the definition of SCO-III.  The NRC would coordinate with the DOT and make 
appropriate changes to 10 CFR 71.4 to align with changes made by the DOT for SCO-III. 

7.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

7.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

In an effort to ensure international transportation of all types of radioactive material, and most 
especially of large radioactive objects, the NRC plans to harmonize 10 CFR Part 71 with SSR-6.  
The definition of SCO-III would be added to 10 CFR 71.4.  In addition to this change, the NRC 
will work with DOT to update the joint NUREG-1608/RAMREG-003, “Categorizing and 
Transporting Low Specific Activity Material and Surface Contaminated Objects” to reflect the 
addition of SCO-III, and other related changes that are necessary as a result of harmonization. 

The 1979 NRC/DOT Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) [Ref. 7.7.6] delineates that DOT 
has regulatory authority for LSA material.  At the time this MOU was signed, the SCO categories 
did not exist.  However, within the DOT regulations at that time, provisions for transporting items 
that were externally contaminated did exist.  Therefore, currently, DOT is the regulator for both 
LSA material and SCO.  Within 49 CFR 173.427 [Ref. 7.7.7], the DOT provides the 
transportation requirements for LSA material and SCO.  The DOT plans to consider updates to 
49 CFR (specifically 49 CFR 173.403 and 173.427) to reflect the SCO-III definition and 
transportation requirements.  The NRC will continue to coordinate with DOT to understand their 
final decision to adopt or not adopt SCO-III into 49 CFR. 

7.6.2 Cost Impact 

The staff estimates there will be no costs to certificate of compliance holders with the addition of 
the SCO-III definition into the regulations, as the proposed new SCO-III material would not be 
packaged in Type B packages.  Costs to licensees could be incurred if the decision is made to 
use this definition to support a shipment of a component.  These costs, however, would be 
based on applying the appropriate conditions of transport for this material, as found in 
49 CFR 173.427.  Licensees could benefit from averted costs when applying the SCO-III 
definition when compared to requesting a special package authorization in accordance with 10 
CFR 71.41(d).  The NRC would incur some minor costs associated with making updates to 
NUREG-1608/RAMREG-003 to reflect the new SCO-III category. 

7.6.3 Other Impacts 

By revising its regulations to harmonize with the SCO-III definition of the DOT and IAEA, the 
NRC will ensure a consistent approach to categorizing large solid radioactive objects for 
transport.  Additionally, corresponding changes will be made in NUREG-1608, as necessary. 
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8 Uranium Hexafluoride Cylinder Plugs 

8.1 Regulatory Issue 
In Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 8.7.1], the IAEA added a requirement to 
paragraph 680(b)(i) to ensure that the uranium hexafluoride (UF6) cylinder plug is evaluated in 
the same manner as the cylinder valve. This new provision ensures that applicants requesting 
approval of a package design to transport UF6 shall ensure that, after the tests for hypothetical 
accident conditions, there is no physical contact between the plug and any other component of 
the packaging other than at its original point of attachment and that the cylinder plug remains 
leaktight.  The staff is considering adding this provision to 10 CFR 71.55(g) [Ref. 8.7.2]. 

8.2 Background information 
Requirements for UF6 packaging and transportation are found in both NRC and DOT regulations 
[Ref. 8.7.2 and Ref. 8.7.3].  The DOT regulations in 49 CFR Part 173 contain requirements that 
govern many aspects of UF6 packaging and shipment preparation, including a requirement that 
the UF6 material be packaged in cylinders that meet the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) N14.1, “Nuclear Materials - Uranium Hexafluoride - Packagings for Transport” 
[Ref. 8.7.4], “Packaging of Uranium Hexafluoride for Transport.”  The NRC regulations address 
fissile material and Type B packaging designs for all materials.  Packages approved by the NRC 
to transport UF6 cylinders (primarily 30B cylinders) are subject to the requirements in 
10 CFR 71.55, “General Requirements for Fissile Material Packages.” 

In the 2004 final rulemaking [Ref. 8.7.5], the NRC harmonized its regulations with the IAEA’s 
“Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, 1996 Edition Safety Requirements” 
(TS-R-1, 1996) [Ref. 8.7.6].  The NRC added a new provision, 10 CFR 71.55(g), to provide a 
specific exception for certain UF6 packages from the requirements of 10 CFR 71.55(b).  The 
exception allows UF6 packages to be evaluated for criticality safety without considering in 
leakage of water into the containment system provided certain conditions are met, including that 
the uranium is enriched to not more than 5 weight percent 235U.  In order to use this exception, 
the applicant must demonstrate that, following the tests for hypothetical accident conditions in 
10 CFR 71.73, there is no physical contact between the valve body and any other component of 
the packaging, other than at its original point of attachment, and the valve remains leaktight.  
Note that this exemption in NRC regulations would likely not apply to packages to transport UF6 
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cylinders smaller than the 30B cylinder, since their enrichments are higher than 5 weight 
percent 235U. 

In the 2004 rulemaking, the NRC stated: “The specific exception being placed into the 
regulations for the criticality safety evaluation of certain uranium hexafluoride packages does 
not alter present practice which has allowed the same type of evaluation under other more 
general regulatory provisions.  The NRC has decided to provide this specific exception:  (1) To 
be consistent with the worldwide practice and limits established in national and international 
standards (ANSI N14.1 and International Organization for Standardization 7195 “Packaging of 
Uranium Hexafluoride (UF6) for Transport,” [Ref. 8.7.7]) and current U.S. regulations (49 CFR 
173.417(b)(5)); (2) because of the history of safe shipment; and (3) because of the essential 
need to transport the commodity.”  The NRC was codifying its long-standing practice to not 
consider water in leakage into UF6 packages as long as the documentation of the results of the 
tests for hypothetical accident conditions tests (10 CFR 71.73) show that the cylinder valve was 
not affected. 

In the SSR-6, 2018 edition, the IAEA added the same requirement for the plug as was added in 
TS-R-1 for the valve.  The revised paragraph 680(b)(i) requires (emphasis added):   

Packages where, following the tests prescribed in para. 685(b), there is no physical 
contact between the valve or the plug and any other component of the packaging other 
than at its original point of attachment and where, in addition, following the test 
prescribed in para. 728, the valve and the plug remain leaktight. 

The 30B UF6 cylinder, the workhorse of the fuel fabrication industry, is the only cylinder used in 
the NRC-approved package to transport enriched UF6 to fuel manufacturers.  The 30B cylinder 
shell has two penetrations, one for the valve at the top and one for the plug at the bottom.  In 
order to ensure criticality safety, both the plug and the valve should remain leaktight after the 
tests for hypothetical accident conditions.  During licensing review of this cylinder, the NRC 
confirmed based on package test data that both the plug and the valve maintained structural 
integrity for hypothetical accident conditions.  Therefore, there is no imminent concern regarding 
this issue, but the issue should be addressed in rulemaking. 
 
8.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factors, in the form of questions, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 8. Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered, as discussed in the next section.   

• What is the impact of adding the “plug” to 10 CFR 71.55(g)(1)? 

• If the NRC were to add the requirement that the plug cannot contact any other part of the 
packaging, would there be an impact on current package designs based on previous 
testing of the package for hypothetical accident conditions? 

8.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received seven comments specific to this issue.  Of the seven comments, two 
commenters stated that the change was not pertinent to their transportation activities.  Three 
commenters were not in favor of the rule change, two commenters stated that the plug was not 
as susceptible to damage as the valve, and the third commenter stated that existing approved 
package designs should be grandfathered from having to comply with the rule change.  One 
commenter stated that the NRC should discuss with the certificate holder to get an assessment 
of the impacts to the cylinders in use if the rule change were to move forward.  Finally, one 
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commenter stated that testing the package to demonstrate there is no contact with the valve 
could be extended to show the same result for the plug.  The commenter also stated that for 
multilateral approval, the regulators in other member states have required demonstrating that 
the plug would not contact any other component of the packaging.  Stakeholders’ feedback was 
factored in the NRC determination to move forward with the proposed revisions to the existing 
regulations. 

8.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is considering harmonizing its regulations with SSR-6, 2018 edition by revising 10 CFR 
71.55(g) to ensure that both the valve and the plug do not contact any other component of the 
packaging and both remain leaktight after the tests for hypothetical accident conditions. 

8.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

8.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to 
evaluation of UF6 cylinder plugs:  (1) no action; (2) handle the issue outside the rulemaking 
process utilizing a combination of generic communications and updated regulatory guidance; 
(3) issue regulatory exemptions and license specific conditions; or (4) revise 10 CFR Part 71. 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

In the no-action alternative, under the existing requirements in 10 CFR 71.55(g), the NRC would 
not require that the plug remain leaktight after the tests for hypothetical accident conditions.  In 
this alternative, the NRC criticality safety requirement for moderator exclusion for UF6 cylinders 
would be different from the IAEA’s and other IAEA member States who have adopted the IAEA 
requirement; therefore, foreign competent authorities may question certificate holders about 
leaktightness of the plug for NRC approved packages.  

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

The NRC could handle this issue outside of the rulemaking process utilizing generic 
communications and updated regulatory guidance, but this alternative would not achieve the 
same end result of creating a clear, harmonized regulatory requirement.  The 2004 rulemaking 
codified a longstanding practice by NRC to not require applicants for a certificate of compliance 
for a UF6 package to evaluate a single package flooded with water.  Given that the criticality 
safety requirements in 10 CFR Part 71 are generic in nature, NRC could issue a generic 
communication stating that applicants for a certificate of compliance for a UF6 package should 
evaluate the cylinder plug to ensure that the package remains leaktight after the tests for 
hypothetical accident conditions.  Given that there is only one currently approved NRC 
certificate of compliance for transporting UF6 enriched to a maximum of 5 weigh percent 235U, 
and NRC is only expecting one application for a new package design for low enriched UF6, 
developing a generic communication for two certificate holders would not be as efficient as 
including the requirement in this rulemaking and would not address this issue uniformly in 
requirements that apply to international uses of these package designs.   

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

The NRC determined that Alternative 3 is not a viable alternative since there is no regulatory 
requirement to evaluate the UF6 cylinder plug.   
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Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The NRC determined that this is the best alternative because the 30B cylinder is used world-
wide for transport of UF6 enriched up to 5 weight percent.  Performing the rulemaking is the 
proposed alternative to ensure the safety basis for package approval is consistent with IAEA 
regulations.  

8.6.2 Cost Impact 

Cost to the Existing Certificate Holder 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

The cost for the NRC to issue generic communications and regulatory guidance discussing 
evaluation of UF6 cylinder plugs would include the cost to issue a generic communication, 
update NUREG-2216, “Standard Review Plan for Transportation Package Approval,” [Ref. 
8.7.10] and Regulatory Guide 7.9, “Standard Format and Content of 10 CFR Part 71 
Applications for Approval of Packages for Radioactive Material,” [Ref. 8.7.11], in addition to the 
cost to review an application for the existing certificate holder to upgrade the certificate to the 
latest NRC regulations.  The NRC estimates that the times required to issue the generic 
communication and update Regulatory Guide 7.9 and NUREG-2216 are 587 hours, 1173 hours, 
and 1173 hours, respectively.  If these guidance documents are revised for more than one 
issue, costs would be reduced, so as to not double-count costs for processing the documents. 

The cost to existing certificate holder and any future certificate holder(s) would be identical to 
the costs to the certificate holders below for the rulemaking alternative.  In addition, the staff 
costs to review the applications submitted by the existing or any future certificate holder(s) 
would be identical to the NRC costs below for the rulemaking alternative. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

Currently the NRC has one certificate of compliance to transport UF6 in 30B cylinders.  If the 
certificate holder desires to upgrade the certificate of compliance to SSR-6 2018 edition, then 
the certificate holder would have to demonstrate that the cylinder plug remains leaktight after 
the tests for hypothetical accident conditions listed in 10 CFR 71.73.  The NRC estimates the 
cost to an existing certificate holder to evaluate the change would depend on the currently 
available information to the licensee.  The NRC estimates that if existing drop tests or analyses 
could be used to demonstrate compliance with the proposed regulations, the cost to put an 
application together and submit it to the NRC would be $50,000.  However, if the applicant 
cannot use existing data, and would need to perform calculations to provide a demonstration of 
the plug performance, then the NRC estimates the cost to the applicant to be approximately 
$100,000.  If, instead of additional calculations, the certificate holder performed additional drop 
tests to demonstrate performance of the cylinder plug, then the cost estimate is $200,000.  This 
cost would be a single, one-time cost to the current certificate holder(s). 

The NRC estimates that the cost to the NRC to perform the review would depend on the 
evaluation the applicant chooses to submit.  The NRC estimates that if the applicant submits 
existing data and did not need to perform additional calculations or drop tests, the NRC review 
would take approximately 100 hours for a total cost of $13,100.  The NRC estimates that the 
cost to review an application in which the applicant performed calculations to evaluate 
performance of the plug would take approximately 250 hours of staff review time at a cost of 
$32,750.  The staff estimates the cost to review an application containing drop tests would take 
150 hours of staff review time for a cost of $19,650. 
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Cost Impact to an Applicant for a New Certificate of Compliance 

The NRC is not aware of any new packages for transport of UF6 enriched to a maximum of 
5 weight percent 235U.  However, presuming that a new package is evaluated by testing, then 
the NRC estimates that the cost for a new certificate of compliance would be approximately 
$10,000 to perform the additional drop tests on the plug end.  If calculations were performed to 
evaluate the performance of the plug, the NRC estimates the cost to perform the calculations 
and document their results in an application would be $25,000. 

The NRC estimates that its cost to review and document the soundness of the cylinder plug 
after the tests for hypothetical accident conditions would be 50 hours for a cost of $6,500, if the 
applicant evaluated the plug by drop tests and 250 hours of review time at a cost of $32,750, if 
the new package is evaluated by analysis. 

 

8.6.3 Other Impacts 

By revising its regulations to harmonize with the IAEA, the NRC will ensure a consistent 
approach with the IAEA on criticality safety for transport of UF6 enriched to a maximum of 
5 weight percent. 

The cost impacts of this proposed revision to 10 CFR 71.55(g)(1), to add UF6 cylinder plugs 
would fall to both NRC and current and prospective certificate holders.  Since this regulation is 
solely the purview of the NRC and not delegated to the states, there would be no costs to the 
Agreement States for this rule change.  There would be no cost to the DOE for this rule change, 
since the DOE is not currently a certificate holder nor is it expected to be a certificate holder for 
a package to transport UF6. 

Consistent with past practices for transitional arrangements located in 10 CFR 71.19, in 
previous 10 CFR Part 71 rulemakings, if adopted in a final rule, the NRC would require the 
current certificate holder, when applying for a certificate upgrade, to evaluate the UF6 package 
to the revised requirement for evaluation of the plug to show that the package design meets 
NRC regulations that have been harmonized with SSR-6 2018 edition (see Issue 10, 
“Transitional Arrangements”).  Applications for new certificates to transport UF6 enriched to a 
maximum of 5 weight percent that are issued after the effective date of the rulemaking would 
have to include an evaluation of the UF6 cylinder plug to the new requirements.  The regulatory 
burden associated with this prospective rule change for NRC certificate holders would be to 
evaluate packages for the new regulation for UF6 plugs. 

The NRC does not have any guidance, standard review plan, or regulatory guide that 
specifically addresses evaluation of UF6 packages, which would need to be revised.  Given that 
there is currently only one certificate authorized to transport UF6 that will use the exception in 
10 CFR 71.55(g), the NRC is not proposing to add any guidance for this rulemaking to NUREG-
1609 [Ref. 8.7.9]. 
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9 Aging Management 

9.1 Regulatory Issue 
In Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6: “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 9.7.1], the IAEA added paragraph 613A, 
which includes the requirement to evaluate aging mechanisms in the safety analysis report for a 
package design.  In addition to aging, the IAEA also added requirements that, for packages to 
be used for transport after storage, the applicant/certificate holder shall: 

• 809(f).  provide and justify, in the operating procedures and maintenance program, that 
at the time of transport, the package meets the original safety basis, 

• 809(k).  include a gap analysis program that describes a systematic procedure for a 
periodic evaluation of changes of regulations, changes in technical knowledge, and 
changes of the state of the package design during storage, and 

• 503(e).  prior to each shipment, the applicant should ensure that all packaging 
components and radioactive contents have been maintained during storage in a manner 
such that all the requirements specified in the relevant provisions of the IAEA regulations 
and in the applicable certificates of approval have been fulfilled. 
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9.2 Background Information 

9.2.1 Aging Management 

An effective aging management program evaluates aging effects and determines whether action 
is needed to mitigate any detrimental effects that may occur over time.  In an application for a 
certificate of compliance, the applicant should demonstrate that, given the aging effects on the 
package, it will meet the safety functions in 10 CFR Part 71 [Ref. 9.7.2].  The three safety 
functions in 10 CFR Part 71 ensure that the package remains subcritical and maintains the dose 
rates and containment criteria below specified criteria.   

Because the effects of aging are due to a reaction (e.g., oxidation-, chemical-, or 
radiation-induced reactions), NRC regulations in 10 CFR 71.43(d) require packages to be made 
of materials and construction to assure that there will be no significant chemical, galvanic, or 
other reaction among specific components and contents.  The evaluation of whether package 
components degrade over time and the quantified effect on package performance determines 
whether a periodic test or replacement/repair schedule is included in the maintenance program. 

In addition, applicants generally provide a maintenance program that, as discussed in NUREG-
1609 [Ref. 9.7.3], “Standard Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Radioactive Material,” 
and NUREG-1617 [Ref. 9.7.4], “Standard Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Spent 
Nuclear Fuel,” includes periodic testing requirements, inspections, and replacement criteria and 
schedules for replacement and repair of components, on an as-needed basis.  The 
maintenance program provides assurance that the effects of aging will be minimized, and the 
packaging will perform as intended throughout its time in service. 

In addition to evaluating aging effects in the application, NRC regulations (10 CFR 71.87(b)) 
require that, prior to each shipment, the licensee ensures that the package is in unimpaired 
physical condition except for superficial defects such as marks or dents.  If done properly, this 
inspection, along with the periodic tests in the maintenance program, should identify package 
deterioration prior to age-related degradation becoming a safety issue during transport. 

Furthermore, although not required by the regulations, NRC-approved certificates of compliance 
include a maintenance program.  The maintenance program should be adequate to assure that 
packaging effectiveness is maintained throughout its time in service.  The specificity of the 
information should be consistent with the importance of the maintenance in assuring this 
continued performance.  The NRC review should:   

• Verify that maintenance tests and inspections, including those that follow below, are 
described with schedules and criteria for each test or minor refurbishment and 
replacement of parts, as applicable.   

• Confirm that the established codes, standards, and specific provisions of the quality 
assurance (QA) program used in all aspects of the maintenance of the packaging are 
identified. 

9.2.2 Gap Analysis Program 

In SSR-6, 2018 edition, paragraph 809(k), the IAEA added the requirement that, for packages to 
be used for transport after storage, the applicant must submit a gap analysis program.  The gap 
analysis program should describe the process by which an applicant for a certificate will 
describe a systematic procedure to perform a periodic evaluation of changes in the regulations, 
technical knowledge, and state of the package design during storage.  In addition, the draft 
SSG-26 [Ref. 9.7.5] states that the gap analysis assesses whether the package design 
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complies with the regulations at the time of certificate approval, evaluates changes in the 
regulations, technical knowledge and changes of the state of package design during storage, 
and identifies existing gaps.  Further in the draft SSG-26, the IAEA states that the gap analysis 
program should describe the applicant’s procedure to conduct such analysis or review in order 
to support the package design approval certificate renewal process or the validity of existing 
certificates throughout the storage period. 

Instead of relying on programs like a gap analysis program to ensure that shipment after 
storage is performed in accordance with the regulations, NRC currently relies on the 
pre-shipment inspections and maintenance program discussed above; transitional 
arrangements; and NRC inspection oversight.  The NRC inspection provides oversight of 
licensees’ use of packages to confirm that they are used and shipped in accordance with 
applicable requirements.  The NRC’s transitional arrangements (see Issue 10, “Transitional 
Arrangements”), located in 10 CFR 71.19, allow for phase out of older packages, as 
appropriate, and continued use of existing package designs and packaging already fabricated, 
since package designs compliant with existing regulations do not become unsafe when the 
regulations are amended.  Significant safety issues would be addressed with a revision to the 
regulations, as well as licensee-specific action. 

In addition, the general license in 10 CFR 71.17(c)(2) is conditioned to require that shipments of 
fissile material and Type B quantities of radioactive material packages approved by the NRC 
meet the terms and conditions of the NRC approval.  For all NRC-approved packages (or parts 
of a package such as a canister loaded with spent fuel) that have been in storage prior to 
transport, the licensee shipping the package must ensure that the loaded package complies 
with the approval issued by the NRC.  For packages (or parts of a package) that have been in 
storage licensed under 10 CFR Part 72, “Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage 
of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-Related Greater than 
Class C Waste,” [Ref. 9.7.6], the licensee may decide to rely on a combination of the 10 CFR 
Part 72 aging management program and inspections prior to transport, in order to ensure that 
the package is in unimpaired physical condition.  If a package that has been in storage does not 
meet the NRC-issued approval for transport, the licensee must either request a revision to the 
package’s approval or modify the package so that it meets the NRC-issued approval. 

Finally, the NRC uses inspection oversight to evaluate a licensee’s implementation of its 
transportation quality assurance program and determine whether shipments were made in 
accordance with the regulations.  The NRC performs inspections of fabricated packages to 
ensure that the certificate holder’s quality assurance program is implemented appropriately so 
that packages are fabricated according to the NRC-approved design.  The NRC also observes 
licensee shipments to determine whether they are completed in accordance with the appropriate 
regulations.  If shipments are not completed in accordance with the regulations, the NRC’s 
enforcement program will be used to take action, as appropriate. 

9.3 Considered Factors 
The factors for consideration published in the issues paper [Ref. 9.7.7] for aging management 
were:   

• Given the NRC and DOT inspection requirements in 10 CFR 71.87(b) and 
49 CFR 173.475(b) [Ref. 9.7.8], respectively, should the NRC revise its regulations to 
explicitly require applicants for a certificate of compliance to consider aging effects in 
their safety analysis report? 
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• Should the NRC require packages that are to be used for transport after storage to 
provide a gap analysis that includes package changes during storage due to aging and 
whether or not those changes affect the package performance during transport? 

9.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback  
The NRC received 18 comments from stakeholders on Issue 9.  The majority of the comments 
stated that the proposed change is appropriate for spent fuel packages and packages for 
shipment of greater than Class C waste that are in long-term storage prior to transport and that, 
for other packages, the items included in IAEA regulations are already being done in 
accordance with NRC transport or storage regulations.  Several commenters stated that the 
IAEA regulations are vague, and the requirements and storage duration should be clarified prior 
to inclusion in NRC regulations.  Stakeholders’ feedback was factored in the NRC determination 
to move forward with the proposed revisions to the existing regulations. 

9.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is considering adding explicit requirements to 10 CFR Part 71 to require applicants for 
a certificate of compliance to evaluate the effects of aging and include a maintenance program 
in the application.     

9.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits and Impacts 

9.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to aging 
management:  (1) no action; (2) handle the issue outside the rulemaking process utilizing a 
combination of generic communications and updated regulatory guidance; (3) issue regulatory 
exemptions and license specific conditions; or (4) revise 10 CFR Part 71.  

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative 

In the no-action alternative, the NRC would not move forward with the rulemaking and, 
consistent with NRC Guidance in Regulatory Guidance 7.9, NUREG-1609, and NUREG-1617, 
would continue to verify in licensing reviews that licensees appropriately evaluate aging effects 
and include a maintenance program as part of their applications.  The NRC review of these 
items would be unchanged.  The disadvantage to this alternative is that the regulations would 
not require evaluation of aging management and inclusion of a maintenance program. 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

This is an issue for which NRC has already issued guidance to applicants for package approval.  
Regulatory Guide 7.9 [Ref. 9.7.9], NUREG-1609, and NUREG-1617 [Ref. 9.7.4], discuss the 
evaluation of aging and those items to include in a maintenance program.  In addition, NRC 
could issue a generic communication to reinforce to applicants for package approval that the 
application should contain an evaluation of aging effects and a maintenance program.  Similar 
to the no-action alternative, the disadvantage with Alternative 2 is that these items would only 
be found in guidance.  

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Because there are no requirements in NRC regulations to evaluate aging or submit a 
maintenance program, issuance of exemptions and license-specific conditions are not a 
workable solution. 
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Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

Performing the rulemaking is the staff recommended alternative to ensure that NRC regulations 
are consistent with the IAEA’s SSR-6, 2018 edition. 

9.6.2 Cost Impact 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

The costs for this issue would solely be those incurred by issuing a generic communication that 
discusses the evaluation of aging management and the maintenance program in applications for 
certificates of compliance.  The NRC estimates that it would take approximately 1173 hours of 
staff time to issue the generic communication.  Because guidance already exists in Regulatory 
Guide 7.9, NUREG-1609, and NUREG-1617, no updates to these documents are anticipated. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The proposed changes to the packaging requirements to add evaluation of aging effects and a 
maintenance program would not impact the applications for transport of package design 
approval or NRC reviews.  These changes ensure consistency with IAEA regulations and 
conform to approaches already taken by certificate holders to evaluate aging effects.  
Consequently, no changes to packages or costs—for either the NRC or current or future 
certificate holders—are anticipated from implementing this change to the regulation. 

 

9.6.3 Other Impacts 

The benefit of the proposed action is that it would ensure that NRC transportation regulations 
are consistent with those of IAEA in requiring evaluation of aging mechanisms and a 
maintenance program in an application for package approval. 

The impacts of this proposed revision to the regulations would fall solely to the NRC.  Because 
applicants for a certificate of compliance already submit these items and they are reviewed by 
the NRC in package applications, the only impact would be for the NRC to document the aging 
requirements in the regulations by a rulemaking. 

The regulations in 10 CFR Part 71 for package approval are labeled as NRC which means that 
the regulation cannot be relinquished to the Agreement States, therefore there is no cost to the 
Agreement States for this change. 
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10 Transitional Arrangements 

10.1 Regulatory Issue  
Typically, the transitional arrangements (also known as grandfathering provisions) consist of 
three parts 1) restrictions on fabrication and use of packages approved to earlier editions of the 
regulations, 2) changes in packaging identification numbers, and 3) changes to the manufacture 
and use of special form sources approved to earlier versions of the regulations in Specific 
Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 
2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 10.7.1].  Paragraphs 819–821A, 823 and 832–833 in 
SSR-6, 2018 edition, provide transitional arrangements for package designs and special 
arrangements for radioactive material that were approved to earlier versions of IAEA 
regulations.  These grandfathering provisions in IAEA regulations are not the same as what is 
currently required in 10 CFR Part 71 [Ref. 10.7.2].  Therefore, in order for the NRC and the DOT 
to have consistent regulations on authorization of packages for use, the staff is considering 
harmonizing its grandfathering provisions in 10 CFR 71.4 and 10 CFR 71.19 with those of the 
IAEA. 

10.2 Background Information 
While SSR-6, 2018 edition includes transitional arrangements for packages that have “-85” or 
“-96” in their package identification number, SSR-6, 2018 edition, does not include transitional 
arrangements for package designs approved under the IAEA’s 1973 edition of Safety Series 
No. 6, “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials” (SS No. 6, 1973 edition) 
[Ref. 10.7.3] or 1973 (as amended) edition of Safety Series No. 6 (SS No. 6, 1973 edition (as 
amended)) [Ref. 10.7.4], which currently do not have a year designation in the package 
identification number.  If adopted by NRC and the DOT, these package designs that do not have 
a year designation in the package identification number would be required to be re-certified or 
removed from service.  The IAEA’s SSR-6, 2018 edition, also prohibits, after 
December 31, 2028, the new manufacture of packages that do not meet the IAEA regulations in 
effect at that time.  This means that package designs approved to earlier versions of IAEA 
regulations (before SSR-6, 2018 edition) could not be manufactured. 

Paragraph 823, of SSR-6, 2018 edition, does not include provisions for special form radioactive 
material approved under SS No. 6, 1973 edition or SS No. 6, 1973 (as amended) edition.  In 
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SSR-6, 2018 edition, special form radioactive material that was shown to meet the provisions of 
the 1985 through 2012 editions of IAEA regulations may continue to be used, with some 
additional restrictions on approval and manufacture.  The IAEA’s SSR-6, 2018 edition, prohibits 
manufacture of special form radioactive material that received unilateral approval under the 
1985 edition of Safety Series No. 6 [Ref. 10.7.5] or 1985 (as Amended 1990) edition of Safety 
Series No. 6 [Ref. 10.7.6].  Also, after December 31, 2025, IAEA regulations prohibit new 
manufacture of special form radioactive material sources to a design that had received unilateral 
approval under the 1996 edition [Ref. 10.7.7]; 1996 edition (Revised) [Ref. 10.7.8]; 1996 (as 
amended 2003) [Ref. 10.7.9] edition of TS-R-1; SSR-6, 2005 edition [Ref. 10.7.10]; SSR-6, 
2009 edition [Ref. 10.7.11]; and SSR-6, 2012 edition [Ref. 10.7.12]. 

In paragraphs 832–833 of SSR-6, 2018 edition, the IAEA revised the package identification 
marks to delete year designation (i.e., “-85” or “-96”) for those package designs that are 
approved to SSR-6, 2018 edition. 

In a 2004 rulemaking [Ref. 10.7.13], the NRC adopted the following grandfathering provisions in 
10 CFR 71.19 for previously approved packages:   

• Packages approved under NRC standards that were compatible with the provisions of 
the 1967 edition of Safety Series No. 6 [Ref. 10.7.14] may no longer be fabricated, but 
may be used for a 4-year period after adoption of a final rule; 

• Packages approved under NRC standards that are compatible with the provisions of the 
1973 or 1973 (as amended) editions of Safety Series No. 6 may no longer be fabricated, 
but may still be used; 

• Packages approved under NRC standards that are compatible with the provisions of the 
1985 or 1985 (as amended 1990) editions of Safety Series No. 6, and designated as 
"-85" in the package identification number, may not be fabricated after 
December 31, 2006, but may still be used; and 

• Package designs approved under any pre-1996 IAEA regulations (i.e., packages with an 
"-85" or earlier package identification number) may be resubmitted to the NRC for review 
against the current standards.  If the package design described in the resubmitted 
application meets the current standards, the NRC may issue a new certificate of 
compliance for that package design with a "-96" designation in the package identification 
number. 

In the 2004 rulemaking, the NRC did not revise its grandfathering provisions on special form 
radioactive material in 10 CFR 71.4 because NRC regulations were already consistent with the 
1996 edition of “Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, 1996 Edition Safety 
Requirements” (TS-R-1). 

The NRC rulemaking in 2015 [Ref. 10.7.15] did not make any major changes to the transitional 
arrangements, other than to delete the grandfathering provision of 10 CFR 71.19(a) for 
packages approved under NRC standards that were compatible with the provisions of the 1967 
edition of Safety Series No. 6 since that provision expired on October 1, 2008, and to revise the 
definition of “special form radioactive material” to allow special form radioactive material that 
was successfully tested using the current requirements of 10 CFR 71.75(d) to continue to 
qualify as special form material, if the testing was completed before September 10, 2015. 
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10.3 Considered Factors 
The factors for consideration published in the issues paper [Ref. 10.7.16] for transitional 
arrangements were:   

• Should the “grandfathering” of previously approved packages be limited to those 
approved under the last two major revisions (1996 and 2004) of the NRC regulations 
(i.e., continue to authorize packages for which the package identification has either a 
“-85” or a “-96”)?  If not, on what basis should the “grandfathering” of previously 
approved packages be allowed? 

• How long should "grandfathered" packages be allowed to be fabricated or used?  

• What type and magnitude of package design changes should be allowed for 
“grandfathered” packages before re-certification to the current set of regulations is 
required? 

• In the 2004 NRC rule change, the NRC granted a 4-year period, after adoption of the 
final rule, for which packages that were being phased out could still be used.  At the 
time, the NRC determined that 4 years would be a sufficient length of time to either 
develop replacement package designs or show that packages that are being phased out 
will meet the current package design requirements in 10 CFR Part 71.  What is an 
appropriate time period for “grandfathered” packages to be phased out that will allow 
package designers to either bring these packages into compliance with the new 
regulations or obtain approval of replacement package designs? 

10.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received 11 comments from stakeholders on Issue 10, “Transitional arrangements.”  
The comments received on this issue were diverse.  None of them opposed eliminating the 
grandfathering provision for packages approved to the 1973 version of Safety Series No. 6; 
however, commenters did propose that NRC should assess the costs and risks associated with 
the transitional arrangements to make a more informed decision.  Also, commenters suggested 
that the NRC use any information gained from the 2004 rulemaking that deleted the 
grandfathering provisions for packages approved to the 1967 IAEA regulations to inform this 
proposed change. 

One commenter stated that limiting provisional use of packages to the last two major revisions 
of IAEA regulations, the 1985 edition (or 1985 edition as amended in 1990) of Safety Series 
No. 6 and 1996 edition of TS-R-1, is appropriate to recognize that the quality assurance 
programs prior to 1985 IAEA regulations were only established for the manufacturing of 
packaging.  Recertifying packages approved under the 1973 edition of Safety Series No. 6 may 
require consideration of all aspects of using the package for transport, including testing, 
maintenance, inspections, and documentation for the packaging.  The commenter further stated 
that a 4-year period is appropriate to bring an existing package design and quality assurance 
into compliance with the current requirements; however, designing, obtaining approval, and 
introducing the use of a replacement package design typically requires more than 4 years 
depending on the complexity of the package.  The commenter suggested that a provision that 
would allow the NRC to review requests from the licensee to extend the period granted for 
phasing out packages would allow replacement of packages without impacting commercial 
commitments that may cover periods of greater than 4 years.  Allowing requests to extend the 
use of expiring transportation packages, as was done and discussed in NRC Regulatory Issue 
Summary 2008-18, “Information on Requests for Extending Use of Expiring Transportation 
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Packages” [Ref. 10.7.17] for packages approved under the 1967 edition of IAEA regulations, 
would be useful for licensees.  Another commenter stated that designing and licensing a new 
package in 4 years is difficult and the NRC should consider allowing more than 4 years for 
replacement packages. 

There were a couple of comments on grandfathering of packages with a “-96” in the package 
identification number.  One commenter stated that removal of the “-96” year designation on the 
package identification number will require re-issuance of all previously approved Type B(U) 
packages.  Since the requirements in 10 CFR 71.85(c) require packages be durably marked 
with the package identification numbers, it would require the replacement of all existing Type 
B(U) package labels with labeling that removes the “-96”.  The commenter also suggested 
adding a clause in the regulation that allows continued marking for packages in existence prior 
to 2028, as replacing marking for these packages will be costly and a burden on industry with no 
effect on safety.  Another commenter suggested that NRC not adopt the restriction on 
manufacturing these packages after December 31, 2025.  Another commenter stated that any 
grandfathering or phasing-out of a package designation will have an impact on licensees and 
users.  Grandfathering should be extended and applied to packages approved to the 1996 
edition of TS-R-1 or later, as many of these package designs were approved in the 21st century 
under the last two major revisions (1996 and 2004) of the NRC regulations.  Another commenter 
suggested that NRC not adopt the IAEA provision that packages with a “-96” in the package 
identification number be subject to multilateral approval after December 31, 2025.  Finally, a 
comment suggested that NRC not adopt a restriction on manufacture of these packages after 
December 31, 2028.  Stakeholders’ feedback was factored in the NRC determination to move 
forward with the proposed revisions to the existing regulations. 

10.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is considering revising the grandfathering provisions for approval of package designs 
for domestic transport to harmonize with SSR-6, 2018 edition.  Historically, the DOT has 
adopted IAEA grandfathering provisions as specified in IAEA regulations to facilitate 
international transport of radioactive material.  The NRC also has historically adopted the IAEA 
grandfathering provisions, with the exception of immediately terminating use of packages 
approved to the earlier regulations.  Assuming the DOT adopts these provisions, this proposed 
action would ensure consistent regulations with other international and domestic competent 
authorities. 

The staff is considering harmonizing its regulations with the transitional arrangements in SSR-6, 
2018 edition, as follows:   

1. Phase out the use of packages approved to NRC regulations that were harmonized with the 
IAEA’s SS No. 6, 1973 edition and SS No. 6, 1973 (as amended) edition, 4 years after the 
effective date of this rulemaking.  These packages would be required to be re-certified, 
removed from service, or used via exemption. 

2. Discontinue the manufacture of packages with a “-96” in the package identification number 
after December 31, 2028, and for packages to be used for international shipment require 
multilateral approval, as defined in 49 CFR 173.403, “Definitions.” 

3. Revise 10 CFR 71.19 to limit amendments to package designs that have a “-85” or “-96” in 
the package identification number as currently specified in subparagraph (c) and revise 
subparagraph (d) to state that NRC will revise the package identification number for 
packages approved prior to this rule change, after submission of an application showing that 
the packages meet the requirements in the revised 10 CFR Part 71. 
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4. Revise the definition of “special form radioactive material” to discontinue manufacture of 
previously approved special form radioactive material after December 31, 2025, with the 
exception of special form sources approved after July 12, 2015, but prior to {insert day 
before the effective date of this rulemaking} that have received multilateral approval. 

The IAEA eliminated the approval year in the package identification number for package 
approved to SSR-6, 2018 edition.  Packages that were approved to the 1973 edition of Safety 
Series No. 6 do not have a year designation in the package identification number.  If adopted in 
the final rule, to the NRC would revise all existing certificates of compliance that do not have a 
“-85” or “-96” in their package identification number to extend the expiration date for an 
additional 4 years and add a provision that those certificates cannot be renewed without being 
upgraded to the revised version of 10 CFR Part 71. 

10.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

10.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to 
transitional arrangements:  (1) no-action alternative; (2) handle the issue outside the rulemaking 
process utilizing a combination of generic communications and updated regulatory guidance; 
(3) issue regulatory exemptions and license specific conditions; or (4) revise 10 CFR Part 71. 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

In the no-action alternative, packages approved to NRC’s regulations harmonized with the 1973 
edition of Safety Series No. 6 standard would not be phased out; there would be no further 
restrictions to either packages approved to NRC regulations harmonized with the 1985 and 
1996 (and later) editions of IAEA regulations or special form radioactive material that is not 
approved to NRC regulations harmonized with SSR-6, 2018 edition; and the NRC would not be 
able to issue certificates of compliance that are consistent with IAEA SSR-6, 2018 edition.  The 
NRC would continue to authorize use of packages approved to regulations that are harmonized 
with the 1973 version of IAEA regulations for domestic use, but these packages would not be 
able to be transported internationally. 

The NRC would not add the restriction on fabrication for packages after December 31, 2028, for 
packages that have a “-96” in the package identification number.  The result would be that there 
may be identical packages but depending on the date of fabrication (before or after 
December 31, 2028), one would be able to be transported internationally, with multilateral 
approval; and the package fabricated after December 31, 2028, would need a special package 
authorization. 

In addition, the NRC and DOT would have inconsistent regulations on manufacture of special 
form radioactive material.  Under this alternative, special form radioactive material fabricated 
after December 31, 2025, could be transported under NRC regulations but would not be 
authorized for transport under DOT regulations. 

Finally, for existing certificates issued by the NRC, consistent with 10 CFR 71.19(d), the 
package identification number would continue to have a “-96” in it, even if the applicant 
demonstrated that the package met the NRC regulations harmonized with SSR-6, 2018 edition.  
If the NRC were to continue to add a “-96” in the package identification this will place restrictions 
on the ability of the certificate holder to use these packages in international shipment.  As the 
competent authority in the U.S. for transportation of radioactive material, if the DOT harmonizes 
its regulations for transitional arrangements with those of the IAEA and the NRC did not, then 
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the U.S. domestic rules for transportation of radioactive material would not be consistent with 
DOT regulations [Ref. 10.7.18].  This inconsistency could cause confusion amongst NRC 
licensees as to whether their package is authorized for only domestic transport, international 
transport, or both.  If the NRC does not issue certificates to regulations harmonized with the 
SSR-6, 2018 edition, the NRC would expect to get exemptions from licensees that want to 
transport radioactive material outside of the U.S., using an NRC- and DOT-approved package.  
The NRC staff costed these exemptions below in Section 10.6.3, “Cost Estimates,” under 
Alternative 3.  The NRC expects these exemptions since package certificates that have a “-96” 
in the package identification number cannot be transported internationally if they were 
manufactured after December 31, 2025.  Therefore, if NRC does not harmonize with IAEA 
regulations, NRC would get numerous exemptions from licensees who need to transport 
packages that have a “-96” in the package identification number for packages shipped 
internationally, 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

Issuing generic communications or updated regulatory guidance to handle this proposed portion 
of the rule change would not achieve the desired outcome, since NRC’s transitional 
arrangements specified in 10 CFR 71.4 and 10 CFR 71.19 cannot be changed by generic 
communications or regulatory guidance.  Since guidance and generic communications cannot 
change NRC regulations, this is not a viable alternative to harmonize with IAEA regulations. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

If the NRC were to choose Alternative 3, and the DOT were to adopt the IAEA transitional 
arrangements independent of NRC, the NRC would likely receive numerous requests for 
exemptions from the package definitions in 10 CFR 71.4 for special form radioactive material, 
and the provisions for use of previously approved packages in 10 CFR 71.19 to ensure that 
special form source and transportation packages could continue to be shipped internationally.  
The disadvantage of this alternative is that the NRC would have to develop and issue an 
environmental assessment for each package exemption issued.  For package approvals without 
exemptions, the NRC does not issue an environmental assessment because 
10 CFR 51.22(c)(1) contains a categorical exclusion for “Approval of package designs for 
packages to be used for the transportation of licensed materials.” 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The staff recommended alternative is to perform the rulemaking to ensure consistent regulations 
between the NRC, the DOT, and the IAEA for domestic and international transport of radioactive 
material. 

10.6.2 Cost Impact 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

The NRC estimates that the cost for a licensee to prepare an exemption to either 10 CFR 71.4 
or 10 CFR 71.19 would be approximately $100,000 per exemption.  The staff estimates that the 
NRC time needed to develop and issue an exemption for either of these issues would be 
approximately 450 hours of staff review time per exemption, for a total cost of $58,950 at 
$131/staff hour. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

After the effective date of the rulemaking, the change would result in implementation costs to 
industry, but the magnitude of the costs depends upon the type of package and the required 
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actions.  For example, some previously approved package designs may already meet current 
safety regulations but lack the documentation for the NRC to make this determination.  These 
packages would have fewer costs to recertify than packages that cannot be shown to meet 
current safety regulations.  In general, the types of costs industry would bear include costs to:  
(1) develop applications to show previously approved package designs meet the revised 
regulations; (2) develop new package design(s) or package modification(s); (3) analyze and/or 
physically test these new package design(s) or modification(s); (4) generate and submit revised 
package applications; and (5) implement these new design(s) or package modification(s).  The 
NRC costs are to review and approve the new package designs or package modifications. 

The NRC reviewed the changes to IAEA regulations since the SS No. 6, 1973 edition, and the 
NRC-approved packages whose certificate is based on NRC regulations harmonized with SS 
No. 6, 1973 edition.  Based on this review, the NRC estimated that the cost to develop and 
provide an application to the NRC to update a certificate to the NRC regulations harmonized 
with SSR-6, 2018 edition, would range from a low estimate of approximately $10,000 to a high 
estimate of $50,000.  This estimate excludes the costs for other changes that the certificate 
holder may voluntarily make to the package as a result of this rule change.  The NRC estimates 
that the average cost would be approximately $20,000 per package, excluding the costs 
estimated for other changes incorporated due to this rule change.  The NRC estimates that all 
certificate holders will upgrade the 16 certificates that were approved to NRC regulations in 
effect prior to April 1, 1996 (i.e., packages that that do not have a “-85” or “-96” in their package 
identification number). 

The NRC estimates that, for packages with a “-85” or “-96” in the package identification number, 
certificate holders would upgrade an additional 4 certificates per year to SSR-6, 2018 edition of 
IAEA regulations.  Therefore, certificate holders would upgrade an average of 5.6 certificates 
per year, for the 11-year period following the final rule effective date to show compliance with 
NRC regulations in effect at the time.   

The NRC estimates that the NRC’s cost to review these applications would take an average of 
120 hours per certificate at a cost of $15,720, at $131/staff hour, excluding any review time for 
costs associated with other changes in this rulemaking.   

 

10.6.3 Other Impacts 

By harmonizing its regulations with those of the IAEA, the NRC will ensure that package 
designs authorized for transport under NRC regulations match those of DOT and IAEA and 
other IAEA member states throughout the world. 

The impacts of transitional arrangements would fall on certificate holders whose package design 
was approved prior to the effective date of this rulemaking.  The grandfathering provision in 10 
CFR 71.19 is solely the purview of the NRC and not delegated to the states.  As a result, the 
NRC expects that there would not be any incremental costs to the Agreement States for this 
rule change.  However, the Agreement State compatibility category for the definition of special 
form radioactive material in 10 CFR 71.4 is category B, which means that this is a regulation the 
states will have to adopt.  Additionally, this regulation does not impose any additional regulatory 
or administrative requirements on Native American Tribes since they do not review packages for 
approval and do not hold any certificates of compliance.  This proposed change would affect 
implementation and operation costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds certificates of compliance 
issued by the NRC. 
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After the effective date of the rulemaking, certificate holders who have certificates approved to 
NRC regulations that were harmonized with SS No. 6, 1973 edition, or SS No. 6, 1973 (as 
Amended) edition, will have 4 years to either recertify (including any needed modifications to 
meet the new regulations) those package designs to NRC regulations in effect at the time; 
design and certify new package designs; or remove them from service. 

Certificate holders whose package design approval has a “-96” in the package identification 
number would not be able to fabricate new packages after December 31, 2028.  In addition, 
after December 31, 2025, packages to be used for shipment to a location outside the United 
States would either need to be recertified to the regulations in effect at the time or receive 
multilateral approval.  Finally, the restrictions on amendments currently in 10 CFR 71.19(c) 
would be applied to packages with a “-96” in the package identification number. 

The NRC does not anticipate revising any regulatory guides or NUREG series reports solely for 
this change.  Agreement States use regulatory guides and NUREG-series documents published 
by the NRC.  Therefore, Agreement States would only need to revise documents that they have 
specifically developed for their licensees (e.g., application materials).  
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11 Head Space for Liquid Expansion 

11.1 Regulatory Issue 
Unlike the DOT regulations in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR Part 173), 
“Transportation” [Ref. 11.7.1], the NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 71, “Packaging and 
Transportation of Radioactive Material,” [Ref. 11.7.2] do not contain a general design 
requirement to ensure that packages containing liquid have sufficient head space to account for 
variations in temperature of the contents. 

11.2 Background information 
The DOT’s regulations in 49 CFR 173.412(k), “Additional design requirements for Type A 
packages,” contain a general design requirement for Type A packages designed for liquids to 
ensure that they “provide for ullage to accommodate variations in temperature of the 
contents…”  Since DOT’s regulations for Type AF and Type B packages refer to the NRC’s 
regulations, DOT’s regulations do not contain design requirements for Type AF or Type B 
packages. 

The IAEA Regulations in Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Material 2018 Edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition) [Ref. 11.7.3], contains a 
requirement that:   

649. The design of a package intended for liquid radioactive material shall make 
provision for ullage to accommodate variations in the temperature of the 
contents, dynamic effects and filling dynamics. 

The NRC regulations in 10 CFR 71.87 contain the provision that:   

Before each shipment of licensed material, the licensee shall ensure that the 
package with its contents satisfies the applicable requirements of this part and of 
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the license.  The licensee shall determine that—(d) Any system for containing 
liquid is adequately sealed and has adequate space or other specified provision 
for expansion of the liquid; 

The NRC’s provision in 10 CFR 71.87(d) is compatible with the DOT’s regulations at 49 CFR 
173.24(h)(1), “General Requirements for Packagings and Packages,” for packages containing 
liquids, which requires that:   

General.  When filling packagings and receptacles for liquids, sufficient ullage 
(outage) must be left to ensure that neither leakage nor permanent distortion of 
the packaging or receptacle will occur as a result of an expansion of the liquid 
caused by temperatures likely to be encountered during transportation. 

While NRC regulations have an operational requirement in 10 CFR 71.87(d) to ensure that there 
is sufficient head space, or other specified provision, for a system containing liquid; the NRC 
does not have a comparable design requirement for Type AF and Type B packages in 10 CFR 
Part 71 to that in DOT’s regulations.  Even though the NRC’s regulations lack a comparable 
design requirement for ensuring sufficient head space, any package design certified by the 
NRC, must also comply with the DOT regulations of 49 CFR 173.24(h) on head space/ullage 
when being filled. 

During review of applications for either a new certificate of compliance or an amendment to an 
existing certificate, the staff should review whether the requirements in 10 CFR 71.87(d) are 
reflected in the operating procedures for packages with liquid contents.  Each package approval 
issued by the NRC contains a condition to ensure that the package is prepared in accordance 
with the operating procedures in the application. This ensures that all package users, whether 
NRC licensees or not, comply with the items listed in 10 CFR 71.87, as appropriate for the 
package design. 

11.3 Considered Factors 
The factor for consideration published in the issues paper [Ref. 11.7.4] for Issue 11, “Adequate 
Head Space for Liquid Expansion” was:   

• Is clarifying language about adequate head space/ullage in 10 CFR 71.43 needed? 

11.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
Based on the issues paper, the NRC received two comments on Issue 11, “Adequate Head 
Space for Liquid Expansion.”  The two comments were supportive of the NRC performing the 
rulemaking.  One commenter stated that adding a general packaging requirement to provide 
sufficient ullage is consistent with both DOT and IAEA regulations.  The second commenter 
stated that because DOT regulations already had provisions for ullage, this would be an 
opportunity for the NRC to align its regulations with both SSR-6, 2018 edition, and DOT 
regulations.  Stakeholders’ feedback was factored in the NRC determination to move forward 
with the proposed revisions to the existing regulations. 

11.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is proposing to add a design requirement to 10 CFR 71.43, “General standards for all 
packages,” that would require an applicant for a new or amended approval to ensure that any 
container holding liquid contents has sufficient head space for expansion of the liquid, 
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considering variation in the temperature of the contents due to normal conditions of transport 
and hypothetical accident conditions. 

11.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

11.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to 
ensuring adequate ullage for packages containing liquid:  (1) no-action alternative; (2) handle 
the issue outside the rulemaking process utilizing a combination of generic communications and 
updated regulatory guidance; (3) issue regulatory exemptions and license specific conditions; or 
(4) revise 10 CFR Part 71. 

Alternative 1: No-Action Alternative 

In the no-action alternative, the NRC would not modify its regulations to add a design 
requirement in 10 CFR Part 71 to ensure sufficient head space for systems containing liquid.  
The NRC would continue to ensure that package operating procedures complied with the 
requirements in 10 CFR 71.87(d) to include provisions to allow adequate head space for liquid 
expansion.  The disadvantage to this alternative is that the NRC regulations would not have a 
compatible regulation for adequate head space for Type AF packages and Type B packages as 
DOT does for Type A packages.  Therefore, this is not the desired option since NRC design 
regulations for Type AF and Type B packages containing liquids would be different from DOT 
and IAEA regulations. 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

The NRC could issue generic communications to certificate holders and licensees stating that 
all packages containing liquids should be designed to ensure that any system containing liquid, 
whether a containment system or not, has adequate head space for expansion, considering 
temperature changes in the system for both normal conditions of transport and hypothetical 
accident conditions.  While this alternative would not achieve the desired outcome of creating a 
regulatory requirement that is consistent with other competent authorities, it would achieve the 
desired outcome of ensuring adequate ullage in packages designed to carry liquids.  Also, given 
that NRC is already performing a rulemaking, it would be prudent to add a design requirement 
to complement and clarify the operational requirement and ensure compatibility with DOT 
regulations.  Therefore, this is not the desired option since NRC design regulations for Type AF 
and Type B packages containing liquids would be different from DOT and IAEA regulations. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Because there is not a design requirement in 10 CFR Part 71 for ensuring adequate space for 
liquid expansion, issuing an exemption is not a viable alternative.  The NRC can include license 
(certificate of compliance) specific conditions to ensure that the system containing liquid is not 
completely full as it has for previously issued package designs containing liquids.  Therefore, 
this is not the desired option since NRC design regulations for Type AF and Type B packages 
containing liquids would be different from DOT and IAEA regulations. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The staff recommended alternative is to perform the rulemaking as proposed to ensure 
consistent regulations between the NRC, the DOT, and the IAEA for domestic and international 
transport of packages containing liquids. 
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11.6.2 Cost Impact 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

The costs for this issue would solely be to issue a generic communication discussing that any 
container holding liquid contents has sufficient head space for expansion of the liquid, 
considering variation in the temperature of the contents due to normal conditions of transport 
and hypothetical accident conditions in applications for certificates of compliance.  The NRC 
estimates that it would take approximately 1,173 hours of staff time to issue the generic 
communication.  Because guidance exists in Regulatory Guide 7.9, NUREG-1609, and 
NUREG-1617, no updates to these documents would be needed. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The NRC currently has six certificates of compliance that authorize liquid contents.  The NRC 
estimates that, when an existing certificate holder desires to upgrade its certificate to the latest 
version of the regulations, the certificate holder would have to review its application to ensure 
that it adequately addresses expansion of liquid due to thermal variations that may occur during 
normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions.  The NRC estimates that 
this review would cost the applicant approximately $1,500 per application. 

The NRC estimates that there would be no cost to applicants for a new certificate of 
compliance, because NRC regulation in 10 CFR 71.87 already has an operational requirement 
to ensure that already reviews applications to ensure sufficient head space for liquid contents. 

The NRC estimates that its review of an application for upgrade of an existing certificate would 
take approximately 4 hours.  The NRC estimates that the total cost to evaluate six package 
applications to upgrade an existing certificate of compliance to NRC regulations that are 
harmonized with SSR-6, 2018 edition, over an 11-year period would be $3,144. 

The NRC is planning on revising Regulatory Guide 7.9, after the publication of NUREG-2216, to 
be compatible with the revised standard review plan.  The NRC estimates that the incremental 
costs to add this guidance will be small when compared to the changes to the regulatory guide 
to ensure compatibility with the revised transportation standard review plan.  The NRC 
estimates that these changes needed for the proposed rulemaking would take less than an hour 
of staff time.  At a staff cost of $131 per hour, the cost to make this change would be $131. 

11.6.3 Other Impacts 

The advantage to this alternative is that NRC regulations for Type AF and Type B packages 
would align with the DOT regulations in 49 CFR 173.412(k) for Type A packages.  Also, adding 
this provision into 10 CFR 71.43 would ensure that the requirement applies to all packages 
during the design phase and therefore would ensure that all shipments of liquid in an 
NRC-approved package have adequate head space for liquid expansion. 

The impacts for adding a design requirement to the regulations to ensure adequate head space 
for systems containing liquid would fall to existing and future certificate holders after the 
effective date of this rulemaking.  Because regulation 10 CFR 71.43 is solely in the purview of 
the NRC and not delegated to the Agreement States, there would not be any incremental costs 
to the Agreement States for this rule change.  Additionally, this regulation does not impose any 
additional regulatory or administrative requirements on Native American tribes because they do 
not review packages for approval and do not hold any certificates of compliance.  This proposed 
change would affect implementation and operation costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds 
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certificates of compliance issued by the NRC that are authorized to contain liquids or that DOE 
would amend to contain liquids. 

The NRC is in the process of combining its two standard review plans, NUREG-1609, “Standard 
Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Radioactive Material,” [Ref. 11.7.5] and 
NUREG-1617, “Standard Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Spent Nuclear Fuel,” 
[Ref. 11.7.6] respectively, into a single document.  The revised standard review plan, 
NUREG-2216, “Standard Review Plan for Transportation Package Approval,” [Ref. 11.7.7] 
already contains a provision for the staff to verify that packages that have confined liquids, 
whether as content or as part of the packaging (e.g., liquid neutron absorber) are designed such 
that there is sufficient ullage, or other specified provision, for expansion of the liquid.  If this 
proposed regulatory provision is revised, the NRC would not have to make additional revisions 
to the standard review plan.  If NRC moves forward with this new provision in 10 CFR 71.43, the 
NRC is also proposing to revise Regulatory Guide 7.9, “Standard Format and Content of 
10 CFR Part 71 Applications for Approval of Packages for Radioactive Material” [Ref. 11.7.8] to 
add the new provision. 
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12 Quality Assurance Program Biennial Report 

12.1 Regulatory Issue  
The language in 10 CFR 71.106(b) states that quality assurance program (QAP) approval 
holders are required to submit changes to their QAP that do not reduce commitments to the 
NRC every 24-months.  According to the language provided in the statements of consideration 
(SOCs) associated with this regulation, however, if no changes were made to the QAP in the 
preceding 24 months, a report is expected to be submitted stating no changes were made.  In 
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addition, the NRC’s guidance document for 10 CFR Part 71 QAPs, Regulatory Guide (RG) 7.10, 
states that if no changes were made to the QAP, a QAP approval holder would indicate to the 
NRC that no changes were made.  Because there is no clear regulatory requirement to submit a 
biennial report to the NRC if no changes were made to the QAP in the preceding 24 months, the 
current regulatory language in 10 CFR 71.106(b) causes regulatory uncertainty and is 
inconsistent with statements in the associated SOCs and RG 7.10. 

12.2 Background Information 
On June 12, 2015, the NRC issued a final rulemaking to amend 10 CFR Part 71 regulations 
[Ref. 12.7.1].  Among the amendments made was an update to the administrative procedures 
for the QAP requirements described in 10 CFR Part 71, Subpart H, “Quality Assurance.”  
Specifically, 10 CFR 71.106 was added to establish requirements that applied to changes to 
QAPs and included associated reporting requirements to the NRC. 

Previously, all changes made to QAP approvals had to be reviewed and approved by the NRC 
before they could be implemented.  The new regulations in 10 CFR 71.106 allow changes to 
QAPs that do not reduce commitments, such as those that involve administrative improvements 
and clarifications and editorial changes, to be made and implemented without prior NRC 
approval.  The QAP approval holders are required to receive NRC approval before 
implementing changes to their quality assurance program that will reduce their commitments to 
the NRC. 

In addition, 10 CFR 71.106 specifically requires that changes to QAPs that do not reduce 
commitments must be submitted to the NRC every 24-months.  According to the language 
provided in the SOCs associated with this rule, if no changes were made to the QAP in the 
preceding 2 months, a report is expected to be submitted stating no changes were made.  The 
SOCs included a question: “How frequently do I submit periodic updates on my quality 
assurance program description to the NRC?”  [Ref.12.7.1, at 33994(II)(J)].  In response, the 
NRC stated, “[i]f a quality assurance program approval holder has not made any changes to its 
approved quality assurance program during the preceding 24-month period, the approval holder 
will be required to report this to the NRC.”  This language was intended to be included in the 
rule that was to be analogous with the 10 CFR Part 50 regulations [Ref. 12.7.2], specifically 10 
CFR 50.71(e)(2).  Since the 2015 rule became effective, the NRC has received questions and 
concerns from industry on this subject since the language in 10 CFR 71.106 does not address 
this scenario. 

12.3 Considered Factors 
The staff considered the following factors previously identified in in the issues paper [Ref. 
12.7.3]. Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues paper was also considered, as 
discussed in the next section. 

• Should the language be clarified to include the requirement to submit a biennial report 
even if no changes are made during the reporting period? 

• Is there an alternative to explicitly stating the requirement? 

12.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received 5 pertinent comments specific to this issue. There were three comments 
agreeing with the proposed change to the regulatory wording in 10 CFR 71.106.  One 
commenter stated that if no report was sent to the NRC then there would be regulatory 
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uncertainty whether the quality assurance program holder did not have any changes or just 
failed to send in the required report.  On the other side of the issue, two comments stated that 
the report would be an unnecessary regulatory burden because (1) QAPs do not routinely 
change and (2) the NRC inspection processes can quickly and easily determine if changes were 
made to a quality assurance program since the last inspection. 

12.5 Proposed Action 
The staff is proposing to clarify 10 CFR 71.106 to align with 10 CFR 50.71(e)(2) and the NRC’s 
stated intent in the statements of consideration.  Specifically, the NRC is considering revising 10 
CFR 71.106(b) to clarify that a biennial report must be submitted to the NRC even if no changes 
are made to the QAP during the reporting period.  By stating the requirement specifically, this 
will resolve uncertainty regarding whether a biennial report if no changes were made is required. 

12.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

12.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to the 
inconsistency between the current 10 CFR Part 71 biennial report rule language, regulatory 
guidance in RG 7.10 [Ref.12.7.4], and 10 CFR Part 71 SOCs:  (1) no-action alternative; (2) 
handle the issue outside the rulemaking process utilizing a combination of generic 
communications and updated regulatory guidance; (3) issue regulatory exemptions and license 
specific conditions; or (4) revise 10 CFR Part 71. 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

In the no-action alternative, the NRC would not modify its regulations in 10 CFR 71.106(b) to 
clarify that a biennial report must be submitted to the NRC even if no changes are made to the 
QAP during the reporting period.  The regulatory uncertainty would continue to exist between 
the current regulatory language, the SOCs, and RG 7.10 guidance. 

Alternative 2:  Generic Communications and Updated Regulatory Guidance 

The NRC could update current regulatory guidance to be consistent with the current rule 
language and state that it is not required to submit a biennial report if no changes were made.  
The SOCs would still be inconsistent with the current regulation and updated guidance but the 
SOCs are not requirements and would not necessarily have to be consistent.  However, 
10 CFR Part 71 and 10 CFR Part 50 QAP reporting would now be inconsistent, which would 
defeat one of the original goals to make 10 CFR Part 71 and 10 CFR Part 50 consistent 
regarding QAP reporting requirements.  In addition, if a QAP approval holder did not submit a 
biennial report, uncertainty would remain as to whether the QAP approval holder did not make 
any changes over the previous two years or failed to submit a report to the NRC as required.  
Since most QAP approval holders are on a 5-year inspection frequency, potential failures to 
submit a QAP biennial report would not be resolved in a timely manner. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Because the current 10 CFR Part 71 rule for performing biennial reports does not require a 
report when no changes were made and is less restrictive then what the current guidance 
states, an exemption is not a viable alternative to resolve the regulatory uncertainty and achieve 
consistency.  An exemption would only be a viable option if the rule language was more 
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restrictive than the guidance and QAP approval holders could request an exemption to be 
consistent with the guidance. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The staff recommended alternative is to perform the rulemaking as proposed to remove 
regulatory uncertainty and ensure consistency between the rule language, regulatory guidance, 
and SOCs.  In addition, if all applicable QAP approval holders are required to submit a QAP 
biennial report, then there will be no uncertainty whether a report was required to be submitted 
or not. 

12.6.2 Cost Impact 

Alternative 2: Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance  

The costs for this issue would be to issue a generic communication discussing the change in 
NRC position, no longer expecting that biennial reports be sent to the NRC when no changes 
are made to the QAP during the preceding 24 months.  RG 7.10 would also have to be updated 
with this same change.  The NRC estimates that it would take the NRC 587 hours to issue a 
generic communication and 1173 hours to revise RG 7.10.   

Alternative 4: Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The proposed rulemaking alternative would affect 45 QAP approval holders under 10 CFR 
Part 71.  Each affected QAP approval holder would need to reconcile the change with their own 
procedures and processes.  The NRC estimates that this review and update would cost on 
average $800 per QAP approval holder.  The majority of the QAP approval holders will not have 
to make any changes to their current processes because 40 of the 45 current QAP holders have 
already submitted their biennial reports for the past reporting period.  Therefore, they would only 
incur the costs of performing the verification of their current processes.  The NRC assumes the 
remaining 5 QAP approval holders did not send in a biennial report because no changes were 
made to their QAP.  They would need to make conforming changes to their current processes to 
ensure a biennial report is issued to the NRC at future reporting intervals. 

The NRC estimates that its review of additional QAP biennial reports every 2 years would take 
approximately 4 hours each for every review occurrence at a rate of $131/hour.  The NRC 
conservatively assumed 10 additional QAP biennial reports would have to be reviewed for the 
cost estimate.  This cost is much lower than what would be needed to issue generic 
communication and revise RG 7.10 as discussed in Alternative 2 above. 

 

12.6.3 Other Impacts 

Revising 10 CFR 71.106 to state that biennial reports are required if no changes were made in 
the previous 24 months will eliminate the current regulatory uncertainty if one is required.  This 
action will also bring the regulatory language in line with the 2015 10 CFR Part 71 rulemaking 
SOCs and current guidance. 

The impacts of these proposed revisions to 10 CFR 71.106 would minimally affect the NRC 
Agreement States, and current NRC and 10 CFR Part 71 QAP approval holders.  The 10 CFR 
Part 71 compatibility category for 10 CFR 71.106 is category C, which means that the states will 
have to adopt the revised essential objective of this regulation.  Additionally, this regulation does 
not impose any additional regulatory or administrative requirements on Native American tribes 
since they do not review QAPs for approval and are not QAP approval holders. 
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Communications sent by the NRC and/or Agreement State to QAP approval holders since the 
2015 rulemaking have included a reminder that biennial reports should be sent to the NRC or 
Agreement State even if no changes were made in the preceding 24 months.  The first 24-
month due date was in August or September 2017 for the vast majority of QAP approval holders 
and only a very small percentage did not send in a biennial report by the end of February 2018.  
Therefore, a few QAP approval holders would need to incorporate the revised rule into their 
internal processes and would incur the costs of performing those changes.  The remainder of 
the QAP approval holders would only need to incur the cost of reviewing the new rule language 
to ensure that their current internal processes remain valid. 

Impacts to the NRC for this proposed change are minimal.  Although there is significant effort 
associated with a rulemaking, the NRC planned on performing a rulemaking to harmonize with 
the IAEA regulations in SSR 6 and make staff-identified regulatory changes.  The changes 
proposed to address Issue 12 represent a small change to the regulations, and the incremental 
effort to include these changes in the rulemaking is small compared to the overall scope of the 
changes to 10 CFR Part 71.  The NRC does not plan to revise the guidance regarding biennial 
report submittals because the proposed rule would bring the requirement in line with the current 
guidance.  

12.7 References 

1.  U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Revisions to Transportation Safety Requirements 
and Harmonization with International Atomic Energy Agency Transportation Requirements,” 
Federal Register, Vol. 80, No. 113, June 12, 2015, pp. 33988-34018. 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Revisions to Transportation Safety Requirements 
and Harmonization with International Atomic Energy Agency Transportation Requirements; 
Corrections,” Federal Register, Vol. 80, No. 157, August 14, 2015, pp. 48683-48684. 

2. U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, “Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization 
Facilities,” Part 50, Chapter I, Title 10, “Energy.” 

3. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Revisions to Transportation Safety Requirements 
and Compatibility with International Atomic Energy Agency Transportation Standards,” 
Federal Register, Vol. 81, No. 224, November 21, 2016, pp. 83171-83174. 

4. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, “Establishing Quality Assurance Programs for 
Packaging Used in Transport of Radioactive Material,” Regulatory Guide 7.10, Revision 3, 
June 2015, ADAMS Accession No. ML14064A505.  

13 Type A Package Requirements in Fissile Material General License 

13.1 Regulatory Issue  
The general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 [Ref. 13.7.1] are currently limited to Type A 
quantities of material transported in a Type A package (see 10 CFR 71.22(a) and (c)(1) and 10 
CFR 71.23(a) and (c)(1)).  This restriction to a Type A package is not consistent with the mass 
limits for some fissile nuclides.  For example, the limit of 37 grams of 239Pu in Table 71-1 
corresponds to a mass that is more than 85 times the A2 quantity.  The general license cannot 
be used for 239Pu in excess of 0.435 gram.  Similarly, the mass limit of 240 grams 239Pu, 241Pu, 
or any combination of these nuclides in 10 CFR 71.23, is more than 21 times the A1 value (for 
special form material) for 241Pu of 11 grams.  Because of these inconsistencies, the staff has 
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determined that the limitation to a Type A quantity in a Type A package is not consistent with 
the intent of the general license, and that shipment in a Type B package can be allowed. 

13.2 Background Information 
The general license criteria in 10 CFR 71.22 are intended to allow NRC licensees to ship small 
quantities of fissile material in packages that have been assigned a criticality safety index (CSI) 
to ensure accumulation control for packages on a conveyance.  The provisions of 10 CFR 71.22 
require that:  (1) the fissile material is in a Type A package meeting the requirements of 49 CFR 
173.417(a) [Ref. 13.7.2]; (2) users of this provision have an NRC-approved quality assurance 
program satisfying the provisions of 10 CFR Part 71, Subpart H; (3) there is no more than a 
Type A quantity of radioactive material; and (4) there is less than 500 grams total of beryllium, 
graphite, or hydrogenous material enriched in deuterium.  The regulation in 10 CFR 71.22 
provides an equation to calculate package CSI in 10 CFR 71.22(e)(1):   = 10   +   +   , 

where X, Y and Z are mass limits of 235U, 233U, and plutonium obtained from Table 71-1 (if 233U 
or plutonium are present) or Table 71-2. 

Similarly, the general license criteria in 10 CFR 71.23 are intended to allow NRC licensees to 
ship small quantities of special form plutonium in packages that have been assigned a CSI to 
ensure accumulation control for packages on a conveyance.  The provisions of 10 CFR 71.23 
require that:  (1) the fissile material is in a Type A package meeting the requirements of 49 CFR 
173.417(a); (2) users of this provision have an NRC-approved quality assurance program 
satisfying the provisions of 10 CFR Part 71, Subpart H; (3) there is no more than a Type A 
quantity of radioactive material; and (4) there is less than 1000 grams of plutonium, provided 
that the total amount of 239Pu and 241Pu constitutes less than 240 grams of the plutonium in the 
package.  The regulation in 10 CFR 71.23 provides an equation to calculate package CSI in 10 
CFR 71.23(e)(1):   = 10   +   24  

The calculations that support the mass limits in 10 CFR 71.22 considered water reflected and 
optimally moderated spheres of 235U, 233U, and 239Pu.  The mass limits in 10 CFR 71.23 have a 
similar basis, but are higher for the two fissile plutonium isotopes, as the material is special form 
and will not redistribute significantly.  In both cases, it is assumed that the material will remain in 
the package under normal conditions of transport because of the Type A package requirement 
but can reconfigure outside of the package under hypothetical accident conditions.  The 
limitation to a Type A quantity of radioactive material in a Type A package, however, is not 
consistent with the mass limits for some fissile nuclides in some cases. 

13.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factor, in the form of a question, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 13.  Pertinent stakeholder feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered as discussed in the next section. 

• What objections are there, if any, to extending the 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 criteria to 
Type B quantities and packages? 
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13.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received two comments on Issue 13. Both comments supported the staff’s proposed 
rulemaking action related to this issue. 

13.5 Proposed Action 
Shipping material that meets the mass limits of the general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 
in a Type B package would not invalidate the criticality safety conclusions associated with these 
mass limits.  In fact, the material would then be less likely to present a criticality hazard, as 
Type B packages generally have more mass, which would increase neutron absorption, and 
limit releases under hypothetical accident conditions, which would prevent material from multiple 
packages from redistributing together under optimum moderation conditions.  Therefore, the 
staff concludes that the mass limits determined to assure subcriticality in Type A packages 
under 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 will also assure subcriticality in Type B packages.  Removing 
the restriction to ship Type A material in only a Type A package (i.e., allowing shipment in a 
Type B package) would correct the inconsistences between the mass limits and package 
restrictions discussed above. 

13.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

13.6.1 Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to fissile 
material issues:  (1) no action; (2) issue generic communications and revise pertinent regulatory 
guidance documents; (3) issue license-specific conditions and exemptions; and (4) revise 10 
CFR Part 71.   

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

Under the no-action alternative, the NRC would not make the proposed change to 
10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23, and licensees would continue to be limited to shipping less than the 
mass limits cited in these regulations because of the Type A quantity and packaging limitation. 

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

Under Alternative 2, it would be possible to achieve the same effects of the proposed 
rulemaking for this issue through generic communications or guidance, and revised certificate 
conditions.  The NRC could issue generic communications or guidance that indicated that 
licensees could include fissile material amounts up to the general license limits in 10 CFR 71.22 
and 71.23 in a Type B package certificate amendment or new application, without 
demonstrating subcriticality of the package per 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59.  Applicants could then 
submit requests for approval of new package designs, or amendments to existing package 
designs, which included fissile material amounts up to the general license limits in 10 
CFR 71.22 and 71.23 in a Type B package.  The NRC would review these designs for the 
radiation shielding, containment, materials, thermal, and structural requirements, but would not 
have to verify subcriticality, as the amount of material represented by the general license limits 
has already been determined by the staff to be subcritical under all conditions. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Under Alternative 3, the NRC could issue exemptions to achieve the same reduction in costs 
per shipment as the rulemaking.  However, the costs of the licensee preparing, and staff 
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reviewing, multiple specific exemptions, is much higher than the other alternatives considered.  
Therefore, the staff concludes that Alternative 3 is not viable. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

If the NRC were to complete the rulemaking, licensees could ship higher amounts of material 
under the general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23, up to the amounts already determined to 
be safe in calculations that support the existing mass limits.  Additionally, the proposed change 
would meet the intent of the general license provisions, which is that the amount of material 
represented by the mass limits in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 is safe to ship with a package CSI 
determined via the equations in each provision.  If NRC were to move forward with the 
rulemaking and allow general license quantities of fissile material to be shipped in a Type B 
package, then 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 would be consistent with the intent of the general 
licenses.  Because this change would facilitate the safe transportation of small quantities of 
fissile material without explicit NRC approval, thereby enhancing regulatory efficiency, 
performing the rulemaking is the staff recommended alternative. 

13.6.2 Cost Impact 

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative  

For the fissile material general license changes described in Issue 13, the no-action alternative 
would have no incremental costs but would not achieve the objective of greater flexibility for 
shipping fissile material without NRC approval. 

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

Under Alternative 2, the staff would issue a Regulatory Information Summary (RIS), revise 
Regulatory Guide 7.9, and revise NUREG-2216.  The NRC estimates that it would take the NRC 
587 hours to issue a generic communication, 1173 hours to revise Regulatory Guide 7.9, and 
1173 hours to revise NUREG-2216.  The NRC review time for making changes to certificates to 
reflect the addition of 10 CFR 71.22 or 71.23 mass limits to a Type B package would be minimal 
compared to the cost of issuing revised guidance documents and is not reflected in the cost 
estimate.  Although Alternative 2, licensees could produce the same reduction in per shipment 
cost as the proposed rulemaking, the results would be achieved at a much higher overall cost.  
Therefore, performing the rulemaking as described above remains the staff' recommended 
alternative. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Under Alternative 3, licensees would be possible to achieve the same reduction in cost per 
shipment described for this issue above.  However, this alternative would require multiple 
exemption requests, as well as NRC review of these exemption requests, which the NRC 
concludes is not a viable alternative. 

Alternative 4: Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

The staff is of the view that a licensee who wished to ship up to 37 grams plutonium previously 
would have done so in a NRC-certified Type B(U)F package, rather than splitting the material up 
into a large number of shipments.  The averted cost for this requirement, therefore, arises from 
not having to perform a demonstration of criticality safety for a new or previously certified Type 
B(U) package (without the “F” fissile certification).  Because this is a specialized type of 
shipment, the staff estimates that two applicants might design a new package or modify an 
existing package to take advantage of this rule change.  For this design, the applicant could 
simply refer to 10 CFR 71.22 for a CSI calculation and mass limits, rather than providing a 
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demonstration of criticality safety per 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59.  The NRC estimates that a 
criticality safety assessment to support certification of this amount of material would take an 
average of 40 hours, at an average cost of $200/hour.  The NRC estimates that the time need to 
perform a typical criticality safety assessment review would take 43 hours, on average, at an 
average cost of $131 per hour.  The staff estimates that two certificates may be upgraded to 
take advantage of the new general license requirements, over the next 10 years. 

There may also be averted costs associated with this proposed change because licensees 
would be able to ship a Type B package, as opposed to a Type BF.  The NRC estimates that 
there would be three affected shipments per year, on average, that would be made under this 
revised provision.  The staff estimates that the average averted cost per shipment of shipping in 
a Type B versus a Type BF package would be $200. 

13.6.3 Other Impacts 

Revising 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 to allow shipments of Type B quantities of fissile material in 
Type B packages under the general licenses would benefit fissile material licensees by 
providing them with greater flexibility for shipping fissile material without NRC approval.  These 
proposed revisions may also benefit the NRC by reducing the number of certificate of 
compliance applications or exemption requests related to small quantities of fissile material. 

The impacts of these proposed revisions to the fissile material general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 
and 71.23 could potentially impact the NRC, current and prospective certificate holders, and 
fissile materials licensees.  The 10 CFR Part 71 compatibility category for fissile material 
general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23 is category B, which means that these are 
regulations the states will have to adopt.  Additionally, these regulations do not impose any 
additional regulatory or administrative requirements on Native American tribes since they do not 
review packages for approval and do not hold any certificates of compliance.  This proposed 
change would affect implementation and operation costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds 
certificates of compliance issued by the NRC. 

While the NRC would be impacted by having to make the change to the regulations, the 
proposed changes represent increased mass limits under 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23, which 
licensees and certificate holders would not be required to adopt.  If licensees or certificate 
holders did choose to use the higher mass limits, they would be potentially averting costs, by 
being able to ship larger amounts of material than the current requirements allow, or by not 
having to perform a criticality safety analysis for a certificate of compliance application. 

Impacts to the NRC for this proposed change are minimal.  Although there is significant effort 
associated with a rulemaking, the NRC planned on performing a rulemaking to harmonize with 
the IAEA regulations in SSR-6 and make staff-identified regulatory changes.  The changes 
proposed to address Issue 13 represent a small change to the regulations, and the incremental 
effort to include these changes in the rulemaking is small compared to the overall scope of the 
changes to 10 CFR Part 71.  The NRC does not have any specific guidance governing 
compliance with the fissile material general licenses and does not plan on developing any new 
guidance to address this issue to support the proposed rulemaking. 

If this change is adopted, it would represent an increase in the mass of fissile material that could 
be shipped under the general licenses in 10 CFR 71.22 and 71.23.  The proposed change 
would allow shipment of general license material in a Type B(U) or B(M) package that had not 
previously been certified as a fissile material package.  Note that such a Type B package would 
have had to have already been certified for the thermal, structural, radiation shielding, and 
containment properties necessary for shipment of plutonium, so the averted costs associated 
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with the licensee not having to perform, and the NRC not having to review, a demonstration of 
criticality safety for this material, per 10 CFR 71.55 and 71.59, are likely to be minimal. 

Because this change would affect primarily plutonium shipments under 10 CFR 71.22 and 
71.23, the NRC estimates that only one fuel cycle licensee who is authorized to possess 
plutonium would be affected.  Other licensees may possess plutonium in the form of spent 
commercial or research fuel, but the staff believes that shipments of spent fuel samples having 
these small amounts of fissile material would be rare.  The change could also affect 233U 
shipments under 10 CFR 71.22, but there are currently no NRC licensees authorized to possess 
233U in significant quantities, so the staff believes 233U shipments by NRC licensees would also 
be rare.  The change would affect DOE shippers of both plutonium and 233U, but these effects 
are not being considered for this cost analysis. 

13.7 References 

1. U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, “Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material,” 
Part 71, Chapter I, Title 10, “Energy.” 

2. U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, “Transportation.” 

14 Uranium-233 Restriction in 10 CFR 71.22 – General License:  Fissile 
Material 

14.1 Regulatory Issue 
Table 71-2 of the general license in 10 CFR 71.22 [Ref. 14.7] cannot be used if “Uranium-233 is 
present in the package,” according to 10 CFR 71.22(e)(5)(i).  The intent of this provision was to 
limit 233U to levels below the detection limit of existing methods.  As has been pointed out by 
several stakeholders, it is now possible to detect 233U at a much lower level than previous 
equipment was capable of detecting, to the point that it prevents the use of this general license 
for some material with very low levels of 233U. 

14.2 Background Information 
The general license criteria in 10 CFR 71.22 are intended to allow NRC licensees to ship small 
quantities of fissile material in packages that have been assigned a criticality safety index (CSI) 
to ensure accumulation control for packages on a conveyance.  General license users assign a 
CSI based on the equation in 10 CFR 71.22(e)(1), and the fissile mass limits in either Table 
71-1 or 71-2.  Table 71-2 contains mass limits for shipping uranium enriched to various weight 
percent levels in 235U.  However, 10 CFR 71.22(e)(5) states that the lower mass values of Table 
71-1 must be used if the enrichment level of uranium is unknown, if amount of plutonium 
exceeds one percent of the mass of 235U, or if 233U is present in the package. 

Uranium-233 is not present in natural uranium but may be present in very low concentrations in 
some facilities which may have handled 233U in the past.  These contamination-level 
concentrations, while detectable with modern isotopic assay methods and physically “present,” 
are not important for criticality safety of 235U transportation.  The calculations used to support the 
enrichment limit for 10 CFR 71.15(d), for up to 1.0 weight percent enriched uranium, 
demonstrate that this limit is safe provided the plutonium and 233U are limited to less than one 
percent of the 235U.  The same limitation could be applied to the use of Table 71-2 limits for 
shipping enriched uranium under 10 CFR 71.22, without affecting criticality safety. 
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14.3 Considered Factors 
This section presents the factor, in the form of a question, that the staff considered in 
determining how to address Issue 14.  Pertinent stakeholders’ feedback received on the issues 
paper was also considered, as discussed in the next section. 

• What objections are there, if any, to limiting 233U to less than 1.0 percent of the mass of 
235U when using table 71-2 of 10 CFR 71.22?  

14.4 Stakeholders’ Feedback 
The NRC received one comment on Issue 14, which was supportive of the proposed rulemaking 
action related to this issue. 

14.5 Proposed Action 
In order to limit 233U to an amount that will not affect the criticality safety of quantities of enriched 
uranium under this general license, the staff proposes modifying this provision to indicate that 
233U must be less than one percent of the mass of 235U, similar to the provision limiting 
plutonium in 10 CFR 71.22(e)(5)(ii).  This is also consistent with the way that 233U is limited in 
the fissile exemption in 10 CFR 71.15(d), for uranium enriched in 235U up to one percent by 
weight.  Uranium-233 present at one percent of the mass of 235U will not invalidate the 
conclusions of the calculations in Reference 4 to support the mass limits in Table 71-2, which 
are based on optimally moderated 235U systems. 

14.6 Considered Alternatives and Proposed Action Benefits, Impacts, and Costs 
Estimates 

14.6.1  Considered Alternatives 

The staff considered four alternatives for resolution of the regulatory issues pertaining to fissile 
material issues:  (1) no action; (2) issue generic communications and revise pertinent regulatory 
guidance documents; (3) issue license-specific conditions and exemptions; and (4) revise 10 
CFR Part 71.   

Alternative 1:  No-Action Alternative 

Under the no-action alternative, the NRC would not make the proposed change to 
10 CFR 71.22, and licensees would continue to be limited to shipping lower masses of enriched 
uranium under the Table 71-1 limits, even though the amount of 233U in the material is negligible 
(but physically detectable). 

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

Under Alternative 2, it would be possible to achieve the same results of the proposed 
rulemaking for this issue through generic communications or guidance.  The NRC could issue 
generic communications and guidance stating that licensees could interpret the term “present” 
to mean present in a proportion greater less than one percent of the mass of 235U, thereby 
allowing licensees to ship larger amounts of material under the Table 71-2 limits. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Under Alternative 3, the NRC could issue exemptions to achieve the same reduced number of 
shipments that would be achieved under the rulemaking alternative.  However, the costs of the 
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licensee preparing, and NRC reviewing, multiple specific exemptions, is much higher than the 
other alternatives considered.  Therefore, the staff concludes that Alternative 3 is not viable. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

If NRC were to complete the rulemaking under Alternative 4, licensees could ship larger 
amounts of material under the general license in 10 CFR 71.22, up to the amounts determined 
to be safe in calculations that support the mass limits in Table 71-2.  Additionally, the proposed 
change would meet the intent of the general license provisions, which is that the amount of 233U 
in the package should be low enough to maintain the validity of the enrichment limits in 
Table 71-2, which were based on calculations with 235U systems.  If the NRC were to proceed 
with the rulemaking and allow Table 71-2 mass limits to be used for uranium with 233U mass up 
to one percent of the mass of 235U, 10 CFR 71.22 would remain consistent with the intent of the 
general license, while allowing greater numbers of shipments of fissile material under this 
provision.  Because this change would facilitate the safe transportation of small quantities of 
fissile material without explicit NRC approval, thereby enhancing regulatory efficiency, 
performing the rulemaking is the staff recommended alternative. 

14.6.2 Cost Impact 

Alternative 2:  Issue Generic Communications and Revise Regulatory Guidance 

Under Alternative 2, issue generic communications and revise pertinent regulatory guidance 
documents, the staff would issue a Regulatory Information Summary (RIS), revise Regulatory 
Guide 7.9, and revise NUREG-2216.  The NRC estimates that it would take the NRC 587 hours 
to issue a generic communication, 1173 hours to revise Regulatory Guide 7.9, and 1173 hours 
to revise NUREG-2216.  If these guidance documents are revised for more than one issue, 
costs would be reduced, so as to not double-count costs for processing the documents. 

Although Alternative 2 could produce the same reduction in per shipment licensee cost as the 
proposed rulemaking, there is difference in overall cost savings to licensees with this alternative 
[$234,790 in savings for Alternative 2 versus $2,233,922 for Alternative 4].  Therefore, 
performing the rulemaking as described above remains the staff recommended alternative. 

Alternative 3:  Issue License-Specific Conditions and Exemptions 

Under Alternative 3, issue license-specific conditions and exemptions, it would be possible to 
achieve the same reduction in cost per shipment described for this issue above.  However, this 
alternative would require multiple exemption requests from licensees, as well as NRC review of 
these exemption requests, which the staff concludes is not a viable alternative. 

Alternative 4:  Revise 10 CFR Part 71 

For cost analysis considerations, the staff estimates an average of 11 averted shipments per 
year, per licensee, over the 11-year period considered for the cost analysis.  The staff estimates 
an average cost of $1,700 per shipment.  Costs are higher in this case than in Issue 1, as these 
packages require a fissile CSI label and associated accumulation restrictions. 

14.6.3 Other Impacts 

Revising 10 CFR 71.22 to allow users of the general license to ship enriched uranium with 233U 
present to up to one percent of the mass of 235U under the general license will benefit fissile 
material licensees by providing them with greater flexibility for shipping fissile material without 
NRC approval.  These proposed revisions may also benefit NRC by reducing the number of 
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certificate of compliance applications or exemption requests related to small quantities of fissile 
material. 

The impacts of these proposed revisions to the fissile material general license in 10 CFR 71.22 
could potentially fall to both the NRC and current and prospective certificate holders and fissile 
materials licensees.  The 10 CFR Part 71 compatibility category for the fissile material general 
license in 10 CFR 71.22 is category B, which means that this is a regulation the states will have 
to adopt.  Additionally, this regulation does not impose any additional regulatory or 
administrative requirements on Native American Tribes since they do not review packages for 
approval and do not hold any certificates of compliance.  This proposed change would affect 
implementation and operation costs of DOE, to the extent that it holds certificates of compliance 
issued by the NRC. 

Impacts to the NRC for this proposed change are minimal.  Although there is significant effort 
associated with a rulemaking, the NRC planned a rulemaking to harmonize with the IAEA 
regulations in SSR-6 and make staff-identified regulatory changes.  The changes proposed for 
Issue 14 represent a small change to the regulations, and the effort to include these changes in 
the rulemaking is small compared to the overall scope of the changes to 10 CFR Part 71.  The 
NRC does not have any specific guidance governing compliance with the fissile material general 
license in 10 CFR 71.22 that would need to be updated. 

The licensee impacts related to this rule change would come in the form of averted costs from a 
reduced number of shipments of enriched uranium.  Not being able to use the limits in 
Table 71-2 means a fissile material licensee wishing to ship small quantities of enriched 
uranium would have to use the lower limit of 60 g per package in Table 71-1.  The limits for 
higher enrichments in Table 71-2 are not significantly different from the 60-gram limit in 
Table 71-1 and are the same at enrichments of 24 weight percent and higher.  The averted 
costs are limited, therefore, to shipments of lower enriched material, which is what most NRC 
licensees are authorized to possess. 

For enrichments of up to 5.0 weight percent, the limit in Table 71-2 is 108 grams, meaning that it 
would take two packages to ship the same amount of material under the limit in Table 71-1.  For 
lower enrichments, the Table 71-2 mass limits are higher, but as average commercial fuel 
enrichments are in the 4 to 5 weight percent range, the assumption of a single package under 
Table 71-2 per two packages under Table 71-1 is appropriate. 

The affected licensees consist primarily of enrichment and fuel fabrication facilities, and similar 
facilities undergoing decommissioning.  Currently there are six fuel fabrication plant licensees, 
and five enrichment plant licensees that would be expected to make shipments under this 
provision.  Each affected licensee would be expected to make a low number of shipments under 
this provision, from several to dozens per year.  This provision could also affect several DOE 
facilities, but these effects are not being considered for this cost analysis because the NRC 
considered the cost incurred by DOE to be outside the scope of this analysis.   

14.7 References 
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, “Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material,” Part 
71, Chapter I, Title 10, “Energy.” 

15 Other Recommended Changes to 10 CFR Part 71 

15.1 Recommended Changes 
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The staff is considering the following changes to 10 CFR Part 71 that were not included in the 
issues paper published in 2016, to clarify the regulations and compatibility with the DOT 
regulations. These additional changes are summarized below. 

1.  Delete duplicative reporting requirements in 10 CFR 71.95.   

In the 2002 proposed rule, the NRC proposed changes to its reporting requirements in 10 CFR 
71.95 [Ref. 15.2.1].  The proposed changes required licensees to obtain certificate holder input 
before submitting an event report, provided direction on the content of the written report, and 
lengthened the reporting requirement date to 60 days to be consistent with other reporting 
requirements in NRC regulations.  The proposed rule stated:   

a. The licensee, after requesting the certificate holder's input, shall submit a 
written report to the Commission of:  (1) instances in which there is a 
significant reduction in the effectiveness of any NRC-approved Type B or 
Type A(F) packaging during use; or (2) details of any defects with safety 
significance in any NRC-approved Type B or fissile material packaging, after 
first use. 

b. The licensee shall submit a written report to the Commission of instances in 
which the conditions in the certificate of compliance were not followed during 
a shipment. 

In its analysis of public comments received on the proposed rule [Ref. 15.2.2], the NRC stated 
in the final rule:   

“The NRC staff notes that a review of the regulatory analysis included in the 
proposed rule stated that: ‘In new paragraph (a)(3), [of section 71.95] the NRC 
would retain the existing requirement for licensees to report instances of failure to 
follow the conditions of the CoC while a packaging was in use.’ This section was 
inadvertently left out of the proposed rule language and was added to the final 
rule.” 

In the final rule the reporting requirements were revised to state:   

10 CFR 71.95 Reports. 

(a) The licensee, after requesting the certificate holder's input, shall submit a 
written report to the Commission of -- (1) Instances in which there is a significant 
reduction in the effectiveness of any NRC-approved Type B or Type AF 
packaging during use; (2) Details of any defects with safety significance in any 
NRC-approved Type B or fissile material packaging, after first use; or (3) 
Instances in which the conditions of approval in the Certificate of Compliance 
were not observed in making a shipment. 

(b) The licensee shall submit a written report to the Commission of instances in 
which the conditions in the certificate of compliance were not followed during a 
shipment. 

In adding paragraph (a)(3) to the final rule, the NRC introduced duplicative language 
between it and paragraph (b).  The staff is considering deleting the text in paragraph (b) 
and marking that paragraph as reserved.   

2.  Revise the definition of LSA in 10 CFR 71.4.   
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The staff is considering modifying the first sentence in the definition of Low Specific Activity 
(LSA) material in 10 CFR 71.4 to change “excepted under 10 CFR 71.15” to “exempted under 
10 CFR 71.15”.  This change would make the definition of LSA in 10 CFR 71.4 consistent with 
the title of 10 CFR 71.15, “Exemption from classification as fissile material.” 

3.  Revise the A1 and A2 values and the exempt material activity concentrations and exempt 
consignments activity limits. 

The IAEA has made changes in Specific Safety Requirements No. SSR-6, “Regulations for the 
Safe Transport of Radioactive Material 2018 edition” (SSR-6, 2018 edition), related to the A1 
and A2 values and the exempt material activity concentrations and exempt consignments activity 
limits. 

The DOT is the lead agency for information related to the A1 and A2 values and for the exempt 
material activity concentrations and exempt consignments activity limits, as provided in 49 CFR 
173.435 and 49 CFR 173.436, respectively.  The NRC has corresponding information in 10 CFR 
Part 71, Tables A-1 and A-2.   

If the DOT determines that changes are needed to either the A1 and A2 values or the exempt 
material activity concentrations and exempt consignments activity limits, the NRC would make 
corresponding changes, as appropriate. 

4.  Revise the compatibility category in the Agreement State procedure for the regulations 
containing quality assurance program (QAP) review criteria for Agreement State review, 
approval, and inspection of the use of Type B packages, other than industrial radiography use.  
 
The NRC regulation in 10 CFR 71.101(c)(1) requires each licensee to obtain approval of its 
QAP before the use of any package for the shipment of licensed material subject to Subpart H 
of 10 CFR Part 71.  In the statement of considerations for the 2004 final rule that added 10 CFR 
71.101, the Commission stated that “paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)(1) [of 10 CFR 71.101] are 
designated as compatibility category C, and the essential objectives of these provisions should 
be adopted by those Agreement States which have licensees who use Type B packages.  The 
essential objective of paragraph (c)(1) is that each licensee who uses a Type B package shall, 
prior to the use of any package for the shipment of any material subject to this part, obtain 
approval of its quality assurance program by the regulatory agency.”  Therefore, the Agreement 
States are the regulatory agency responsible for reviewing their licensees’ quality assurance 
programs.  However, many of the regulations that contain QAP review criteria (i.e., 10 CFR 
71.109, 71.111, 71.113, 71.115, 71.117, 71.119, 71.121, 71.123, and 71.125) are designated as 
Compatibility Category NRC.  A proper QAP review cannot be completed without addressing 
many of these criteria.  In order to allow the Agreement States to adopt compatible regulations 
that would require licensees to follow these QAP criteria, the staff would consider these 
compatibility issues in this rulemaking.  The NRC made the Agreement States aware of this 
potential regulatory action in an October 2018 letter [Ref. 15.2.3].  The staff would consider the 
compatibility issues for the regulations that contain QAP review criteria (i.e., 10 CFR 71.109, 
71.111, 71.113, 71.115, 71.117, 71.119, 71.121, 71.123, and 71.125) in this rulemaking. The 
regulations in 10 CFR 71.4, 71.95, and Tables A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 71 
are Agreement State compatibility categories B, D, B, and B, respectively.  Compatibility 
Category B means that this is a regulation the states will have to adopt.  For Category D, this is 
a regulation that is not required for adoption for the purposes of compatibility. 

15.2 References   
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